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Harlem Preparatory School was originally con-
ceived to provide creative educational experiences
for some of the 70,000 dropouts residing in the ghetto
areas of Nev/ York City. Students who, fox’ i.he most
part, had dropped out of the public schools, ware
to have entered Harlem Prep after having attended a
Street Academy. A concomitant goal was for Harlem
Prep to develop into a model of creative educational
activities. Through its innovative educational system,
it would place the drop-out in colleges and universities
By doing so, a major impact would be made on the exist-
ing New York Board of Education to emulate Harlem
Prep's successful program.
The HARYOU Document, Youth in the Ghetto: A
Study of the Consequences of Powcrlessness and a Blue-
print for Change indicated an average of one thousand
dropouts per month in Central and Last Ikirleiii. Recent
studies indicate tliat over 30 per cent of hig]\ school
students in the United States are dropping out of
school yearly. The tragedy of the ghetto is the
appalling fact of wasted talent and tlie drain on the
national economy. It is estimated that neaivly 70
per cent of the dropouts on the streets of llar-l em
have the capacity for college w(jk, and that they
are not lazy, unmotivated, and ax)athotic. It is sig-
nificant tliat only 1 per cent of the residents of
Harlem went to college in 1967, the y'^ear that Harlem
Prejxiratory School was founded.
Ilai’lem Preparatory School as one of the leading
alternative schools in the countiy plays a major role
in the development of these community schools, and
this document is the study of its foundation and its
possible financial and educational development in the
future
.
The author has attempted to formulate two
plans, an educational and financial ' one based on his
experience as one of the two chief administrators of
the school.
Harlem Prep has been dedicated to jiroviding
for each student the opportunity to realize the highest
intellectual, social, cultural, physical, and personal
Vll
development of \^^hich he is capable. The school seeks
to foster the total gro\\rth of its students, preparing
them for their educational and career objectives,
and for their roles in society as enlightened, re-
sponsible human beings.
For the next ten years, the organization,
administration, and curriculum of Harlem Prep should
attempt to be open and flexible. The students whom
it serves are, for the most part, those \vho have
already rejected the usual ai>proach to learning and
the conventional curriculum. These students should
be given opportunities to develop according to their
individual capacities. An open, cycle-breaking system
approach should offer the best means for accomplishing
this. Using this approach has been successful in
educating a large number of students and placing them
in colleges, and this should continue. Additional
courses in vocational training should be offered.
The main difficulty of an alternative school
in urban areas outside the public educational system
is not the attitude of teachers, the learning ability
of students, or community environment, but rather
it is the financial difficulties that all these in-
viii
stitutions face.
Any agreement with the Board of Education or
any other governmental agencies that does not guarantee
Harlem Prep freedom of appointing administrators, and
teachers, developing and implementing new curriculum,
and hiring staff or allocating a budget will, in the
long run, change the ideals upon which the school \%as
originally founded. Therefore, a ten-year development
plan has been proposed, which could serve as an al-
ternative or a supplementary program to funds received
t
from the Board of Education.
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INTRODUCTION
A great deal of interest has been generated
over the last fifteen years in the problems of our
educational system.-- -One of the outgrowths of this
interest was the creation of a new solution—the
alternative school, the brain child of concerned
community leaders and alarmed professional educators.
Most of the alternative schools in the inner cities
took shape largely due to the support of private
funding organizations, and the unhappiness of parents
and students \\dth the prevailing educational system.
During this same period another problem has
become increasingly serious—the number of students
who each year drop out of the public school system.
While many alternative schools have sought to deal
with the inadequacies of the public school system in
general, only a very fev\'^ have also tried to deal vvTth
the problem of the drop-out as well. One of the most
successful of this latter group is Harlem Preparatory
School
.
Initially, in the follovv^ing study, we shall
try to define the problem of drop-outs and the serious
consequences of this problem to the individual and to
1
2society. Then we shall trace the history of Harlem
Preparatory School as it has attempted to deal with
both the problem of inadequate schools and that of
drop-outs. We will pay attention to the successes
of the school and also to the problems that have
beset it and other alternative schools.
^ . .
The major emphasis of the study will be on
the future of Harlem Prep, both educationally and
financially. On the one hand, we will suggest possible
curriculum developments over the next ten years that
will further enrich the course of study at the school
and at the same time better serve both the students
themselves and the Harlem community as well. On the
other hand, we shall deal with the most troublesome
problem of Harlem Prep and most other alternative
schools—funding. As a solution to this problem a
ten-year development plan will be discussed in detail.
The two educational and financial plans are
based on the author's experience as one of the chief
administrators of the school and will foreshadow the
future of Harlem Preparatory School.
CHAPTER I
ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS AND DROP-OUTS
The American inner-city communities by and
large are fixed, closed, and inert as they exist.
They are no more than the embodiment of past human
indifference and the manifestation of human injustices.
The mummification of the total community has led to
the mummification of the individual's thinking, his
or her ability to live, to be free, and to be a whole
person. The apathy in these communities is a direct,
logical consequence of this decay of the inner cities.
The present public educational system is the
by-product of this milieu. Charles Silbermann, after
visiting public schools in the inner-city for three
years, wrote:
It is not possible to spend any prolonged
period visiting public classrooms without
being appalled by the mutilation visible
everywhere—mutilation of spontaneity, of
joy in learning, of pleasure in creating,
of sense of self. . . . Because adults take
the schools so much for granted, they fail
to appreciate what grim, joyless places
most American schools are, how oppressive
and petty are the rules by which they are
governed, hovvr intellectual Jy sterile and
esthetically barren the atmosphere, what
3
X
4an appalling lack of civility obtains on the
part of teachers and principals, what con-
tempt they unconsciously display for children
as children.^
Such i)ublic schools lead to enforced relation-
ships of exploitation, create competition to weed
out the "mighty” from the "weak," demand rigidity
and submissiveness, and compound inferiority. Ad-
ministrative problems in these schools have been
solved by routine control. This process is often
deemed a regrettable necessity for .efficiency and
discipline. Ronald Gross, commenting on these schools,
has written:
Our schools fail to achieve their stated
.purposes. Rather, many are not even decent
places for our children to be. They damage,
they thwart, they stifle children's natural
capacity to learn and grow healthily. To
use Jonathan Kozol's frightening but neces-
sary metaphor: they destroy the minds and
hearts of our children.^
The large number of schools that have developed
in rebellion against these prisons of the mind are
^Charles E. Si 1 berman.
'
Crisi s in the Classroom :
The Remaking of American Education (New York: Random
House
,
1970;
,
p^ 10.
^Ronald Gross, "Introduction," Radical School
Reform (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1969),
p . 13.
5testimony to the barrenness of the preoccupation with
efficiency in these institutions. Alternative schools,
like Harlem Prep, Shanti, SASSI, and Highland Park
are evidences of dissatisfaction with public education
as it is presently conducted in the United States.^
The creation of alternative community schools
is part of a continuous struggle tovard the creation
of a new social system based on genuine human kindness,
free social interchange and choice for students. An
alternative school within a community attempts to
help create less destructive relationships among
people. This means helping them to meet basic physical
and psychological needs in a \%ay that does not destroy
them or others. Instead, it may transform the con-
ditions which have molded all of us.
While the most well known alternatives to the
public school are private and parochial schools, there
are a growing number of community alternative schools.
Kenneth Clark writes:
WTiile there are no alternatives to the present
system—short of present private and parochial
schools which are approaching their limit of
expansion—then the possibilities of improve-
ment in public education are limited. ...
Alternatives—realistic, aggressive, and
^See APPENDIX A.
6viable competitors
—to the present public
school systems must be found.
. . . If we
succeed in finding and developing these
and better alternatives to the present
educational inefficiency, we will not only
save countless Negro children from lives
of despair and hopelessness, and thousands
and thousands of white children from cyni-
cism, moral emptiness, and social ineptness,
but we v^rill also demonstrate the validity
of our democratic promises.
^
Within these alternative schools there is
a continuous effort to develop some degree of collec-
tive consciousness and collective responsibility
among the faculty, students, and administration,
unlike most other large American schools wliich are
atomized, not only by different grades but within
each grade and even within each classroom. Their
I
continuous effort is to contribute more effectively
to the needs of the larger community of men, women,
and children outside the school. The contrast betv\^een
this approach and the competitive individualism which
has marked the relationship between most- of us through
out our lives is continuous, ever present, and obvious
The collective responsibility and caring are vital
for the survival of an alternative school, because
Kenneth Clark, "Alternative Public School
Systems," in Radical School Reform ^ ed. by Ronald
Gross (New York: Simon and Schuster, Inc., 1969),
pp. 122-125.
7of the tremendous social pressure which operates on
the school. In most alternative schools, sharing
work, emphasis on the multi-faceted human being's
au'areness of the oneness of man, \\’armth to visitors,
and mutual aid are indications of the success or
failure of the school to affect the consciousness of
the students and staff. Any major drop in these
indicators would probably mean the end of the school.
Some might argue that the alternative schools
cannot be much of an alternative when they still have
grades, stress academic strength, and prepare students
for entry into college. Grades and college acceptance
in and of themselves do not say whether they were
accomplished in a public or alternative school's
environment. There are, however, real differences
»
between the two kinds of schools. In most alternative
schools, there is a high degree of pragmatism con-
cerning the survival needs of the students. The
struggle to change the totality of individual lives
will not succeed by teaching cMldren or adults how
to make a canoe, nor by offering courses in creative
sevxring, organic gardening, pottery, weaving, and
gourmet cooking. If the alternative school did not
pragmatically strengthen the ability of students to
live while the struggle to change their relationship
8with cacli oilier was being fought, the school's x’aluc
to the students and the community would he severely
limited
,
In most of these schools, the prevailing
emotional tone is non-violent, gentle yet militant,
in the pursuit of the school's defined goals. They
may even look conservative rathei* than radical. They
are indeed "humanely conservative" in their stress
on basic education. Their aims arc accomplished in
non-traditional ivays, while combining the humanistic
and intellectual values.
Does this seem to he a jiossihle conflict?
Yes! Does the need for students to have food, clothing,
and shelter often times result in the continued ex-
ploitative individualism we are against? Yes! But
it is our consciousness of these facts which allows
us to have some effect on how these needs will be
met. It is the height of naivete to believe that an
alternative school alone is going to change the unjust
system we live in. Therefore a pragmatic clement is
necessary, if, for nothing else, to survive.
Another difference between alternative and
public schools is the ability of these schools to
ci'eate (given tlie limitations imposed by cost and
objective physical structures) a free moving environment
9filled with variety and controversy. This is a major
goal at these schools and one vv^hich has nearly been
met. Unlike public schools they are not locked in
static molds—sharp teacher-student division, rigid
union contracts, lock-step curriculum, and tracking.
Students and teachers are encouraged to create an
environment which will allow the greatest degree of
inquiry and learning. These relationships vary from
teacher to teacher, from class to class, and from
school to school, but all are aware of the genera]
goals that they are striving for.
Most of these schools stress the following
5goals in their blueprint:
1. Enabling students to learn at their
own rate.
2. An array of course offerings designed
to meet the needs and interests of students
of all ability levels.
3. Individualization of instruction and
a serious attempt to avoid the impersonaliza-*
tion of large, overcrowded schools.
4. The development of a sense of self-
reliance and independence among students and
an ability to learn on their oun outside
of the formal classroom.
5. Teacher and student involvement in
the development of the educational program.
^Sol Levin, "The John Devv^ey High School Ad-
venture," Phi Delta Kappan , October, 1971, p. 108.
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There are standards that must be met. Ac-
countability shows a seriousness of work, a belief
in one’s strength and in each other, an affirmation
of our attempt to be more human. Non-accountability,
non-responsibility, and non-involvement are signs
of contempt for people; and if these attitudes become
predominant, they will subvert the purposes of the
alternative school and ultimately will destroy the
school itself. To set no standards of work is to do
exactly v\^hat many schools have done to disadvantaged
g
students —not taking them seriously. That the use
of standards can become oppressive is true, but con-
sciousness of its. danger can make it less likely to
happen. In an alternative system this understanding
varies from person to person and school to school.
Alternative school administrative decisions
may not always be made in consultation with staff or
students, but this is not necessarily evil. The
direction and content of the school is affirmed and
^As defined in Title I of the Elementary Edu-
cation Act of 1965, the term "disadvantaged" has been
used to designate those pupils who come from families
whose income is below So, 000 per year. In addition
to economic impoverishment, however, it is clear that
the term also is used to designate segments of racial
or ethnic minority groups and, in such instances, the
term often is intended to connote that such groups are
culturally different. . .
made real in the daily relationships among faculty,
students, and administrators. Major decisions which
will affect all of them arc made through consultation
and general assemblies. Many people do not seem to
understand that often non-involvement is a negative
form of decision-making, and can oftentimes be a very
powerful factor, that renders impotent any decisions
arrived at without general discussion. This reality
has a strong influence at these schools and colors
the functioning of the school.
As to actual alternative schools, the immediate
causes that led to fornation of some of these in New
York City are interesting. In the 1950s, parents of
some* of the children attending predominantly Black
and Puerto Rican schools became aware that their
children could not read or write. Undei' a questionable
process called "progressive promotion," pupils were
passed on to higher grades without having acquired
the basic skills in earlier grades. This resulted
in the tragic situation of high scliool graduates
attempting to enter the labor market when they w^ere
essentially "functional illiterates."
The ILVRYOU document, Youth in the Ghetto :
A Study of the Consequences of Poxcerlessncss and a
12
7Blueprint for Change
, depicted a dismal future for
young people attending public schools in New York
and other cities of America. Teachers and adminis-
trators of the New York City Board of Education reacted
feverishly. A rash of supposed corrective programs
were superimposed upon an already ineffective edu-
cational system. The High Horizons Program, the
Career Guidance Program, and the Cooperative Educational
Program all purported to rectify the learning dis-
abilities of children already crippled from miseduca-
tion. Countless meetings \\dth the Board of Education
officials, community strikes, and the formation of
many community action groups were unable to bring
about the needed institutional changes whereby young
people would be sufficiently educated to compete,
create, and live in a pluralistic-technological society
Charles E. Silberman, commenting on this point,
wrote
:
Far from being "the great equalizer," the
schools help perpetuate the differences in
condition, or at the very least, do little
to reduce them. If the United States is to
^Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Inc.,
Youth in the Ghetto: A Study of tlie Consequences
of Powerlessness and a Blueiu^int for Change (New
York: Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Inc.,
1964), p. 95.
13
become a truly just and humane society, the
schools will have to do an incomparably
better job than they are now doing of edu-
cating youngsters from minority groups and
the lower class.
8
The differences in education between the
disadvantaged and others might not have been so crucial
if access to many j.obs,'. promotions, and earning power
were not greatly influenced by the level of education.
As Silberman points out, many employers novv' require
a high school diploma or more for the ordinary kinds
of jobs. Credentials rather than job performance
are valued heavily at the time of promotion. Because
of this, education has assumed an unusual significance
as a "gateway" to middle and upper reaches in society.
(
And the schools and colleges have become the "gate-
\
9keepers" of this "credential" society. In addition,
the minority often fail to obtain jobs comparable to
those of others with similar educational qualifications
because of the still existing racial discrimination.
It has been pointed out that one of the effects of
unequal education combined with restricted job oppor-
tunities has been a high level, of unemployment and
O
Silberman, op, cit., p. 53.
^Ibid., pp. 68-69.
poverty among the majority of the minority peoples
in the United States. According to Saturday Review
14
dated August 23, 1969, in 1967, a black family's average
income \\as 59 per cent of that of an average white
family. In dollar terms, this vas S4,939 as compared
to S8,318 for whites. Since more than half of the
blacks live in urban areas as compared to one-fourth
of whites, they experience relatively higher levels
of poverty because a dollar buys less in the city
than in rural areas. This additional factor also
should be considered when comparing the dollar income
of blacks and whites. Even the percentage of employ-
ment is deceptive. Since most blacks have low-paying
Jobs, they also suffer in terms of earning power.
In the July 23, 1973, issue of The New York Times ,
it v’as reported tliat there is a rising economic gap
between the races.
15
TABLE 1
MEDIAN INCOMS FOl^ BIACK AND WHITE MEN
25 TO 54 YEARS OLD IN 1969 BY
HIGHEST Gl^VDE CO>UT,ETED
Years of School Completed
Median Income Black Income
as Per Cent
Black Wliite
of IsTliite
Elementary:
Less tlian 8 years S3, 922 S5,509 7.1
8 years 4,472 7,018 64
High School:
1 to 3 years 5,327 7,812 68
4 years 6,192 8,829 70
College:
1 to 3 years 7,427 9,831 76
4 years or more 8,669 12,354 70
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Census, "The Social Status of Negroes in the United
States, 1970," Special Studies, Current Populat io n
Reports
,
Series R-23, Number 38 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing House, 1972), p. 34.
The table indicates tliat the level of black
males’ income is only about two-thirds to threc-ciuarters
of the income of \\liite males.
Alternative schools began to emerge because
of these historical conditions. Compounding the need
for alternative schools vvas the fact that hundreds
of thousands of disadvantaged students were di’opping
out of school annually
IG
According to Daniel L. Schreiber:
A dropout is a pupil who leaves school, for
any reason except death, before graduation
or completion of a program of studies and
without transferring to another school.
The term dropout is used most often to
designate an elementary or secondary school
pupil v\rho has been in membership during
the regular school term and who withdraws
from membersli43- before graduating from
secondary school (grade 12) or before com-
pleting an equivalent program of studies.
Such an individual is considered a dropout
whether his dropping out occurs during or
between regular school terms, whether his
dropping out occurs before or after he has
passed compulsory school attendance age,
and where applicable, whether or not he has
completed a minimum required amount of school
work .10
The problem of the school dropout lias taken
on deep significance during the last two decades.
These youth, unskilled, and unemployed, spend their
days aimlessly milling around in the stagnant atmo-
sphere of the congested areas of the large m-ban
centers. They are a keystone of a conglomeration
of problems \vliich threatens to damage seriously the
American existence. The exploding population, auto-
mation, and migration from rural to urban areas have
^^Daniel L. Schreiber, Dropout Studies—Design
and Conduct (Washington, D.C.; National Education
Association in Cooperation \d.th the United States
Office of Education, 1965), p. 17.
17
cliangGtl “tliG po.t.'tGFns of socj.3.1 and Gconomic 1'ofcgs
in tliG total culture. These young people—the drop-
outs cannot fi.t into the specialized, technological
society, can no longer be absorbed into agricultural
and urban industrial jobs, and thereby are being
denied their rightful heritage of opportunity in our
society. Daniel Schreiber wrote:
The school dropout for all the authentic
concern the public has recently shoun is
not a new phenomenon, but the problem of
the school dropout is. A little more than
fifteen years ago, when more students dropped
out of school than graduated, there was no
noticeable public concern. A boy could
leave school, find a job, and becoie an
adult; today, he quickly finds out that he
is not \vantcd by industry. Instead of a
job, he has a promise of long periods of
‘Unemployment interspersed w^itli short periods
of working at dead-end unskilled jobs for
low wages.
The completion of high school has become a
minimum for professional adequacy. Yet in the decade
between 1961 and 1970 there was an estimated total of
8,000,000 youths in the United States wlio did not
finish high school—a third of these not even com-
pleting grade school. It is almost impossible to read
^^Daniel L. Schreiber, ed., "Introduction,
Profile of the School Dropout (Nevvr York: Vintage
Books, 1968), p. 3.
18
this figure with complete detachment. After all, it
represents thousands of lives wasted in this affluent
society
.
The study prepared by Stanford University
Professor Henry M. Levin for the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Equal Educational Opportunity surveyed
young men aged 25 to 34 who did not complete their
high school education. In the summary of his find-
irigs
,
The Costs to the Nation of Inadequate Education
,
he \\rrote:
An inadequate education for a substantial
portion of the population not only handicaps
those persons who are undereducated but also
burdens society with reduced national income
and government revenues as well as increased
‘Costs of crime and welfare. The purpose of
this study was to estimate the costs to the
nation of such educational neglect where an
inadequate education for the latter third
of the twentieth century \^as defined as an
attainment of less than high school gradu-
ation.
S237 billion in income over the lifetime
of these men; and S71 billion in foregone
government revenues of which about S47 billion
would have been added to the federal treasury
and S24 billion to the coffers of state and
local governments. In contrast, the probable
costs of having provided a minimum of high
school completion for this group of men \\-as
estimated to be about $40 billion.
^^National School Public Relations Association,
Dropouts: Prevention and Rehabilitation. Schools
Rescue of Potential Failures (Wasliington, D.C.:
National School Public Relation Association, 1972),
p. 53,
19
While every year there is a falling demand
for unskilled labor, the rate of dropping out unfortu-
nately remains the same. The following table gives
a schematic view of this historical demand trend:
60
TABLE 2
THE FALLING DEMAND FOR UNSKILLED LABOR
Source: National Education Association, Re -
search Bulletin
.
Volume XXXVIII, Number 1 (Washington,
D.C.: National Education Association, February 1960),
p. 12.
20
According to this chart, in the earlier part
of the twentieth century the high school dropouts
did not constitute a major problem, since upon leaving
school they continued to be able to find some type
of employment as unskilled workers. Formal training
standards had not dissolved occupations in urban
trades. Now, however', the style of modern life has
made the dropout problem in our liigh school, particu-
larly in the inner-cities, an intolerable one. There
is a continuous shortage of labor in the areas re-
quiring skill, but this is a shortage the dropout
cannot alleviate.
At this point, it should be added that these
lossps to the individual and the country ai-'e not
inevitable. Dropouts are not a homogeneous category.
Available data indicate that at least half and pei’haps
as many as three-quarters of all dropouts have the
1
3
ability necessary to graduate from high school.
These capable dropouts are a major contemporary and
social problem.
\\Tiy, then, do these students, especially
those in urban areas, drop out? There are several
^
^Warren K. I^yton, Special Services for the
Dropout and the Potential Dropout , Publication No.
408 (Washington, D.C.: National Child Labor Committee,
October 1952), p. 4.
21
reasons:
1. Lower class blacks, Puerto Ricans, and
children from other minority groups are inadequately
prepared to complete high school. James S. Coleman's
study and the v\^ork of a few other sociologists are
a good testimony to this. fact. On behalf of the
United States Office of Education, Coleman and his
associates undertook a study which covered more than
645,000 children in grades 1, 3, 6, 9, and 12 in
about 4,000 schools throughout the country. The
findings of this study indicated that 85 per cent of
the black children performed below the average of
white children. The disparity Vv’as even greater between
groups in the same grade level in the Northeast; at
the third grade level, a black child read one grade
level below that of the average white child in the
same grade. As the grade level increased, the gap
widened between the black and white children. By
the twelfth grade, the difference between groups in
reading was nearly three years.
2. The children of the poor and the disad-
vantaged lack an adequate self-concept, motivation,
^^James S. Coleman et al.. Equality of Edu-
cational Opportunity (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Printing
Office, 1966), p. 93.
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regular study habits, and other social values necessary
foi school success. Hope and expectancy play an
important role in all human achievements. The problem
is not that blacks lack hope or expectation. They
do have plenty of higli hopes, sometimes very unre-
alistic ones far beyond their capacity, \\liat is
lacking, essentially, is a will to sustain those
hopes and continuous efforts to attain them.^^
There are several reasons for developing
such attitudes. It is said that the parental edu-
cation level sets the leve] for the educational goals
of the offspring. Similarly, the educational level
of the parents affects the occupational status and
family income, which simultaneously influence the
child's motivation for a good education. If the
child could have models either in his family or his
community of higher educational, occupational, and
economic achievement, he would more likely \\rork harder
and would seek higher education.
As to his self-concept, there is much evidence
to support the theory that it is closely linlced to the
student's performance. Deutsch, in an empirical study
^^Robert A. Rosenthal, Patluv^ys to Identity
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Gi-aduate School
of Education, 1968), p. 21.
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covering 292 students from Harlem, reported a "sig-
^i^^icant relation between deprivation and more nega —
1 f\
tive self-concept." He further remarked:
Social disadvantage occasioned by the con-
ditions associated w^ith poverty may result
-in some cognitive and learning deficits
relative to the demands of the early grades.
With early failure or difficulty in academic
tasks, the child's self-confidence may be
impaired so that learning becomes more diffi-
cult and unrewarding. The lower achievement
level may even feed back on the slower
development of the original abilities. In
any case, lowered abilities may produce
lower achievements, lovv^ered achievements
may induce diminished self-confidence which
in turn may feed back upon the achievements
and so on. 17
There are a few educators who challenge some
of these assumptions about dropouts. A study con-
ducted by Jerald G. Bachman, from the University of
Michigan, indicates that there are hardly any dif-
ferences in self-esteem, behavior patterns, levels
of income between those who drop out or those who
18
stay in. •
1
^Deutsch, Martin, Katz, and Jensen, eds..
Social Class, Race, and Psychological Development
(Nev%f York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1968),
p. 142.
^^Ibid., p. II2.
1 8
Jerald G. Bachman, Su^yzer Green, and Ilona
D. Wirtanen, Youth in Transition. Volume III, Dropping
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The study looks at dropouts as a sjTnptom
rather than a problem:
There is J ittlc evidence to support many
of the claims of the anti-dropout campaif^n(your chances of being unemployed are doubled
if you quit school before graduating), and
what evidence there is has sometimes been
badly abused in order to make it more con-
vincing. The
. ... comparison of dropouts
and "stay-ins'^"( sometimes all "stay-ins,"
including those who go on to college) can
be terribly misleading, for the implication
is clear that if the potential dropout only
stays in school then he can be just like
the rest of the graduates. In fact, this
simply is not so; by the time he reaches
10th or 11th grade the potential dropout
usually has basic problems and limitations
that v\rill not be cured by another year or
two of high school.
Bachman raised another issue in his report which
appears destined to have a more profound impact
—
the necessity for everyone to have twelve years of
schooling:
Even if we hope eventually to reduce or
eliminate experiences of early school failure
and other problems which are presently as-
sociated with dropping out, ... it is
still worth asking wiiether our. current ap-
proach to high school education is ideal.
Out—Problem or Symptom? (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Braun-
Brumfield, Inc., 1971), pp. 3-11.
^^Ibid.
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3. The home-school environment of lower-
class children provides little or no educational
support for them such as time, convenience, or en-
couragement to study
. There is considerable agree-
ment among educators that "environment deprivation"
of the lo\\rer-class home affects the children's dev'elop-
ment of linguistic, cognitive, and effective skills
and values, crucial to success in school. However,
the notion of "environmental deprivation" has been
somewhat exaggerated and distorted by man}'' contem-
porary waiters.
\\diile it may be true tliat lower-class families
put less emphasis on the "behavioral assets" (essen-
tially middle-class values), which schools stress,
to say that lower-class parents do not encourage
their children to learn and do not kindle their as-
pirations at all is certainly a distorted viev\r of
lower-class life. It is not that ghetto children
do not learn or are incapable of learning (they do
learn quickly to survive in the harsh world of the
ghetto)
,
but that they do poorly in relation to the
20demands of the schools.
Jonathan Kozol, Free Schools (Nev\r York:
Bantam Books, 1972), p. 68.
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4. Remedial instruction in academic subject
along with intensive counseling and guidance do not
exist for the disadvantaged students. If they did
exist, it would increase the students’ chances for
staying in school.
Often there exists a relationship between
reading ability and withdravval from high scliool—
more than three times as many poor readers as good
readers dropped out of school. Reading retardation
is considered as one of the most reliable indicators
of future dropouts. Any pupil retarded two years by
the time he reaches the seventh grade is unlikely to
finish the tenth grade and has only a negligible chance
of finishing high school. If a pupil is retarded
three years, he is not likely to enter the ninth
22
grade
.
5. Low income families produce the largest
number of high school dropouts. The table below,
which refers to dropouts from October 1963 to October
1964, illustrates this point.
^^Ruth C. Penty, Reading Ability and High
School Dropouts (New York: Columbia University Teacher's
College, 1956 rr P- 48.
pQ
National Education Association, School
Dropouts—Research Summary (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office), p. 7.
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Generally, the youths who are better educated
come from families with higher socio-economic back-
grounds whose parents themselves usually had more
education. One should not believe, however, that
lower income families do not send their children
through school at all. There is an overlapping of
IQ, academic achievement and also an overlapping of
family income. It is simply that as a whole fewer
young people from low income groups get a higher
education than those from higher income groups. The
presence or absence of family finances is a major
variable in the early school withdrawal but not the
only one.
28
TABLE 3
FAMILY INCOME AND DKOPOUTS
Family
Income
1964
FO 20 30 ^ 50 Per ccn
t
Under
S3, 000
53. 000-
S4,999
55.000-
57.499
Over
57.500
Graduates Dropouts
Source: Christian Science Monitor ^ December
28, 1966.
6. Intelligence as a factor in high school
dropouts is a controversial issue. In New York City,
the Board of Education found little difference in
the average IQ scores of graduates and non-graduates;
29
all the IQ scores were within the normal range. In
contrast, the following chart, prepared by the Dejiart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare, presents a
somewhat different picture;
.
TABLE 4
MENTAL ABILITY AND ACADEMC ACHIEVEMENT
Item
IQ •
Total
Less 85- 90- 110
than 89 109 and
85 over
High School
Graduates 100% 10% 11% 63% 16%
Dropouts 100% 31% 15% 48% 6%
Source: Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, School and Early Employment Experience
of Youth
.,
Bulletin Number 1277 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, AugTist 1960).
Despite the Department findings, however, one should
note that the largest percentage of dropouts falls
within normal IQ range.
By way of remedy, foundations such as the
Ford Foundation and Carnegie Corporation were the
first to support alternative educational programs
to reduce the disparity between disadvantaged and
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others, to give a second chance to dropouts, and to
ini])rove the quality of ghetto schools. The Demon-
stration Guidance Project in New York City was the
iorerunner of the pre-college programs in this country.
Through this project, efforts were made to provide
increased student counseling and supplementary in-
struction to disadvantaged children in public schools.
The project was expanded into the Higher Horizons
Program, with the specific goal of helping disadvan-
taged students and dropouts go to college.
The basic assumption underlying these programs
v\'as the belief that remedial educational activities
are necessary in order to enable a large number of
disadvantaged youngsters to complete high school or
to enable those who have left school to continue on
to a college education. It was also assumed that
college education will greatly assist minority groups
to advance economically and socially.
Harlem Prei^aratory School, which is the focal
point in this study, is one of the leading projects
in this area in the country. The school vas organized
as a college preparatory center designed to generate
skills and motivation necessary for success in edu-
cation beyond high school among youngsters from low-
income backgrounds, who have inadequate secondary
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school preparation, and have di^opped out of the public
school system. It has tried to offer an alternative
program to these students who for a variety of reasons
have left school.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF
HARLEM PREPAl^TORY SCHOOL
The history of the disadvantaged generally
and their recent outspoken protests, specifically,
have led to today's long due overhaul of American
society and its so-called traditional values. It is
vv'ithin this milieu that this analysis of the phenomenon
kno\\ii as Harlem Prep will take place.
Harlem Prep's basic philosophy is designed
to counteract negative influences on school performance
and to explode the myths surrounding the education
of minority students. The term "dropout" is rarely
used vv^hen referring to our students, because it is
an educational jargon that has failed to solve an
educational problem. The most important element of
the program is based upon the sincere belief that any
child, unless brain-damaged, can be taught to function
intelligently. Every child has the desire to learn.
Every child has a God-given potential that can be
developed. And, with the exception noted above, every
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child can be taught basic skills if the teacher is
accountable, responsible, and responsive.
Much of the current emphasis in education
has been on how to change or to improve the performance
of lower-class children, and to fit them to the various
requirements of the school system as well as to make
their passage through these institutions smoother and
easier. There is very little a\^areness of the neces-
sity of changing the institution to fit the require-
ments of lower-class children. Charles Silberman,
talking of the attempt to mold the students, wrote:
]jike Procrustes stretching his guests or
cutting off their limbs to make them fit
the standard-sized bed his inn provided,
educators and scholars, frequently with
the best of intentions, have operated on
the assumption that children should be cut
or stretched or otherwise "adjusted" to
fit the schools, rather than adjusting the
schools to fit the children. And most of
us tend to accept this udthout question.
^
Among other reasons, Harlem Preparatory School
\\'as formed in order to reverse this pattern. It has
organized itself to fit the needs of the students.
Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Class -
room: The Remaking- of American Education (New York:
Random House, 1970), p. 80.
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The school was chartered by the Board of
Regents on behalf of the New York State Department
of Education on July 28, 1967. The outline of the
school's objective is included in the charter:
To establish, conduct, operate, and maintain
a non- sectar j.an, private college preparatory
school for boy.s-ahd girls between the ages
of 17 and 21 who have dropped out of school,
or who are about to drop out of school, and
who, in the opinion of the administration
of the school, can be motivated to complete
a secondary education, to provide such edu-
cation for such boys and girls, and to
develop a liaison with a number of colleges
willing and eager to accept such graduates;
and to provide, when feasible, tutorial and
remedial instruction on the premises for
younger children who need not be. enrolled
in the formal program.
. Harlem Prep was originally conceived to provide
creative educational experiences for some of the
70,000 dropouts residing in the ghetto areas of the
city.
A concomitant goal vvas for Harlem Prep to
develop into a model of creative educational activi-
ties for other schools. Through its innovative edu-
cational system, it would place the dropout in col-
leges and universities. By doing so, a major impact
would be made on the New York City Board of Education
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to emulate Harlem Prep's success fuJ program.^
Since there uas no high school in Central
Harlem, the school was also to stand as an educa-
tional beacon within the community demonstrating to
the community and to the nation that minority youth
did, in fact, possess the intellectual capacity and
strong motivation to enter and compJete a college
education. To a considerable degree, this purpose,
directed into an action theory, has been achieved.
Within the period of six academic years, 641 young
men and women have completed the courses at Harlem
Prep, received academic diplomas, and have been placed
in over two hundred colleges and universities • throughout
the nation. Those who after a few years of studies
are not accepted by any colleges are encouraged and
helped to find other alternatives, including receiving
skill training.
^Harlem Preparatory School records, news
release, June 5, 1970.
^According to the 1964 HARYOU document, "the
boundaries of Central Harlem may be described as 110th
Street on the south. Third Avenue on the east, the
Harlem River on the northeast, and the parks bordering
St. Nicholas, Morningside, and Manhattan Avenues on
the west. . . . The community crowds 232,792 people
within its three and one-half square mile area. This
represents over 100 people per acre. Given the fact
that 94% of its population are Negro, it is not sur-
prising that Harlem is frequently called a ghetto
..." (p. 2 and p. 8)
.
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Jlic related goals wliicli the school seeks to
ini])lenient vigorously are: academic prcj)arati oji of
students, persona] and social responsibility given
to the students for their own learning and lives,
and a commitment on the part of tlie institution to
^^al]) the students get admitted to colleges and receive
financial help. This last pui"])ose is very imi)ortant 1)C-
cause nearly all the students come from families with 1 ow
income, and in many cases have no means of financial sup-
port whatsoever to complete their education.
The other primary purposes of the school arc:
to bring about institutional changes within the college
community so tliat the former dropout will be admitted
to these universities; to develop methods of education
that can serve as models for other alternative schools;
and to stimulate iniblic scliools to change so as to be
more effective in educating inner city young people.
The means to achieve these primary goals are: a) to
individualize educational materials so that each
student can progress in proportion to his o\m ability,
achievement, interest, and needs; b) to employ teachers
who possess the necessary academic qualifications,
but, who also possess the attributes of empathy,
kindness, and service to these young people; c) to
involve students, parents, and the community in the
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major decision making of the school; d) to develop
a philosophy of education that would enhance the
academic, psychological, and social development of
the students and instructors at the Prep; and e) to
seek external evaluation and make use of this informa-
tion as input for internal changes.
\\lien, however, did this begin? In 1966, Dr.
Eugene Callender,^ pastor of Harlem's Church of the
Master, conceived a new educational approach designed
to bring alienated youngsters into an educational
process radically different from the one tliat had
not worked for them. The program consisted of street
academies and the Academy of Transition. The street
academies were located in store fronts, primarily
in Harlem, but also in the Bronx, the lower East
Side, and Brooklyn. They were to serve as induction
centers (informal settings) in which young men and
women were given basic remedial instruction iv'here
they were freed from the traditional stigmatization
of established institutions. A major factor \\us the
^Eugene Callender, the president of the New
York Urban Coalition, is the former Deputy Adminis-
trator of the New York Housing and Development Ad-
ministration, Executive Director of the New York
Urban League, and the Chairman of the Board of HARYOU-
ACT.
i
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street workers," who were similar to guidance coun-
selors but utilized the psychology and language of
the street to meet the needs of the students.
In September 3966, Michael Guerriero stressed
the positive potential of ghetto adolescents and set
forth the premise that "
. . . about seventy percent
of the teenagers who live on the streets of our de-
pressed areas, many of them higli school dropouts,
could go on to junior colleges or colleges, if given
quality educational opportunities and motivational
support
. . , He expressed the belief that the
means of reaching such adolescents xx’cis the "street
worker" as "the very heart of the Urban League program,
who attempts to establish positive relations with the
adolescents, lives right in the same neighborhood,
5
and isy literally, always available for support."
The street academy v^s intended to provide
an atmosphere of genuine and open accejptance based
on respect and understanding. It \%as meant to break
the cycle of hopelessness and failure of the adoles-
cents of Harlem. It vas meant to help the students
to build leadership qualities and to raise their
'^Michael Guerriero, A Report cn the Street
Academy Educational Project . A Program of the New
York Urban League, p. 15.
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aspiration levels, so they could become more clTcctivc
in meeting life's problems in the community. It tried
to provide improved teaching techniques, curriculum,
and enriched educational services
,
in addition to a host
of otlier services crucial to survival in the ghetto, i.c.,
housing, legal aid, healthcare, drug rehabilitation ser-
vices
,
and empl oyment
. As the program developed, various
large corporations were to assume support for the academics
at an annual cost of $50,000 each.
The Academy of Transition, the next step,
prepared the students for entry into a formal learning
situation. The third stej), a prep school to be fol-
lowed by college as the ultimate goal, was suggested
by Dr. Callender, when he said that the aim was to
"set up a competitive school system to expose the
deficiencies’ in the public school system- by equipping
c
dropouts for college." Initially, students who
finished the Academy of Transition v\^ere sent to Newark
Preparatory School. Not only was it too long a dis-
tance to travel, as tilings turned out, it was also not
an enduring arrangement. The school closed in 1970
due to financial problems.
^Charlayne Hunter, "Harlem Prep and Street
Academies Periled," Tlie New York Times , February 16,
1971, p. 37.
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In the meantime, the Urban Leag,*ue uas moving
tovv’ard the establishment of its outi preparatory school
in Harlem. Nor \vas it alone. Manhattanville College
-in Purchase, New York, had long been interested in
education in the inner city, and many of its nuns had
been working actively in. the street academies, klien
the Reverend Eugene Callender, then head of the New
York Urban League, approached Mother Elizabeth J.
McCormack, the president of Manhattanville College,
a very happy "academic marriage" resulted. Harlem
Prep was born from a joint sponsorship of financial
assistance and educational "know-how." A Memorandum
rn
of Understanding was drawn up on June 7, 1967. The
Urban League supplied the funds and Manhattanville
College supplied professional leadership.
• Application for a provisional charter was made
to the Board of Regents of the University of the
State of New York. Application subscribers were the
Reverend Callender, Mother McCormack, Mr. Tyson, Mr.
Spear, and Mr. Ifil. A three year provisional charter
was granted on July 28, 1967.
Finally, after much planning, scheduling, and
interviewing, Harlem Prep opened at the 369th Armory
'^See APPENDIX B.
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in October 1967. On this occasion The New York Urban
League Nev\rs \\nrote:
With much ado and a lot of hope for a new
day in education for Negro youth in tlie
ghettos of America, Harlem Prep opened its
doors for the first time to some sixty
students on Monday, October 2. Each of
these youngsters, most of whom were former
dropouts, had 'found the magic of the League's
attempt to provide the best kind of educa-
tion possible for the deprived children of
New York's minority communities.®
Dr. Stephen Wright, Chairman of the school's
Board of Trustees, a former president of Fisk Uni-
versity and president of the United Negro Fund, said:
More than anything, the nevvr school symbolizes
the hope of the community that better edu-
• cation for its children will assure oppor-
tunities long denied them. . . . This idea
was dreamed up because there are people who
wanted to be sure that the students received
the chance that they deserved.^
The school continued to meet in two rooms
of the Armory for the rest of that year. The facility
was less than ideal. Dim lighting, poor acoustics,
and cramped quarters all made the Armory inadequate.
If the creativity and enthusiasm, already present in
^"Harlem Prep Open," The New York Urban League
News > Number 5, Fall 1967, p. 1.
^Ibid.
,
p . 3.
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abundance, were to continue, more functional pliysical
surroundings were needed.
Faculty, students, and Trustees shared this
feeling. Accordingly, a former supermarket with
10,000 square feet of space, located at 2535 Eighth
Avenue, was purchased from National Stores at a cost
of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. One hundred
thousand dollars \\as paid as a down payment by one
of the early supporters of Harlem Prep, Mrs. Sheila
Hosier. ^ The balance of Sl50,000 (mortgage issued
to the New York Urban League) was amortized by Franklin
National Ranl< at the rate of S30,000 per year. Net
proceeds from the May 2nd, 1968, Frederick Douglass
Dinner were earmarked for Harlem Prep’s capital fund.
Accordingly, $52,000 was paid to Franklin National
Banlc to reduce the mortgage.
In the meeting of the Board of Trustees of
Harlem Prep on August 2, 1967, Edward F. Carpenter^
^
^^Sheila S. Hosier has been special assistant
to the New York State Labor Commission, Assistant
Commissioner in the New York State Division of Human
Rights, Honorable President of "Women's Adoption
International Fund," has served on the African Refugee
Relief Committee. She has contributed substantially
to the survival of Harlem Prep as late as 1970.
^^Edward F. Carpenter is a graduate of Commerce
High School, Long Island University, and the University
of Massachusetts. Dr. Carpenter lias been in the
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was employed by the corporation as tlic headmaster of
liarlem Prep. lie was selected from a list of nine
different candidates. The Board also decided that
Harlem Prep should reimburse Manhattanville College
Sl3,000 annually for the costs incurred by the college
1 2in making Mother Paith Dowd available to the cor-
poration as the school’s assistant headmaster.
The need for more community representation
in the Board of Trustees was also apparent. The
Parent Association represented a valuable source from
which to obtain future membership of the Board. There-
fore the Board directed the headmaster to obtain recom-
mendations for three board members from the parent
organization.
teaching profession for all his professional life.
He created the prototype of most of the job training
programs, later developed for hardcore unemployed
youth throughout the country. Together with Queens
College and the United Federation of Teachers, he
established freedom schools in Prince Ed\\ard County,
Virginia, when public schools refused to admit black
students in the early 1960s.
^^Mother Ruth Dowd, Ordei- of the Sacred Heart,
is a teacher, counselor, administrator, and innovator
who contributed a great deal to the establisliment and
financial maintenance of Harlem Prep. She was a full-
time professor at Manhattanville College until 1971.
In April 1972 the National Council of Women of the
United States elected her the "1972 Woman of Conscience"
for her pioneering work in the field of education.
-1-1
Shortly thereafter, Harlem Prep bep;an to
function as a totally sepai'atc and independent unit
apart from the New York Urban League. The lioard of
•Trustees vas increased to twenty- four. At its June
1968 meeting, the Urban League Board of Directors
voted to transfer the title of the building to Harlem
^ . .
Prep. However, the Urban League \^as still responsible
for the mortgage. Students continued to be fed into
Harlem Prep from the Urban League's street academies.
Harlem Prej), in order to continue its educational
program, started a major effort in the area of fund-
raising. In their meeting on January 25, 1968, ac-
cording to their minutes, the Board of TiTistees re-
solved to set up a development committee to raise
funds. The Committee was headed by Mrs. Sheila Hosier.
Harvey-M. Spear, another Board member, filed an appli-
cation for exemption from federal income tax. Another
group, called "Committee for Foundation Presentations,"
chaired by Dr. John Henry Martin, vas formed on April
13, 1968, for preparing and presenting different pro-
posals to the foundations.
The year 1968-1969, the second year of the
school's existence, vvas a year of expansion and con-
solidation for Harlem Prep. More students could be
accommodated in the new quarters than at the armory,
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and therefore the enrollment increased to 183 stu-
dents. Five new faculty members were hired. With
tlie additional teacliers, more courses were offered.
Ihus, Harlem Prep was able to offer its students a
curriculum that was unique in Nev\^ York City schools.
At ilic beginning, of the year, teaching was
confined to the main floor of the former supermarket
building. It was agreed that greater fluidity and
"togetherness" could be maintained if the original
"all-in-one" appearance of the supermarket was pre-
served. The lack of inner Vvalls and the ex}3osurc
to the street became an asset in two ways: the feeling
of common action within the building was maintained,
while the interest of the total community and of the
street was enlisted.
It was the hope of the administration and
the faculty that, as students and teachers warked
together at the common task, exuberance, interest,
concentration, and spontaneity would be heightened.
The visibility of the whole operation wauld attract
support from the entire community. The relaxed, un-
structured classroom situation gave the students more
freedom to explore and discuss their ideas openly.
On October 23, 1968, the' Board of Trustees
made some important decisions concerning community
4G
and student representation on the board. The Parents
Organization and members of the board were asked to
submit plans to provide for a student—faculty—parents
group, made up of all the students, faculty members,
and parents. This group would formulate the curriculum
and establish rules and. regulations for daily oj)eration
in the school, and it would recommend three leaders
of the comnmnity-at-large to serve as members of the
Board of Trustees. The president of the Student
Organization at the Prep u^s elected to full member-
ship to the Board of Trustees.
That fall Harlem Prep confronted one of the
most significant events of the year. Prior to Harlem
Prep's occupation of its nev/ residence, permission
was given to the People's Program (a "grass-root"
community organization) to use the building during
the summer months. The group planned to set up an
addicts' rehabilitation center.
As a result of poor communication, no \\i:'itten
agreements were made. Consequently, hostility arose
between the two groups. The People's Program, exer-
cising its "squatters rights," assumed the authority
but not responsibility for the building. In this
capacity they tried to prevent the renovation and
other essential activities from taking place, as well
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as causing much difficulty for many individuals con-
nected with the Prep. These actions caused additional
friction in September when the students, faculty, and
staff sought to begin the Fall term. Conflicts arising
between the two groups extended well into the Fall.
All attempts on the part of the Board of Trustees to
bring about some calm proved to be fruitless. Finally,
on the 5th of November, the Urban League took over
full responsibility for the People's Program, ful-
filling some of their more basic needs. This allowed
Harlem Prep to move into the school without further
difficulty
.
The Parents Organization, in the course of
the second year, became more active in the school's
program, more united in its action and more a\\'are
of its role in the over-all work of Harlem Prep. A
significant part of its activities was the organization
of an adult education program, operating in the building
four nights every week during the Spring semester.
More than one hundred adults, including some of the
parents, were enrolled. The volunteer teachers in
this program, offered a curriculum tliat varied in its
subject matter from Swahili and African history to
stenography, basic English, and mathematics. The
adults registered in the evening school were primarily
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interested in o])taining a high school equivalency
certificate or a regular high school diploma. There
were attempts to fund the evening program, hut it
did not succeed. Therefore, despite its educational
success, the program \%us discontinued. •
In June 1969, the academic year closed with
a graduation, which those w1io were present will not
soon forget. The day was one of brilliant sunshine
as the invited guests, families, faculty members,
and neighbors gathered outside the school and lis-
tened to the speeches and applauded seventy graduates.
The Sunday issue of The New York Times wrote:
The v;hite guests at the second annual
commencement exercises of the Harlem Prepa-
ratory School seemed transfixed by the spec-
tacle of the family that pervades the Black
community when it guthers to celebrate
victory or mourn defeat. The community had
an encouraging victory to celebrate last
Wednesday. Under the guidance of an expert,
dedicated, interracial teaching staff, 71
of its sons and daughters, most of them
school dropouts only a year ago, had been
accepted into 37 universities and colleges,
including Ilar\^rd, Cornell, Fordham, Hamilton,
Antioch, and Bryn Maurr. Some of the graduates
had been accepted by as many as four in-
stitutions .
The self-conscious attitudes that inhibit
white and Blacks in each other's presence
dissolved as the meaning of Harlem Prep's
achievement, in the second year of its
existence, dauaied upon them. Harlem Prep,
under the leadership of Eduard F. Carpenter,
its dynamic Black headmaster, had proved
that a student's potential, not the ability
^9
to fit into the lockstep disciplines of
traditional methods, may be the key to the
education problems of hopeless causes.
“Cliarles .Trahan, one of the graduate
speakers last Wednesday, told the audience
how he vundered "in the dark streets of
New York," then he exclaimed, "Tliank you
Harlem Prep for saving my life
. . .
The follo\ving September 283 students were admitted.
A typical student who entered Harlem Prep in this
year or the following years had attended a large
public high school in New York City. He had probably
completed part or all of the 11th grade (or at least
part of the 10th grade), but probably not in an aca-
demic course. His grades had been poor. The typical
student v-as probably black, was unmarried, and was
about two or three times more likely to be male than
female. Wlien he graduated, his age uas around eighteen
or nineteen. . '
While at Harlem Prep, he vas most likely to
live in Ifeinhattan; and almost all students lived in
New York City. He had had a time lapse of one to
two years between leaving high school and entering
Harlem Prep, and attended Harlem Prep for two con-
secutive semesters, taking five or six courses each
semester. He \\as likely to receive grades of A or
B in more than half his courses. He v%as likely to
receive no credit (D) in less tlian one-fifth of his
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courses, and if this hai)pencd, it uas likely to be
in his first semester. Unless he entered after 19G9,
it is likely that he had no entry reading score. If
a reading score recorded, it uas likely to be at
the 11th grade achievement level (which \^/as probably
close to his actual gradq level). If he took the
PSAT, he probably scored between 30 and 39 on both
the Verbal and the Math tests, with a slightly higher
score on the Verbal test. If he took the SAT, he
probably scored between 300 and 399, and almost cer-
tainly between 200 and 500, on both the Verbal and
Math tests. Again, his Verbal score was probably
1
^
slightly higher than his Math score.
^
In order to continue meeting the needs of
such students as these, two major fund-raising efforts
began early in 1970. After receiving extensive media
publicity, the school concentrated on obtaining state
and federal support, and contacted the Ford Foundation
to seek a large contribution. It should be mentioned
here that Senator Jacob Javits, the senior Senator
of New York State, along with a few other individuals,
^
^Institute for Educational Development, ^
Assessment of the Alternative Educational Program
at Harlem Preparatory School (New York: Institute
for Educational Development, 1972), p. 17.
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including Dr. Mario Fantini and Dr. Joshua Smith,
helped a great deal. In a letter dated April G, 1970,
to Mr. McGeorge Bundy, the president of the Ford
Foundation, Senator Javits wrote:
Recently I visited Harlem Prep'.s facilities
and was terribly impressed witli the dedica-
tion and capability of the faculty. In my
view, it is truly an extraordinary school
that holds many lessons for New York City's
public school system which has liad such
difficulty relating to youngsters of de-
pressed areas. As you know, the school has
survived for several years on private con-
tributions, and it is obvious to many con-
cerned supporters that if it is to continue
to survive, the school must develop a rela-
tionship with permanent government programs,
I am doing all I can to bring about that
result. In the meantime, I would very much
appreciate your serious consideration of
support for Harlem Prep. J
4
The effort eventually led to the receipt of
a grant of S284,496 from the Ford Foundation. The
granting period began in June 1970 and \vas continued
through a period of fifteen months. Ihis amount par-
tially covered teachers' salaries and educational
expenses. Later on, it became necessary to direct
the money to other areas of expenses which met the
approval of the Ford Foundation.
^^Letter from Senator Jacob Javits to Mr.
McGeorge Bundy, April 6, 1970.
V
At the level of the national government, the
Office of Economic Opportunity granted $75,000 for
an Upward Bound Program. The purpose of this program
vas to admit students who would not normally be ad-
mitted to Harlem Prej) and provide them with a program
of compensatory education which would enable them
to internalize standards of excellence and/or develop
a positive attitude tovard self-achievement. Ordi-
narily, applicants to Harlem Prep must demonstrate
the ability to read at grade level .nine, as measured
by standardized reading tests. For Up\%ard Bound
students, this requirement vas vaived. Through the
process of an interview, the school tried to discover
whether an applicant manifested the exi^licit desire
to continue their education and enter college, since
, the objective of the Upward Bound Program at Harlem
Prep \\as to place them in two or four year colleges
of their choice.
On the state level, under a bill passed by
the New York State Legislature for the support of
non-public schools, the school was entitled to receive
$35,000. It had collected $8,286.97, when the New
York Supreme Court declared the law unconstitutional.
During this period. The Evening Star carried
a front l^ge story on Harlem Prep. After covering
our educational program, Mr. John Matthews wrote of
the financial situation:
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Despite their demonstrated success, the
Prep must continually scratch for funds.
They are unable to grow to meet the demand
and scarcely able to survive. Mr. Carpenter
is now spending up to 75% of his time in
fund-raising, including drafting a proposal
which he discussed recently with presiden-
tial aides at the AVhite House.
Meanwhile during the spring of 1970, Harlem
Prep encountered a series of internal problems, which
resulted in the loss of several trustees, adminis-
trators, and faculty members. The major crisis came
when a fev/ members of the Board of Trustees requested
the resignation of Mr. Carpenter, a request not ap-
f
proved by the whole Board. He vus accused by his
secretary of exceeding approved budget allocations
for renovation of the building and of mishandling other
funds. Rumors of mismanagement reached the newspapers
and funding agencies. This, in turn, led to a demand
for an official investigation of the whole situation.
Mr. Joshua Smith of the Ford Foundation in a letter
to the Chairman of the Board of Trustees on October 30,
^^John Matthews, "Store Front Academy Rescue
Harlem Kids," The Evening Star (Washington, D.C.),
February 12, 1970, p. 1.
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1970, indicated that:
A number of allegations about the operation
and the administration of Harlem Prep have
come to my attention. Vliilc the truth or
falsity of these allegations are for the
Board of Trustees of Harlem Pre]) to deter-
mine, v;e
,
at the Foundation, given the lack
of clarity about the situation, must now
respectfully request from you an accounting
of the expenditures made under our grant.
So far, the school has received Sl03,798.40,
and the next payment is not due until De-
cember. This payment to the school shall
be held until the accounting of the expen-
ditures is received.
Finally, it is my understanding that an
investigation of the allegations is to be
made; I would apijreciate it if you could
share the results of any investigation with
us. 16
The seriousness of the allegations and the
extensive investigation requires that the entire case
be reviewed in detail
.
At the special meeting of the Board of Trustees
of Harlem Prep on October 15, 1970, an investigating
committee \\as formed to investigate the charges made,
and also to look into certain other matters relating
to the administration of the school. The procedures
of the Board of Trustees and the relationships between
the board and the school administration were also to
be investigated’ This October 15th resolution was
^^Letter from Joshua L. Smith to Percy Ifil.
supplemented by a further resolution adopted by the
Board of Trustees at a meeting held for that purpose
on October 30, 1970. This resolution provided for the
designation of the Reverend James E. Gunther (Trustee)
as Chairman of the Investigating Committee; the ap-
pointment of Harvey M. ,Spear as a representative of
the Executive Committee of the Board; and the authori-
zation to the Chairman of the Investigating Committee
to retain the services of an independent outside
attorney, as a special counsel to the Investigating
Committee
.
In accordance with the resolutions of the
Board, an Investigating Committee \%as created. The
first formal meeting of the Investigating Committee
took place on November 10, 1970. Present at that
meeting as guests were Parnell Drayton, C.P.A., and
Oliver Simmons, C.P.A., partners of the accounting
firm of Lucas, Tucker & Co., the school’s auditors.
Mr. Drayton reviewed the audit report prepared
by his firm for the eight months ending April 30,
1970. Mr. Drayton pointed out that tlie audited
report superseded the unaudited report for the six
17See APPENDIX C.
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months ending February 28, 1970,^® and tliat the six-
month report should be disregarded because it had not
been an audited report and also because it had been
superseded by the April 30th report.
In answer to the questions, Mr. Drayton pointed
out that the audited report and opinion letter pre-
pared by his Firm for the j)eriod ending April 30,
1970, amounted to a statement that his firm found
no evidence of any improprieties, \vU'ong doings, or
misappropriation of funds in the accounts of the
school, or in construction contracts or invoices
thereof.
Ml''. Drayton also made reference to footnote
3 of' the audited report of April 30th, and emphasized
that his firm had seen and compared the invoices for
each and every check written to the General Contractor
in connection with the work done on the school building
and found them all in order and properly paid. Al-
though the audit rej)ort pointed out that the auditors
did not find a written contract for each job order
for work done, they had seen either an invoice or a
bid proposal or a contract for each check issued to
the general contractor during the period ending April
18See APPENDIX D.
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30, 1970.
In rcvicwiiif^ his firm's audit rci)ort, Mr,
Drayton iijidatcd footnote 3 to the financial state-
ments by indicating; that, suhsequent to the completion
of that audit report, the auditors had received tlie
confirmation which they had requested from tlie {general
contractoi’ who had done tl\e constriction work on the
school building during tliat eight month period.
The auditing firm of Lucas, Tucker and Company
strongly recommended to the Investigating Committee
that, although they had found no evidence of wrong
doing and no evidence of misappropriation of funds,
a better system of bookkeeping be maintained for the
accounts of the school, a recommendation which the
Investigating Committee adopted.
At the conclusion of this meeting, the In-
vestigating Committee unanimously voted to invite
the headmaster's secretary, the General Contractor,
and Mr. Edward Carpenter to attend the next committee
meeting wViich \vas scheduled for Monday, November 16,
1970.
On Sunday, November 15, the Investigating
Committee retained the services of William S. Ellis,
of the firm of Ellis, Paterson, Springfellow, Patton
and Leibowitz, as independent counsel to the
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Investigating Committee.
In preparation for the meeting of November IG,
the services of a court reporter were retained to
take a verbatim transcript of all proceedings at the
meeting. At this meeting, besides the regular com-
mittee members, William S. Ellis, Eduard Carpenter,
Frederick Hayes, Attorney to Mr. Carpenter, and Eric
Witt, Accountant to Mr. Carpenter, were present. Prior
to the meeting, Mr. Ellis liad received all the material
he had requested to become familiarized udth the work
of the Investigating Committee and the nature of its
investigation.
Mr. Ellis told the committee that he had
studied all the records and spoken to the headmaster's
secretary w^ho, at that time, indicated that she could
not attend the meeting of the Investigating Committee
on November 16. Mr. 'Ellis further reported that he
had invited her to attend a meeting at some later
date but that she had indicated she did not think
she could attend.
After detailed discussion, the Investigating
Committee concluded that, due to the refusal of the
secretary to attend the meeting on November 16, or
to make any other appointments to meet with the Com-
mittee, and her refusal to answer the letter of inquiry.
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and that in view of the affirmative findings by the
auditors, as stated at the November 10 meeting, no
further investigation should he made into the specific
allegations made by the secretary. The committee
then invited the headmaster to make whatever state-
ment he might wish to make under the circumstances.
The headmaster began by introducing his ac-
countant, Mr. Eric Witt, who reported that he had
just completed a series of conferences with the In-
ternal Revenue Service as to the tax returns of Mr.
Carpenter for the year 1969 which, audited by the
Internal Revenue Service, had been the result of a
spot check by the Internal Revenue Service, and which
vas in no way related to the inquiry of the Investi-
gating Committee. Mi''. Witt further indicated that the
financial affairs of the Carpenters were such that
it was necessary fob them to take out a second mort-
gage on their home in order to complete certain con-
struction work and renovations on their home. Under
these circumstances it ivas hardly likely that Mr.
Carpenter had used school funds for himself.
During his o\\m statement, the headmaster
observed that it was true that the renovation \vork
done on the basement of the school, during the period
ending April 30, had exceeded the amount authorized
60
in the budget which he had understood to be S60
,
000 .
The actual work on the basement renovation project
during that time period had amounted to S.188
,
166
,
and he explained his reasons why he had exceeded the
amount authorized in the budget, as follows:
It v’a.s my de'cision along with the Board
of Trustees' permission to renovate the
basement to the tune of S60
,
000 . . . .
If there is one thing I can be accused
of it is spending more money without direct
Board authorization and this I would accept.
And, also I would say I would make the same
decision to renovate the basement again.
• 00
Right or wrong, this xv'as my decision and
I would do it again because if I would not
bring my ovm daughter into this basement,
I am not going, to bring any other child
down. Every decision I made I would make
again. Call it good or bad administration,
that would be your decision. . . .
I will answer any questions that you
vant any v'ay, any time. The last state-
ment, at the meeting where the allegation
was made, I asked for a Grand Jury investi-
gation because I wanted it all to be exposed
—commonly said' "let it all hang out," but
wiser heads felt this vx^ould do the school
no good; that I might vindicate myself
individually but in the process it may
damage the reputation of the school. I
will never believe this. I don't thinlc
it would damage the reputation of the school
because those who believe in the Prep are
still with the Prep. And those who aren't
will never be with the Prej).' . . .
^^Harlem Preparatory School, Records , Investi-
gation Committee Transcripts, pp. 57-67.
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In conclusion, the headmaster offered to make
his statement under oath if it uas so desired and
also offered to answer any questions from any persons
present, either under oath or otherwise at the request
of the Investigating Committee.
At the conclusion of the headmaster's state-
ment, all persons present were offered the opportunity
of asking questions. No further questions were asked.
Thereupon the Investigating Committee adopted the
following conclusions:
1. As a committee, on the basis of the
information presented and the fact
that we have contacted the individual
involved, we have found no fact to
support any acc\isations . . . . Mismanage-
ment of funds in connection with reno-
vations of the building.
2. We are satisfied \\rith the report of the
auditors Lucas, Tucker and Company of
April 30, 1970, and the personal audit
of the accounts of Mr. Carpenter. . . .
Under the leadership of the Hon. Robert J.
Mangum,^^ Franlc Shea, Vice President of the Chase
^^Ibid., pp. 73-74.
^^Robert J. Mangum of New York City vas ap-
pointed a judge of the Court of Claims by Governor
Rockefeller in 1971 for a term to expire in 1980.
Prior to his appointment to the court, he had been
Commissioner of the New York State Division of Human
Rights since July 1967. He is also a lecturer in
public health and administrative medicine at Columbia
G2
Manhattan l^anlc, a few remaining Board members, and
parents, the scliool pulled through another crisis
and they returned to the problem of how to save the
school financially.
At this time the close friends of the school
were not the only ones aware of the financial diffi-
•••
.
.
culties. In the editorials which appeared in The
New York Times and The New York Post y the public \vas
told of the crisis under which Harlem Prep had been
operating. The articles mentioned that besides the
recession, there were many other contributing factors,
such as lapses in educational leadership and the
charges of fiscal mismanagement, which caused a drop
in confidence on the part of the school's supporters.
This drop in confidence had resulted in less financial
assistance. Both articles also focused on the par-
ticular importance of keeping Harlem Prep alive, noting
that the Prep was a school with a significant demon-
stration of a possible cure for the educational pa-
thology of urban slums. It also stated that with a
careful review of the records, and if it uus shown
that there was no intentional mismanagement, the
University. Prior to this he w'as a member of
New York City Police Department from 1942-58, rising
through the ranks to Deputy Commissioner of Police,
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support of various corporations would probably be
22
reenlisted.
Just at the time, however, that closure seemed
certain, EXXON returned to the school's aid with a
grant of S250,000. The grant uas to be spread over
a period of two years: Sl00,000 to relieve the current
year's deficit and Sl50,000 to be spent over the
follovN^ing two academic years. Thus, the school \\as
able to remain open during the spring and uas assured
.
of reopening in the fall of 1971.
.
At the end of a lengthy speech on Harlem Prep
before the United States Senate, Senator Mondale of
Minnesota congratulated the school on its achievements:
^
"Rough Days for Harlem Prep," The New York
Post
,
February 17, 1971; and "Experiment Worth Saving,"
The New York Times , February 22, 1971.
^^EXXON, which for the last twenty years has
built the reputation of being the support and impetus
behind different reforms in urban education, has not
only given financial support to Harlem Prep since
1968, but has played a big part in encouraging other
corporations to support the school. Follo\vdng much
in the footsteps of their former chairman, the late
Mr. Franlc Abrams, the past few presidents, Haider,
Brisco, and Garvin, have given much time and incal-
culable support to keeping the Prep alive. James
Harris, Robert Kingsley, Harold Rosa, and Vincent
Iloey, executives of EXXON, have also, more recently,
been the source of concern and aid for the school.
There have been many points on vMiich the school and
EXXON did not agree. However, the relationship has
remained amicable throughout many crises.
Mr, President, I read with pleasure in a
recent article by Barbara Campbell, and
published in The New York Times
, that Harlem
Prep has survived a iinancial crisis which
threatened to close its doors in the sprinp;.
I commend the students and faculty of Harlem
Prep for their outstanding achievements. 21
For the school year of 1971-72, beginning
September 1971, Harl'cm Prej) admitted 185 students.
There were IGO graduates in June and the
speaker of the commencement uas Ossie Davis. A con-
gratulation statement appearing in the June 7 issue
of The New York Times on the behalf of EXXON read:
This morning, on 125th Street and Seventh
Avenue, Harlem Preparatory School is gradu-
ating 160 of its students. This graduation
is not like most graduations because the
•Harlem Preparatory School is unique, and so
are its students.
Harlem Prep reached out to offer a second
chance to students who quit the conventional
school system. Instead of facing unemploy-
ment or a lifetime of unskilled work, they
were i)laced on the track to college. I'his
is a school that understands disadvantaged
youth and docs something about its problems.
The secret of Harlem Prcj)'s success is
that it relates education to the student
and his needs by teaching him "how" and
"why" along with "what." Harlem Prc]) cares
about its students and the students feel
it. That's why there is so much spirit,
so much self-confidence and so much effort
^^U.S. Congress, Senate, 92nd Cong., 1st
Session, July 7, 1971, CouKrossional Record , Vol .
117, No. 104.
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to overcome the fantastic obstacles presented
in ghetto life. That's why youth who once
quit school are now committed to i)ersonal
achievement and community service through
higher education. In fact, no one graducites
from Harlem Prep until he or she is accepted
by a college or university.
Altogether, 516 students have gone to
college. We thinlc that's something to he
proud of, and we would like to ..join the
countless friends of Harlem Prep in wishing
the latest graduating class our warm con-
gratulations and best wishes for a productive
life. 25
The June graduation was held in the heart
of the Harlem business district at the corner of 125th
Street and Seventh Avenue, by this time the tradi-
tional site for the school's graduation. Some 10,000
people attended the affair.
The effort to get Federal support for Harlem
Prep goes back to the middle of 1969, and the school’s
record shows extensive correspondence with different
agencies in Washington. At first tlie school sho\\^ed
that its program and aims were along the Administra-
tion's national educational objectives. Dr. James
Allen, then Assistant Secretary of 'the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, had asked Congress
for S25 million to fund directly programs like Harlem
^^"Today 60 More Young People WTio Had No Place
to Go Are Going to College," The New York liiijcs , June
7, 1972, p. 37.
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Prep and street academies. Congress turned down this
request in 1968. With the support of Daniel Moynilian
and Lee Du Bridge, more attempts were made, hut were
unsuccessful. The basic approach Vvas for liarlem Prep
to develop a method that would meet the government's
objective of contracting. for specific results. This
method eventually gained more support in Washington,
but Harlem Prep has not received any contract from
them, except Upward Bound Program.
During the fall of 1971, the scliool submitted
thirty-three different proposals to various govern-
26
ment agencies. There vas extensive, correspondence
based on those proposals of which eventually two wore
approved. The approved programs are in the area of
vocational training. A long letter from Dr. Sidney
. Marland, then United States Commissioner of Education,
27
explained the crux of the situation. He stated
that he felt Harlem Prep could more easily get grants
in the vocational area. It should be admitted tliat
part of our failure to receive more Federal support
had been our involvement in various projects that
never allowed us to pursue each case more fully,
^^See APPENDIX E.
27See APPENDIX F.
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even though the proper contacts were made and the
good will had been there. The difficulty is that
there are complicated procedures that one must follow
carefully before any governmental grants are offered.
In July 1972, Judge Robert Mangnm and the
school administrators visited the offices of Health,
Education, and Welfare. The purpose \%as to obtain
some action on the thirty-three proposals previously
sent to Dr. Sidney Marland; to meet with the then
Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Mr. Elliott Richardson and his assistant,
Mr. Martial Moriarty; to enlist the higher level de-
cision making for expediting Federal assistance to
the school; and to obtain information about other
possible funding sources in the Federal government.
Unknovm to the group, Mr. Moriarty had prepared an
itinerary for them to visit officers in the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare. Under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act: Title 1, they
were referred to Mr. Lee Pierson, Assistant United
States Commissioner of Education. He informed them
that by the law, the school \vas entitled to receive
some funds from this Act. However, the administrative
procedure for disbursement of funds provides that
Federal funds be sent to designated city or state
68
receiving agencies. In the case of Ncv^r York City,
the receiving agency is the Board of I'Mucation. The
Board of Education disburses these funds to districts
within the city. Harlem Prep is a part of District
6. However, if it were to receive funds from the
District under the formula allotted to non-public
schools, it would get much less money than if funds
came directly from the Central Board of Education.
Mr*. Pierson assigned Washington’s representative in
New York, Mr. Gene Satin, to expedite a meeting with
representatives from Chancellor Harvey Scribner's of-
fice. A meeting took place on August 3 with Dr. Jack
Woodbury, w^hich led to the approval of a few services
to Harlem Prep students.
The representatives of the Prep were also
instructed to send proposals to Mr. Howard A. Matthews
Director of the Division of Manpower Development and
Training, Deijartment of Health, Education, and Welfare
Ten separate proposals, totaling S845,247 were sent.
The school has since received assurance that two of
our vocational training proposals will be accepted
by the Federal government. If the school is to get
any funds, it will have to provide these progiams,
even though Harlem Prep's primary purpose has been
to prepare students for college entry. The support
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of more than ten senators and congressmen and governors
has been sought to expedite the funding of these
proposals, but the bureaucrats do not react easily.
The financial crisis of this school year
reached its peak in December, 1972. In the Board
meeting that took place then, it v^as decided that
the school had to begin a phaseout. If, during the
phaseout, some aid was received, the school could
remain open until June, to send perliaps its last
group of graduates to college. Media and corporations
were informed of the decisions and almost twenty in-
28terviews with the press were arranged.
The New York Post , under the heading "School
for Dropouts May Have to Dropout," reported;
In an effort to keep classes operating
until June for the 600 students attending
the school, the Headmaster has asked his
administrative staff and his twenty-five
faculty members to take a ten percent salary
cut. He says he will be forced to release
nine instructors next month.
With a pained sense of irony, many who
have watched the institution go through its
perennial funding crisis, feel that its
present dilemma can be traced to its tre-
mendous success in the field of ghetto
education.
Gerald Fraser, "Harlem Prep Is Striving
to Survive As Ihinds Fall," The New York Time_s, December
4, 1972, p. 43.
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Many people feel tliat it’s no longer
fashionable to support the school now that
they are no longer new and innovative. Now
that they liave proved that the so-called
"uneducables" can perform on the college
level, supporters are concluding that the
noble experiment is over. 29
On this very uncertain note the school year
ended in June 1973,'^ and 171 students were graduated
and prej)ared to go to college.
At this point, it is appropriate to review
the school’s financial development graphically to
give a clearer picture of our incomes and expenditures.
These graphs are given in terms of dollars
and cents. However, the success of the school must
ultimately be calculated in terms of the individuals
t
involved and the educational activities that have
touched the lives of hundreds of people.
The graphs point up the most serious problem:
an over-all deficit of $150,000. This \xas caused by
continuous increases in the number of students, facul-
ties, and major renovation in the school.
By way of a preliminary summary, an average
40 per cent of school expenditures v^'as for adminis-
tration and general expenses including salaries of
School for Dropouts May Have to Dropout,"
The New York Post, November 22, 1972, p. 35.
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administrators, non-faculty staff, auxiliary services;
45 per cent went to educational expenses including
teacher's salaries and instructional materials. The
remaining 15 per cent uas spent on operation and
maintenance of the physical plant, paying the mortgage,
and on students' aid.
,
•
Table 8 indicates that the average per capita
cost of educating students at the Prei3 is less than
the amount the state government and city administration
spend i)er student.
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TABLE 5
imra^EM PREP TOTAI. INCOME BY YIAR
1967-1973
Dollars
in
Thousands
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
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TABLE 6
HARLEM P1U^.P TOTAL EXPENDITUl^ES
1967-1973
301
68
Dollars
in
Thousands
74
The follo\\dng fund balance shows the difference
between the school’s income and exi)enditiires for the
years of 1967-1973, During the school year 1969-1970,
the school faced the largest deficit of Sl80,000.
Realizing that such a trend could not go on forever,
the school was forced to cut both services and ex-
penditures with relation to' its income.
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TABLE 7
FUND BALANCE
Dollars
in
Thousands
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TABLE 8
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL IN
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
School (s) 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72
Harlem Prep* S 900 Si, 562 Si, 252 Si, 594 Si, 281
Private Non-
Sectarian
Schoolst
Si, 483 Si , 858 S2,234 NA NA
New York Cityi Si, 230 Si, 379 Si, 509 . NA NA
New York State# Si, 149 Si, 302 Si, 414 Si, 561 NA
Federal** S 786 S 834 S 926 Si, 008 NA
^Institute for Educational Development, ^
Assessment of tlie Alternative EducationaJ Pro^^rain
at Harlem Prenaratory School (New York: Institute
for Educational Development, 1972), p. 20.
totto F. Kraushaar, American Non-Public Schoo_l
(Ba.ltimore; Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972),
p. 223.
iOffice of Statistical Coordination, NjuX*
State Statistical Year Book (Nevvr York: State Division
^fnth^Budget, 1972), p. 2l2, Table 1-11.
#lbid., p. 213, Table 1-12.
**Department of H.E.W., Di gest of Educational
Statistics (Washington, D.C.: Superintendent of Docu-
ments, 1971), p. 59, Table 79.
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For the years 1968-69 and 1970-71, Harlem
Prep's expenses were substantially higher than other
years. This is due to the large building expendi-
tures
.
For the year 1971-72 (an example), according
to an audited financial- report and using the cate-
gories created by the New York City Board of Education,
30the cost per student is as follows:
DIRECT INSTRUCTIONAL COST •
Personal Services
Instructional S470
Supportive 378
Other tlian personal
services^J
(including supplies
and equipment and
fringe benefits)
PLAN’! OPEimTIONS^
Total
S 848
295
138
‘Si, 281
^^Institute for Educational Development, An
Asses sment of the Alternative Educational Program at
IIarlcnr~Pre])aratory School (New York: Institute for
Educational Development, 1973), p. 20.
^^if fringe benefits are excluded as they are
by the New York City Board of Education, the "other
than personal services" category is reduced to Sl86
per student, for a total cost of Si, 172.
^^If amortization of capital costs is excluded,
as is done by the Board of Education, the plant
operation" category is reduced to Sll2.
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Harlem Prep has existed since 1967 as an
independent corporation, primarily supported by private
funds. However, the willingness of foundations, com-
panies, and individuals to support programs to aid
the disadvantaged has diminished in terms of dollar
support. A contributing factor to this situation
is the failure or unsatisfactory performance of some
projects such as the street academies.
Another factor is that the proliferation of
minority causes made companies set priorities in giving
and reduced the number of projects to which the con-
tributions are made. In some cases, the companies
have maintained or even increased their dollar support
but have reduced the number of projects.
In trying to secure permanent financial support,
the school has explored other possibilities. One
vas voluntary donation by the students (charging
tuition is forbidden in the school's charter). This
is clearly not a viable alternative, because pri\^te
schools that charge tuition cannot remain open solely
on this basis. In addition, the economic circumstances
of most of the students at the Prep prevent them from
contributing in any substantial amount.
Since Harlem Prep has been open only since
1967, an avenue of support used by private schools.
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the contributions of alumni, is not available.
Another possibility u'as the Harlem community.
Dr. Carpenter, on one occasion, said:
There are many headaches in maintaining an
alternative school system. Strangely enough,
none of these problems surrounds the attitudes,
abilities, or "disciplines" of the students.
The problem is" money. Commerce, industry,
and funding agencies \\’ho become caught up
in the glamor of a new organism will provide
initial sums of money. However, as the
system thrives and disproves the aforemen-
tioned myths, former contributors draw back
and money, the life blood of the organism,
dries up. It is my sincere belief that if
alternative schools like Harlem Prep are to
exist, primary support will have to come
from the coramund.ty
.
We have demonstrated
that through concerted efforts, churches,
serving our spiritual needs, can be developed
and maintained. A new thrust tovTird develop-
ing and maintaining community schools,
reflecting community needs, must receive the
same priority.
However, the Harlem community has in fact not aided
the school substantially.
Administrators and the Board of Trustees have
investigated other alternatives: the loossibility of
obtaining state aid and local tax le\^ funds, though
both, collectively, spell out "control,"
^^Harlem Preparatory School Record, Statement
by Edw'ard F. Carpenter, June 6, 1971.
\
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There have been two attempts, so far, to
arrange for some support from tlie City University.
The first occasion was a discussion witli CUNY authori-
ties in the early part of 1970 of which Harlem Prep
proposed to make a contractual agreement or an af-
filiation with them. The second attempt is still
in the process. It followed a meeting between Judge
Mangum and Dr. Kibbee, Chancellor of the City Uni-
versity, There is some hope that an arrangement can
•be made with CUNY.
For the last two years, extensive communication
has taken place between Harlem Prep’s administration
and the Board of Education of the City of New York.
In sj^ite of the Board’s familiarity \d.th the fiscal
problems of Harlem Prep, no help has yet come from
•that source. On the contrary, the Board of Education’s
officials have indicated the conditions under which
Harlem Prep could receive aid. For instance, the
Harlem Prep must replace most of its present staff
with licensed union member teachers and supervisors
from the Board of Examiner’s list, in ranlc order.
Also, Harlem Prep’s Board of Trustees must be dis-
solved, and all authority placed with the High School
f)i_Yj_gion of the Board of Education, The admission
procedure and the school’s curriculum would be
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determined by tlie Board's regulations.^'’
This correspondence obviously ini])lies lhat
the structure, the organization, and the educational
philosophy of Harlem Prep, as it novxr stands and has
been proven successful, is a total departure from
bureaucratic system of .the Board of Education. At
the present time, with the present regulations, re-
ceiving ])ublic money depends on obeying rules set
do\m by that system. This is otherwise kno\\a\ as
"control," In the u'ake of this control would come
pressures toward standardization of the school, which
do injustice to the diversity of students and their
needs. We will be subject to paralyzing effects
Which arc inherent in Board of Education bureaucracy.
It will remove the school's motivation for providing
quality education. . .
Any agreement with the Board of Education
or any other governmental agencies that do not guarantee
Harlem Prep's freedom of appointing administrators
and teachers, developing and implementing new curricu-
lum, and hiring staff or allocating a budget will, in
the long run, destroy the ideals upon which Harlem
Prep was founded. If the school fails to receive
34See APPENDIX G.
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such guarantees, tlien Ilarlern Prep may either refuse
the Board's help or devise a \vay in whicli some of
the Imsic characteristics of the school can be main-
tained by waiving certain Board requirements.
If Harlem Prep does not reacli some reasonable
agreement with the Board of Education, we are yielding
the achievements that many hard years of careful nur-
turing have enabled it to garner; if it adapts itself
to the j)ractices that have destroyed the very indi-
viduals that it has sought to save, then not only
would the aforementioned time, energy, dedication,
and financial support be rendered in vain, but thei-e
would be total betrayal of the humanistic qualities
on-wliich, not only Harlem Prep, but all other alterna-
tive schools have been bounded. To quote IGialil
Gibran: ' .
It is more admirable to be like the moth
who hovers about the light until he dies
than to be a mole and retreat into a tunnel
of tranquility.
In Chapter IV a plan is proposed, which if
put into action may save Harlem Prep for at least
another ten years. Harlem Prep must be presently
sui^portcd by private sources, as. well as public funds,
in order to keep its independence and thrust. Meanwliile,
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continued attempts should be made to seek State and
Federa] support and negotiate with the hoard of Edu~
cation for an agreement, \diich could be satisfactory
to all x^arties.
CHAPTER III
AN ACADEMIC PLAN FOR HARLE>1 PREP
Harlem Preparatory School, while remarkable
and unique as an institution, is still largely experi-
mental and faces perplexing problems. Perhaps the
most important of these problems is what happens to
the tremendous number of dropouts who do not receive
the general education necessary to live an adequate
life in today’s world and contribute to the demands
of society. How can this problem be eliminated?
Adequate solutions have not yet been devised which
can be applied to large numbers of these students.
For this reason experimentation must continue, and
changes in the school’s administrative organization
and curriculum should be welcome.
The present curriculum of the school centers
on English and mathematics. To prepare students for
the late-twentieth-century society calls for a new
concept in education. In the case of Harlem Prep,
this demand has been reenforced by the particular
needs of the student body. Those v\iio have left the
traditional high schools have already rejected both
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the inflexible approach to education and the conven-
tional curriculum. Therefore, the students arc pro-
vided with oi)portunities to develop and progress
according to their individual capacities for learning.
A social environment is created in which students,
with the advice and help of teachers who are a] so
co-learners, assume the responsibility for their own
education. In essence, the educational objective
is also focused on providing the framework for enabling
each student to become a confident independent indi-
vidual. This is done through a flexible arrangement
of class structure in which individually prescribed
instruction can be given on a one-to-one basis or in
small groups, according to the needs of students and
the judgment of the teachers.
. The development of curriculum has been used
on occasion to provide in-service training for teachers
and administrators. Wlien the method and teaching
techniques for the implementation of curriculum were
discussed, teachers often discovered a new dimension
of their role, as well as that of the teaching-learning
processes. Each year students and teachers have
developed a fresh school plan as to course offering
and content, which has resulted in the reneu'al of
teacher interest in their work and created a pressure
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Ihat would lorcG the tcuchei'S to seek information
outside and above the accepted school norms. The
new curriculum, thus, lias served as a vehicle for
the teachers' instructional and personal growth. It
has given the staff a better opportunity to observe
and study the youngster in a highly motivating cli-
mate. This participation has stimulated the tcacliers
to guide rather than indoctrinate. At the same time
the problems of the students have posed a constant
challenge to the teachers and have forced tliem to
develop better perception of individual personality
and social interaction. In the midst of this Harlem
Prep's curriculiun has remained in accord with its
commitment to qualify all its students for college
entrance. Students and teachers were well acquainted
with this single goal while devising the curriculum.
The teachers at Harlem Prep have not been
concerned w^ith regulating the students' life styles
or approaches to learning. The school's main objec-
tive is to help the students channel their energies
into constructive activities leading to attainment
of their educational goals. Harlem Prep has been
successfully capitalizing on its students' diverse
learning styles by encouraging their free and pro-
ductive development in an unstructured learning en-
vironment .
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Along with the two major subjects in the
school, English and math., the students have been
able to take whatever courses they wanted. They had
a wide rang'e from which to choose. Some of the school's
courses at first glance seem larg;cly technical and
terminal, e.g., a computer course set up by IBM and
several courses in media. But here also the ultimate
goal has been professional competence. In a number
of cases students have been able to take courses that
most likely they would not have taken until they got
to college had they attended the average high school,
e.g., sociology, anthropology, philosophy, African
studies, calculus. Although many of these courses
are college type courses. Prep has been successful
in teaching them in a high school curriculujn.
The college preparatory objectives of the
Prep have dominated the school's programs to the
point of virtually eliminating planning for those
who aim for a non-college high school training. In
some instances, students have been placed in difficult
positions because the whole program has been geared
to college preparation. It is suggested now that in
addition to the college preparation program, a voca-
tional program should be devised to meet the needs
of some drop-outs.
(
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Much controversy wil] arise over how the
schooi can best meet the students' educational needs.
This will be difficult to resolve within the scliool
and outside since the supporters for a college prei)a—
ratory type of educational program are ardent in
their beliefs and arguments.
The lives of thousands of American youtlis ai’c
warped each year because the traditional offerings
and requirements for high school graduation arc un-
realistic. Tlicy do not serve the best interests of
the entire school population. Many young men and
women find that the scliool curriculum in which they
are enrolled is dull and uninteresting. Some find
that tVie general academic subject offerings arc too
difficult. Still these students are expected to
compete with others in this too-difficul t level of
achievement and too lengthy educational program.
No human being can experience failure after-
failure for years and remain a well-adjusted individual.
The students should have the opportunity to experience
success. This success will come by improvement in
their concept of personal worth, for when a person's
opinion of himself improves, so docs his behavior.
From its inception, the school has offered
high school education and college preparation. The
proposal suggests tliat the school oflcr "career"
programs in a variety of occupational areas, with
particular emphasis on health and ecology, preparing
students for entry into technical and semi-professional
positions after certain periods of training.
These two categories of curriculum—college
preparation and vocational training—should not be
discrete and isolated endeavors in the school . In
the first i:>lace, it may he observed that students
in both kinds of programs often sha,re similar goals:
both are engaged in "career" education. Students
enrolled in college preparatory programs are usually
preparing for professional fields such as teaching,
law, . business administration, and the like, where
higher education is required. For these students,
career • education begins at Harlem Prep, and will
continue in four-year colleges or universities. But
students preparing for positions in technical and
semi-professional fields may complete all their formal
"career" education at Harlem Prep.
In the second place, it should be noted that
all students enrolled in technical programs will be
required to complete a minimum number of academic
courses not directly related to their area of spe-
cialization. In this sense, faculty members in the
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academic areas will serve the entire student enroll-
ment and provide to all students the humanizing effects
traditionally identified wdth the academic courses.
There will be enough mobility in the plan so that
students can transfer from one area to another with
relative ease.
A third aspect of the relationship between
the academic and the technical programs must be noted.
As knowledge accumulates with breath-taking rapidity,
and as the applications of this new knowledge yield
vastly accelerated technological changes ranging
through all phases of human life, education must
prepare students to live and work in the world of
the future. Occupational education which merely
prepares students for today's jobs will not enable
. them to adjust as their jobs change; today's skilJ
s
will make tomorrow's technologically unemployed.
Hence, our program of occupational education, while
developing immediately usable job skills, must also
teach students hov\r to learn, must equip them with
the basic knowledge of mathematics and science, with
communication abilities, and with behavioral science
concepts which will enable them to grow, to develop,
and to change as the v^^orld about them changes. There
must be close integration between the liberal arts
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and sciences, and the technical i)rogranis.
This last point suggests an answer to a ques-
tion which is sometimes raised as to whetlier Harlem
Prep or other alternative schools are the appropriate
place for technical or career programs. Should not
the vocational high schools or industry provide this
technical training? If career programs are to be
built upon a solid core of academic courses, as seems
to be essential, then such programs should be operated
by an institution similar to Harlem Prep, which can
offer programs integrating general academic education
with technical training in job skills.
At the same time, a program like this can
broaden the role of Harlem Prep. It will provide
students greater opportunity for choice and open up
options in a system that previously has been fairly
prescriptive and tracked. It will also provide an
opportunity for students of diverse backgrounds and
abilities to come together for at least one year of
common education with the opportunity to explore their
own unique interests and abilities through an expanded
curriculum and co-curriculum. The ultimate goals
are that the new plan would open equal educational
opportunity for all and that students would be better
prepared to choose vocational goals.
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This is a time when the dream of a college
education for as many as possible still dominates
the imagination of the poor American inner-cities.
In point of fact, hov/ever, more than 80 per cent of
the jobs available in this past decade have not re-
quired a college education. Moreover, emiDloyment
problems of the last few years have involved an im-
balance—not enough skilled workers in some fields,
such as health services and ecology, and overtrained
and consequently underemployed workers in others,
such as teaching and engineering. One is also a\\’are
that due to new technology, some jobs are disappearing
through automation, while others are being created.
New kinds of jobs are emerging with the efforts to
solve some of the major social problems associated
with housing, health, ecology, and civil rights. Many
of these jobs, while they vv^ill require sophisticated
technical skills, will not require a college education.
The expanded curriculum will deal with future job
availabilities as well.
It is known that in spite of the many programs
of the late sixties to provide skills, jobs, and training
for those unprepared to enter the job market, the high
school drop-out problem is still very much with us. In
many cases, it was not that students were actually unable
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to do the work, but that the jr needs were not being met
by the present school curricula. The traditional high
school programs have forced students to choose early
between academic and vocational education, with the
result that the vocational students have been the ones
given a direct exploratory experience. Unfortunately,
however, this has been looked upon as something to do if
one cannot handle the academic curriculum.
This walling-off of the employment-bound from
the college-bound has resulted in an unfortunate
dichotomy in which work is something for the employment-
bound while college-bound students defer thinking in
vocational terms as long as possible. Tlie valling-
off has also perpetuated a curriculum in which academic
subjects and vocational subjects have been in their
own boxes. It has caused a fragmented curriculum
which has not capitalized on possible \%ays of inte-
grating academic and vocational subjects to make
schools more relevant to the present goals, future
plans, and preferred life styles of students.
There is a special dilemma now in that, at
a time when many minority persons have gained access
to a college education, the college diploma is no
longer unquestionably the key to success. At the
same time, there is concern among blacks and other
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minorities tViat career education will, attempt to
train their youngsters for vocational and technical
careers. Disadvantaged students have sufl'crcd most
from the school's unwillingness to accc])t rcsj)onsi-
bility for career preparation, from the heavily verbal
academic curriculum which often has not met their
needs, from the unfortunate perception of vocational
education as a dumping ground for the problem students
rather than as a positive, viable option which can
open up opportunities. The schools have continued
to be rooted in the old dichotomy of academic versus
vocational education. Their reluctance to relate
curriculum to the total world of work and to be flexible
in accepting students in different curricula has done
a special disservice to those who have been outside
of the opportunity structures. Career education as
one means of bringing education and work closer together
in an integrated curriculum offers some promises.
Outline of the Modified Plan
The Harlem Prep's Board of Trustees should
authorize the estahlishment of the vocational training
program along v\^ith the college preparatory program.
These two programs would provide career-education
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curriculums designed to meet the needs of former
dropouts and would lead, in the two suggested areas
of health and environment, to a degree.
In the health area, since September of 1973,
the Harlem Hospital Physician's Associate Program
has been run as an adjunct to Antioch College. They
began their courses at Harlem Prep with eleven stu-
dents; this was later increased to twenty-five indi-
viduals. These students, after two years of extensive
training, receive a baccalaureate degree and are able
to work as assistants to doctors in the hospital or
in private offices. Under the new plan the number
of students in this program will increase substantially.
In the environmental program, based on the
grants already received, we could make arrangements
with some college or university to issue an associate
degree. The students who are going to regular four-
year colleges will continue to receive the regular
high school academic diploma.
The following chart will graphically demon-
strate the suggested educational plan.
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Administration
Kesponsibility of the Administration of the
School:
1. Policy making and planning. The school
shall -provide a staff adequate to administer, super-
vise, and evaluate 'the academic and volitional pro-
grams, services, and activities under the Board of
Trustees' guidelines. The administration v\dll seek
to assure quality in all programs and at the same
time will plan the lorograms to be realistic in terms
of actual or anticipated employment opportunities
and college requirements.
2. Physical Facility. The Headmaster of
the school will be charged with the responsibility
of developing with local schools and industry, a
cooperative policy covering all aspects of the joint
use of facilities, such as laboratories, hospital
equipment, and supplies.
3. Advisory Committees. The advice and
consent of the community, students, and faculty will
be used in the development of a rele\^nt curriculum.
Instructional Program
The major purpose of the school curriculum
must be to make appropriate academic and occupational
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training opportunities of high quality readily accessi-
ble to all students in the community. ^I’hc following-
levels of inst}uction should be provided:
1. Ih eparatory instruction
2. Si ji|)lementary academic courses
3. Occupational offerings
4. Extensive practical experience.
Veteran s
In previous years Harlem Prep has enrolled
a large number of veterans. Veterans' educational
benefits became available to Harlem Prep in 1971.
It is the school's responsibility to contJiuie to
provide a sound educational program to these indi-
viduals. Those veterans who worked as medics in the
armed forces should be encouraged to enter the health
f
training progra.m.
Degree Reciuircments
Among the minimum requirement for any degree
from Harlem Prep is the satisfactory completion of
the following course work: .
1, Minimum of one to two years of successlul
study at the school.
2. Completion of six courses of study each
term.
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3. Vocational students must complete voca-
tional courses, with extensive practical experience
either in hospitals or in industry.
4. College-oriented students must be accepted
by a university prior to issuance of a diploma by
Harlem Prep.
^ — . .
5. Faculty approval must be given for each
graduate
.
Accreditation
The school academic program is already ap-
proved by the State Education Department. The occu-
pational training division should also apply for
accreditation.
Admission
A general admissions policy of Harlem Prep
should be to select students who have a reasonable
probability of succeeding in either of the two programs
and for whom the programs seem to be suitable. In
order to make final selection of students and to
help them to decide if the program meets their needs,
^ t
it will be necessary to identify specific predictors
for prospective students and to give complete and
accurate information about the programs.
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No admissions proccdui'c can idcntiiy with
complete accuracy which applicants will benefit from
the program. However, from past experience the school
has found two types of data about students to be fairly
accurate indicators of the student's probability of
success in the school
.
,
The first deals witli concrete
facts about the student's life situation, including
his skill level and likely access to financial support.
The second kind of data concerns his motivation to
achieve the goals of the program. P^or example, a
student with a low academic level but with high moti-
vation to achieve will probably benefit fi-om Harlem
Prep as much as a student with a higher ability but
less motivation.
Admission test scores and application forms
provide pertinent data about prospective students,
but they are not adequate to present a complete per-
spective. Candidates for admission to the school are
more likely to reveal supplementary detail about them-
selves in a VNarm, personal interview than on a \va'itten
test or form. A personal interviev^r also provides an
opportunity for the interviewer to assess the candi-
date 's degree of motivation.
In the past the number of applicants to Harlem
Prep has been much greater than the school's capacity.
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If this trend continues admission to the program could
be limited to students wlio live in the designated
poverty neighborhoods, ]jass the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Tests at grade level nine, and show an interest
in and potential for a college education or vocational
training.
Admission to the school carries with it rights
and responsibilities. Students who do not show progress
or continued interest should not be allowed to con-
tinue in the program. In other words continued atten-
dance in the program should be conditional on a satis-
factory level of ]jerformance.
Orientation
All the incoming students would be required
to participate in at least three weeks of orientation.
The success or failure of an educational
project largely depends upon what occurs during the
orientation period. The crucial first impression
is worth all the energy, planning, and long prepara-
tion. As a positive element of *the new program
suggested here, orientation can result in a realistic
sharing of expectations between staff and students,
and in a sense of joint effort over the entire school
period. '
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The diagnostic assessment of each student's
abilities as they relate to the program objectives
is a primary function of orientation. The assessment
should be designed to give the staff the most com-
plete picture possible of those abilities upon which
the program objectives, depend
. The purpose of this
assessment should be made clear to the students. Any
rigorous program designed for completion in a year
or two demands commitment, as well as academic
ability, from the students. It is necessary for
the staff to define the level of required commitment
and to use the orientation period to determine
whether the project can elicit this level from each
•student. Standards in attendance and participation
for the whole program should be set quite high and
emphasized. ' .
No matter how thoroughly a project is described
to prospective students, it cannot be assumed that
students fully understand the project until they are
actually attending classes. By demonstrating the
scope and requirements of the program during orien-
tation, each student is given time to e\^luate the
program and has the option to withdraw from the program
if it does not seem to meet his needs. Such critical
judgments by the students should be encouraged during
orientation
.
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Another important aspect of the orientatjon
is to estahlish an honest and direct relationship
between teachers and students. Everybody involved
.benefits from a clarification of the individual re-
sponsibilities which constitute an educational ex-
perience .
The most effective part of the orientation
period will be that part vhich provides some actual
instruction in the basic skills of mathematics and
language usage. To remain consistent with the high
expectation for the students, it is important this
instruction be approached as a review of skills and
not as an introduction to those skills. Class par-
ticipation and homework during this period produces
additional material for the initial assessment pro-
cedure-. Textbooks are not practical during orientation
for several reasons. First, most courses only meet
a few times during orientation, and thus there is not
time for adequate reference and use of a text. Fur-
thermore, the content of the orientation course is
very specific and the material in no single textbook
is compressed enough for this short period of only
three weeks.
The student who successfully completes the
orientation i>art has opened the door to several
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options. The particular course lie can follow should
be selected \\dth the assistance of teachers. The
bases for this selection should be the followinp;;
1. The student feels he is potentially quali-
fied for college work.
2. The student has an employable skill, which
further training will strengthen.
3. Teachers' recommendations.
4. The students who decide to go to college
must have demonstrated the ability to do college work.
They must be proficient in verbal and writing skills,
as vx'^ell as in mathematical concepts.
,
Tutoring Center
One of the main features of the new program
will be the establishment of a tutoring center. Mass
educational systems, too frequently, do not meet the
needs of people as individuals. Their design is
geared toward the skill abilities and educational
development of groups and is based upon national
norms. A tutoring center is a place where individual-
ized instruction is the adopted approach and self-
learning is the major activity.
Individualized instruction provides a student
with the opportunities, methods, and material to help
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him teach himself to learn within a structured setting;.
An instructor or a fellow student is available to
guide him on a one-to-one basis as needed, but the
student will be required to make his own responses,
lie will actively particiimte in his own learning and
progressively take on increasing responsibility for
his own personal growth.
The natural extension of individualized in-
stmetion v\dll be independent study in which the
student applies learned self-teaching skills to his
everyday life and academic and vocational experiences.
The ability to do independent study will be a high
priority goal, because structured education that
dire,cts learning is only a temporary situation in
the lives of the students. Therefore, students should
be equipped to assume full responsibility for their
own personal growth.
The tutoring center will not simply be a
place for remedial work. Since any group of students
exhibits a variety of skill weaknesses and educa-
tional strengths, a tutoring center that primarily
concentrates on improving weak areas reduces its
potential uses. Instead, it should address itself
to all of the student’s needs, including the slow
and fast learner, the poor and good-to-excellent
reader
.
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Although the center v^’ould be an independent
entity, its use should be correlated with the rest
of the curriculum. Therefore, all staff members will
have some degree of responsibility and participation
in its operation.
Teaching and Counseling Staff
The Headmaster of Harlem Prep will have the
final responsibility for acquiring a total staff that
will work together and with students smoothly and
efficiently. Obtaining a competent staff involves
more than selecting people \dio have professional
credentials. It is important that teachers in the
school understand and be committed to the program
goals. Therefore, in order to avoid hiring teachers
who are unlikely to adapt to the school environment,
it is necessary to give applicants extensive informa-
tion about the program's policy and operation. Ar-
ranging interviev/s for teacher apjDlicants udth a
teacher in the same subject area in which they are
applying, as well as a few students, is helpful to
round out the selection process and assess the appli-
cant's suitability for the school and vice versa.
(
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From past experience, the Harlem Prep adminis-
trators have found that the teachers who are most
successful in the program are those who have a com-
mitment to the student’s acquisition of specific aca-
demic development and a high hut feasible expectation
of student performance. Furthermore, it is necessary
for prospective teachers to have enough self-confidence
to accept challenges' from the students and enough
flexibility to deal with the changing demands of
the program.
The inherent pressures and demands of any
serious educational program generate a need for sui:>-
portive services vdiich are usually provided by pro-
fessionally trained guidance counselors. Unfortu-
nately it is within these traditional educational
structures that most Harlem Prep students have ex-
perienced a sense of inadequacy and academic fail-
ure. The new program will require an innovative
approach to counseling and strong supportive ser-
vices.
University Based Projects
The responsibility of the participating uni-
versities in the two vocational programs should be
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to provide technical and personnel resources and
leadership for strengthening the eduaitional advance-
ment of the students. Technical assistance should
be given in preparing a suitable curriculum and a
viable academic program to meet the needs of the
participants. Similarly, college faculty, adv^anced
graduate students, teacher corps, teacher trainees,
researchers, and university-based specialists should
be provided to work with the school programs. The
college facilities, such as librar:y, language labora-
tory, reading laboratory, and testing services, should
be available for the use of the students. Moreover,
those students who have the academic preparation
should have an opportunity to take courses in the
universities for credit. Furthermore, the universities
should seek funds and should sponsor programs designed
to improve various aspects of the school and they
should cooperate in developing an appropriate training
program for the staff.
Conclusion
For the past six years the school has been
successful in fulfilling the educational needs of
many young people in the community along the line
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of accreditation for college entrance. Now it re-
alizes the need for training students in technical
services as well as academic endeavors. Environmental
awareness and health programs are pertinent subject
areas that can be offered to prepare students to meet
community needs.
For the next decade, the organization, ad-
ministration, and curriculum of Harlem Prep should
attempt to be an open, cycle-breaking system. The
most constructive way of breaking the vicious cycle
of welfarism, the continuous failure of minorities,
and the high rate of crime is to attempt to break
the cycle that they are in. Through a program of
college preparation and vocational training, with
the constant opportunity for students to move from
one of these to the other, Harlem Prep—and other
alternative schools—can break this cycle and meet
the broad needs of the community \\fhich it serves.
The other anticipated program benefits are;
1. The new program, as conceived in the
modified plan, will not overshadow the main respon-
sibility of preparing the students for a higher edu-
cation. Instead, this program will be supplementary
and complementary in nature. Presence of university
faculty and other qualified staff, increased counseling
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lacilitics, access to the university resources, addi-
tional vocational courses, and increased budgetary
allocations would have positive effects on the school's
entire academic program
2. Using the program as an instrument of
change, new training for teachers could be instituted,
and within the framework of such an inno\^tive program
a better organization of the entire staff could be
made
.
3. More teachers and more students can be
brought into the main thrust of the program.
4. By involving the students in \"arious
aspects of the program planning and development,
the project will result in their maximum partici-
pation. Fewer students are likely to drop out of
the school.
5. The community and parents can participate
more effectively in the vocational program.
6. Harlem Prep has been a symbol of success
in Harlem and indeed in all black communities. The
school should continue to prove that the myths of
conflict between white teachers and black students,
the' inability of minority students to learn, the
disinterest of children and their parents in educa-
tion, the community's incapability to work \\dth school
administrators, and finally the idea that the drop
out will find himself on the welfare rolls are all
untrue and should be set aside.
^
1 See Appendix H.
C II A P 1' E R IV
A DEVElDPHEKr PLAN FX)R HARLEM PREP
Harlem Preparatory School has reached a point
where it either has to plan or perish, and planning
must not be confining to educational goals only. The
dire financial crisis which confronts it has resulted
from a lack of long-range financial planning with clear
objectives and goals. The planning at this time may
not save Harlem Prep as it is presently organized,
but even if the school joins the Board of Education,
the .funds could be used to pay for the program and
staff members which the Board would not support.^
Harlem Prep must learn from the experiences
of industrial firms, merchandising organizations, and
government agencies, to have long-range projections
of income and expenditures on which it can base its
future educational program.
Even though the school is not a business
organization, financially it should follow a wise,
^As of February 1, 1974, Harlem Prep has been
taken over by the Board of Education.
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pragmatic course of action. Our educational respon-
sibility as well as financial difficulty will grow
tremendously in its complexity in the next decade.
To meet these problems Harlem Prep must sharpen its
approach and the long-term planning \\111 help us in
this area. Developing its case and planning for the
future will serve the school as a tool for dealing
with rapid changes, a vay of coping with the unex-
pected .
The plan will provide a guideline, increasing
the chances for corrective action and keeping the
school on course. This does not mean tliat the plan
must solidify the future. It will not be a static
plan, but a continuing, corrective effort vhich v\dll
take full possible cognizance of constantly changing
circumstances
.
The first step in the direction of the long-
term plan is the development of our case . The prepara-
tion of our case will put the house in order. It will
develop a head of steam for us to devise vays for
bringing about desirable changes. It is not enough to
say that we are an "alternative school." There are
hundreds of these. There is little distinction or
novelty about being a "good" or "excellent" or an
"outstanding" school. What is required in developing
our case is a delineation of the special purpose of
Harlem Prep.
Our Job in development of our oase is to go
beyond high-sounding and meaningless phrases and to
arrive at a clear set of objectives for Harlem Prep.
The case vvlll pinpoint the place of Harlem Prep in
society, define its particular setting and orientations.
It will identify our constituents and students. It
must treat the unique v'ays in which the school achieved
its purpose in the past and what it is proposing for
the future. The case should lift the campaign from
the level of institutional self-perpetuation to tliat
of selfless service to the public.
The Case for Harlem Prep
\\Iiat really is the case for Harlem Prep? It
is, in short, ideas, programs, and policies of Harlem
Prep, its administration, faculty, students. Board,
and friends, distilled into a manageable document that
tells a story with a consistent point of view. A
case IS not meant to be a straight Jacket; a good one
must be able to adapt and be adapted. It may change
at any one time, but it must also give a sense ol
cohesion and direction. From it—Just as their thought
went into it—the Board, administration, students,
faculty, and friends, all Harlem Prep people, must
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take tlieir cue so that the i)osition rej)rcsente(l in
the case statement may become second nature to those
who are in any way involved with the school. At the
same time, new friends and major donors can become
involved.
Our case appears as follows:
1. A national need to educate dro])-outs and
other disadvantaged young people has been met in an
experimental situation. While it demonstrates that
some of tliese young people can be given a college
pre})aratory education, it also serves as a catalyst
for institutional changes in our educational system.
Public education throughout America has been benefitted
by it. The disadvantaged, especially blacks, Puerto
Ricans, and poor whites are potentially the largest
recipients of Harlem Prep’s knowledge and exijerience.
2. A regional and local need to bring into
Central Harlem a high school level teaching facility
has been met. Tlie effect is widesp)'cad, not only
dealing with education, but social problems, human
relations, and urban economics.
3. The clients of Harlem Prep—the student,
and to an extent his family—are receiving a quality
j)roduct as shovxm by the increasing numbers of appli-
cants to Harlem Prep, and the school's excellent
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retention rate.
4. The comparatively lower costs for edu-
cation between Harlem Prep and the city system is a
positive achievement
.
5. The success of Harlem Prep as compared
with public schools in placing students in college
is, in itself, a vital part of our case. The number
of students accepted into college shows that Harlem
Prep is able to produce what it promised and has done
so even though many of these students were drop-outs.
6. The Prep demonstrates techniques tliat
enable disadvantaged youth in urban ghetto areas to
succeed.
7. Although Harlem Prep is one of the leading
alternative schools in the country, we should not
give the impression that it is Just another "free"
school, "open" school, or "unstructured" school.
Somewhat unfashionably Harlem Prep, in relation to
other alternative schools, is seriously concerned
with acquiring basic skills in a strongly academic
setting.
8. The American public and educators have
discovered the contribution of "open space" to the
learning exi^erience of students. Harlem Prep \\'as
one of the first schools in the nation that established
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this fact.
9. Ha 1 1cm Prep is showing to the public school
system what can he done with students who leave the
school early. It is showing that "drop-outs" are not
necessarily lazy or stupid.
The other areas that should be covered in
our case are longevity, size, sponsorship, health
services, drug rehabilitation, teacher performance,
individualized programs, voluntarism, innovative
administrative decision making, humane education,
and job employment and training.
The second step in the direction of the long-
term plan is the approval of the Harlem Prep Board
2
of Trustees, \\hich has already been given.
Financial Goa l for Harlem Prep 1973-1983
" $6,000,000
It is not feasible to try to raise endovvmient
moneys for Harlem Prep today, although some such funds
may well come in during an active funding program,
and no statement should therefore* imply that they
2Exxon Corporation has shovvm interest in the
follo\vdng development plan and along with a few other
major corporations is negotiating with the scliool
concerning ways of implementing the plan.
are not needed. However the main emphasis should be
on raising $6,000,000 for operating costs. This sum
can be broken doun into an average budget of $500,000
over the following years.
The $6,000,000 goal needs a full documentation
and break-do\m, not just by categories within Harlem
Prep’s ovu needs, but packaged for potential donors.
For example, a teacher's salary certainly may be an
educational need, but if the salary is for a case
worker in drug rehabilitation, it qould well encompass
not only education, but social work, juvenile delin-
quency, the veteran, and so on. Imaginative approaches
will more often receive positive responses.
. Another area v^^orth exploring is a "Harlem
Prep Share Plan," where one share will be equal to
.
the mathematical cost for one student per year. If
4,000 young men and women attend the school over a
ten-year period from 1973-1983 at a total cost of
$6,000,000, then $1,500 will support one student at
Harlem Prep per year. As a further example, one block
of ten IBM stocks at Harlem Prep would come to $15,000
and that equals a lot of lives for the money. As
an alternative v\re could ask industries or our friends
to pay the exi^enses of Harlem Prep for one day to one
month at the rate of $1,500 per day. The possibilities
1J9
for effectively "marketing" Harlem Prep are mny.
Categorical federal or state grants, and
l^ublic moneys should be included in itemizing the
SG, 000, 000 of exi^ected receipts over the next ten
years, and a government liaison committee should con-
centrate on such possibilities. However, this is
a point that depends on many other decisions, and
specific allocations of such receipts cannot be under-
taken at this time.
Gift Table
A gift table as it now stands is a guide,
and can be adapted to the plan. The directors can
estimate its chances for continued success in a program
by matching each gift to a definite place on the
table. The table, in turn, is a compendium of ex-
perience of past campaigns, intelligent evaluation
of the current situation, and estimates of longer
term possibilities by the institution. The donation
table looks like this:
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TABLE 10
LONG TI!:RM GIF! TABLE
Gift Number Total Cumulative Prospects
S500,000 1 S 500,000 S 500,000 10
250 , 000 4 1,000,000 1,500,000 40
150,000 G 900,000 2,400,000 60
100 , 000 8 800,000 3,200,000 80
75,000 10 750,000 3,950,000 100
50,000 15 750,000 4,700,000 150
25,000 24 GOO, 000 5,300,000 200
10,000 30 300 , 000 5,600,000 250
5,000 80 400,000 6,000,000 400
178 SG, 000, 000
A major public appeal for Harlem Prep shares
could cause there to be a total of many more than
eighty gifts in the bottom category. In another case,
Si , 500 could be the lowest figure on the table and
other figures might well be in multiples of this.
The gift table shows that five gifts of $250,000
' or more are needed to lead the program and that for
other gifts to come in on an appropriate schedule
I
and in the appropriate amount, these five should be
1
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on hand or pledged at an early date.
Should a million dollar prospect appear on
the horizon, then the other required gifts shouTi in
the line could decrease or disappear completely in
the number needed. Less than twenty gifts on the
table are expected to account for half the goal; this
is a normal guideline and, as indicated in the above
table, could slide up or down depending on whether
more major donors are identified or whether the program
reaches more prospects. At the bottom of the scale,
S5,000 is shown as the smallest gift; this, in turn,
depends very much on the sliding scale. There will
be many gifts in the less-than-SlOO category. Al-
though they total very little, coupled with gifts
that fit in, for example, between the five and ten
thousand categories, they would change the total of
S5,000 gifts required.
The 178 gifts shoun are needed for the S6, 000, 000
goal to succeed (if we leave out here any small gifts
and for the time being use gifts of less than S5,000
as a balance with larger gifts that are not on the
table)
.
The last column on the table, prospects, is
a rule of thumb indicating how many prospects are
needed at one point to come up eventually with gilts
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in those particular categories. This can be loosely
interpreted, of course. When we say "prospect," we
are not talking merely al)out i)eople who could give
il they would, hut who actually have an interest in
Harlem Prep and therefore would possibly become fi-
nancially involved with the school. This column is
not added up because each prospect category is not
necessarily in addition to each other, meaning that
a $500,000 prospect may well not give at that level,
hut may then give in the $150,000 level and through
discussion and cultivation may turn out to be prospects
at a much higher ‘ level
.
As a rule of thumb, it might be wise to start
with a "prospect" list of pcrha])s 5,000 names of indi-
viduals, corj)orations
,
and foundations which would
then be reduced to the needed two thousand prospect
list which would hopefully come up with the 178 gifts
needed for the campaign to succeed.
Prospects
• The prospective donors to Harlem Prep consists
of the follo\\i.ng:
1, Past donors
2, Those who have inquired about Harlem Prep
3, Board members
4. New friends
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5. Foundations interested in education, urban
affairs, disadvantaged youth, sociaj causes, and those
concerned in the New York City area
6. Businesses and industries, especially
those having headquarters in New York City or with
major activities in the metropolitan area
7. Org-anizations such as labor unions, church
groups, business and fraternal organizations, and
others
8. The Harlem Community
9. Alumni, faculty, and the parents and
families of students and alumni
10.
State and federal government agencies.
Each of these groups should be researched
and listed. A number of logical prospects are the
Astor Foundation, Carnegie Corporation, Besser Foun-
dation, Danforth Foundation, Ford Foundation, EXXON,
IBM, Hosier Fund, Meyer Foundation, Mott Foundation,
Union Carbide, Andrew Mellon Foundation, General
Electric, Consolidated Edison, General Foods, New
York Foundation, Field Foundation, Time Inc., Rocke-
feller Brothers Foundation. These suggestions are
the type of prospects to be pursued because they are
concerned foundations. New York City corporations,
and friends of the school.
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Time Table
A time table for the school's campaign is
not outlined here. At this point, it is not possible
to be specific, but there are a few key elements to
the time table that can be indicated. First of all,
although the program is intended to cover the needs
for ten years, the active campaign period will be
conducted during the "excitement phase" of the first
two years. In other words, two years of organized
and intensive campaigning would be required to find
the S6, 000, 000 for the school.
In suggesting this idea, v\re recognize the
possibility that funds at this level may not be avail-
able until certain things are "proven" by Harlem Prep
and that some of the goal may be reached only during
a special follov\r-up program at a later date. There
is, of course, the other possibility, a happier one,
that success will be easier to come by than experience
has shown in similar situations. For example, the
initial funding for Harlem Prep was quite easy.
A development time table should cover not
only the obvious fund raising activities, but all
areas of organization. The time table would also
include public relations in its traditional sense,
special publicity, events at the school that are not
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purely internal, the announcement ol appointments and
plans, and generally, anything that would have a posi-
tive effect for Harlem Prep.
Public Relations
Despite considerable television and newspaper
coverage, and speaki-ng/.engagcments by key administra-
tors, an organized and systematic public relations
program does not yet exist. Harlem Prep has received •
much publicity, however, due to the liard work of the
Headmaster and his assistants. Also, some of the
credit for so much good coverage must go to the advice
and inv^olvement of EXXON' s Public Relations Department.
This momentum v\rill not carry itself. A fully con-
<
ceived public relations plan is needed to dovetail
with the over-all fund raising program. Modern,
ingenious, and successful methods of collecting in-
formation by means of questionnaires, in-depth inter-
views, and polling techniques are available and we
could use them profitably.
Public relations activities and considerations
should be organic to the program of Harlem Prep and
not a set
,
of exercises wiiich we superficially add
to the stream of events.
The emphasis should be on improving and pro-
jecting our program, rather than upon creating events
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or materials for i)ublic consumption. We \>rill not
replace public relations with publicity, reality with
exhibitionism, and our solid continuing record of
accomplishment writh gimmicks.
As part of our public relations work, the
following steps should be taken as soon as possible:
1. A written case to be developed as the
program i^roceeds.
2. Special publications to be issued under
j>rofessional guidance.
3. A budget projection spelling out total
needs and breakdowns for gift opportunities.
Publications
After completing the writing of our case,
a pamphlet should be available which would be a pro-
fusely illustrated, exceptionally interesting, and
professionally written document. Since it will not
always be possible to bring all prospective and major
donors and key leaders to Harlem Prep at a moment's
notice, this pamphlet should bring Harlem Prep to
them, serving as a solid ambassador for the school
in the absence of a leader to tell the story in person.
Since the school will look to the corporate
world in New York for a major share of the early years
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of support for Harlem Prep, a publication aimed at
the top business man and his share in Harlem and
Harlem Prep will be extremely important in getting
•both leadership and funds. Hopefully, such a booklet
might be sponsored by a business organization, and
its quality should be of. a type that a top business-
man is familiar with in his own organization. Al-
though its entire contents should be a revelation,
it should bring the message that to be behind Harlem
Prep is not just good citizenship and perhaps a moral
duty, it is also plain, old fashioned good business.
If one considers dollars spent on a school
like Harlem Prep as a social investment, the rate
of return earned by this investment as measured by
the increased productivity of those educated is greater
than the rate of return earned by other investments
in the United States economy. It. should be shown
that company support for education in general and
Harlem Prep in particular will foster direct or indi-
rect improvements in their manpower supply.
Goodwill is a significant commodity that most
companies do a great deal to foster. Their image
in the community leads to improved sales and other
benefits for the company.
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Economists have demonstrated tliat schooling,
income, and consumption arc highly correlated. In-
dustry knov/s it cannot sell ever more sophisticated
products at ever increasing rates if greater numbers
of people do not go to school, before earning larger
and larger incomes.
.
.
Sta f f and Bud ge
t
Personnel expenses and costs have al\v’ays been
an involved and sometimes unsettling exjjerience for
the Prep. However, it is definite that a few of our
regular contributors would pay for the manpower needs
of this kind of development plan. The expenses for
a fairly concentrated six million dollar program will
«
come to about five to nine per cent of the goal. This
is low when compared to running expenses of similar
operations. The figure assumes the achievement of
the total goal, which may be surpassed or may be
missed by a substantial amount. Actual expenditures
would remain, however, very close to those indicated.
The expenses include the services of a professional
3
According to American City Bureau/Beaver
Associates, the average cost of raising funds for
hospitals is 7 per cent, youtli agencies 7 per cent,
and colleges 17 per cent of the total fund-raising
goal.
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fund raiser. These services are never based on a
percentage of money raised, but always on a straight-
forward fee.
The school has been given a S25,000 grant
from the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation for the
purpose of helping the, school's development plan.
That grant will be used for the proposed program.
The school hopes that space will be donated
by a New York organization so that Harlem Prep neither
has to pay rent, nor become involved in a long-term
lease situation.
Tliese are the suggested human resources:
1. Personnel. A Campaign Coordinator with
great initiative, abilities, and professional knowledge
to guide, research, inspire, and \vLth the ability to
work intimately writh different teams is needed. By
necessity, he may have to be selected vvrith the help
of professional counsel. He would provide expert
professional counseling in writing our case state-
ments, publicity and other campaign materials, as
well as skillful handling of special events, informa-
tion about foundations and making proposal presenta-
tions to them. He would also be responsible for
preparing and evaluating the prospect lists, volunteer
and leadership training, and tax information which
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encourages giving. He should he paid a set fee, and
should he assisted hy an excellent secretary.
2. Volunteers/Lcadcr ship. We should not
•treat the great number of our friends and volunteers
as the "leg men." Tliey should be used effectively
in the entire program, including planning, organiza-
tion, public relations, solicitation, evaluation,
and reporting. It is not suggested that all volun-
teers be used in all phases of the program, but it
is proposed that selected voluntcci’s be used in all
])hascs. Few of them will serve on some of the major
4
committees which should be organized..
While prestige is a highly desirable cliarac-
teristic of volunteers, willingness to learn about
the cause and a desire to work for it brings as much
success. To keep a balance among the number of volun-
teers which we will have, it is suggested that the
following key persons be involved in our program from
the very beginning.
A. The school's administrators: Headmaster
Carpenter and his assistant, M. Hussein Ahdieh.
"*See Appendix I for a detail table of organi-
zation for the financial campaign.
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B, Al lecis"t six from the following list:
(1) lion. Robert J. Mangum, Judge, New
/ork State Court of Claims
(2) Charles I?angell, U.S. Congressman
from New York
(3) Robert .Kingsley, Vice President, EXXON
(4) Charles E. F. Millard, President,
Cocoa Cola Co.
(5) lion. Sheila Hosier, Hosier Foundation,
Inc.
(6) Dr. Joshua Smith, Program Officer,
Ford Fdn.
(7) Madison Jones, Vice President, Metro-
politan Life Insurance Co.
(8) Dr. Charles Smith, A ssociate Director,
Rockefeller Brothers Foundation,
C II A P T E K V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Somewhere in between the incredible Apollo
moonshots and the blight of the American ghettos is
the reality that is known as Harlem Preparatory School.
We have faith, we strive for the unknoun, we know
we must not fail wliile knowing we could fail, and we
know at the same time that not just faith, but much
thought, planning, sweat, and tears have gone into the
project. We also know that to keep the school oj)en,
much more effort must go into it.
The Apollo flights were successful because
the actual landings on the moon v\rere, for all intents
and purposes, the second landing, not the first. The
American scientific knovv^ledge has so far surpassed
anything else we have done or are able to do at the
moment in our human and cultural relationships. About
the only thing really new about each Apollo moon land-
ing was the fact that the public \\as watching. Simu-
lation had enabled a "dry-run" so complete that the
astronauts experienced very few surprises when they
actually took off into space. Essentially, they had
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to copy what had been done before in simulation on
the ground, and to follow the instructions of highly
sophisticated scientific machines. This is not meant
to downgrade this fantastic achievement, both human
and scientific.
The millions and millions of dollars of sci-
entific know-how loaded the possibilities of success
on behalf of the Apollo astronauts. It has been said
that the achievement of Lindbergh, the Lone Eagle,
crossing the Atlantic in the Spirit of St. Louis in
utter loneliness, surpassed anything that we can do
today with all our scientific knowledge and computers.
Harlem Prep's experience in Central Harlem
is, after all these years, and after all our national
experiences and laws and advances, closer to the
experience of Lindbergh in human endeavor and challenge
than to the Apollo flights. Except for a number of
very recent studies, beginning as late as 1963 with
Youth in the Ghetto , hardly any scientific backlog
of knowledge exists that gives us the ability to
simulate a Harlem Prep experience, or to conduct a
sterile test tube experiment, \vliat is being done at
Harlem Prep is happening now without compromising the
basic goals of the school and without precedent.
Trial and error, with little leexvay for error, is the
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daily operating procedure at the school. It represents,
indeed, a new world aborning, and the voice of ex-
perience is just unheard of in that land.^
In its first six years of experience, Harlem
Prep has, in a Vvay, reached that unreachable goal and
made it obtainable, made it possible, made it happen.
In much the same way, any analysis of the Harlem Prep
experience and an examination of its financial and
educational situation must be based to a large extent
on faith in human experience. This does not mean,
however, that this examination and dissection of the
situation has been based simply on some kind of emo-
tional reaction or commitment. lather, it has been
based on experience that has been gained over five
years of hard work and extensive studies of other
schools. The specific objective of this study has
been to assess how this project met its stated goals
of motivating and preparing disadvantaged high school
drop-outs for a college education. After delineating
the project’s goals, the researcher reviewed the develop
ment of the school and how it was structured and ad-
ministered. Then he suggested broadened goals and
the means of achieving all these goals. The continuous
^See Appendix J.
financia] crisis of the school has affcctccl the over-
all growth of the school and therefore has been a
major concern of this study.
The educational program as it was suggested
should incorporate the basic objectives of the existing
program and broaden its scope. The drop-out problem
cannot be solved by educating a few or creating an
elite group. The educational needs of these inner
city dropouts require a broad-based program. In this
effort all potentially able students, including those
who are vocationally oriented, should have an oppor-
tunity to participate in the program of Harlem Prepara-
tory School.
An extensive development plan has been sug-
gested, which has met the preliminary approval of the
school board of Trustees and hopefully will be put
into action shortly-
Pecommendations
The following recommendations, along with
the earlier suggestions, will help the school's growth
and its contribution to the American educational
system:
1. Our experimental program in accepting
former drop-outs, preparing them for college entry
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which has been proven successful, should continue.
A new curriculum in terms of vocational training
should be added to the present program,
2. Educational methods which can serve as
tangible and working models for other alternative
schools or public schools should be further developed
and tested.
3. More extensive in-service educational
programs for high school teachers and administrators
should be arranged either v\rith the New York City
colleges and universities or with the Board of Edu-
cation.
4. Intensive research should be conducted
on following up Harlem Prep graduates who are either
in colleges or have left universities.
5. An open dialogue between Harlem Prep and
existing Street Academies in New York City is neces-
sary. A system of communication and cooperation
should be re-established as soon as possible.
6. Further external evaluation and studies
on Harlem Prep program should be initiated; this
information could be used as an input for internal
i
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changes or for public use.
7. More extensive involvement on the part
of Harlem community in terms of planning programs
should be sought.
The successes, ,innovations
,
challenges, and
excitements tliat one encounters in forming and ad-
ministrating schools like Harlem Prep are never the
result of a mechanical turn of events; they are al\vays
the result of the direct involvement, leadership,
and sense of purpose felt by human beings. It is
this knowledge tliat one is always dealing \d.th the
human element in educational reforms and radical
changes that causes me to be so positive about its
influence. Because of the effect of Harlem Prep on
the ills of today's society, I am proud to be iden-
tified with this cause, and hope that this study will
shed some light on its past and give guidance for its
future
.
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Ob.iectives
To provide relevant community-centered edu-
cation to students of the region.
To provide a regional urban-based program
for students from Hartford environs.
To provide wide opportunity for flexibility
and individualization of programs and learning en-
counters within the framework of a planned and in-
clusive program.
To establish means by which the program can
be of service to the broader community.
To establish a climate of innovation and ex-
perimentation in education.
The Selection of Students
Because the Shanti School seeks a diverse
student population, selection for the program is by
lottery of those students who, with parental consent,
apply. The only students who would not be eligible
are those who require some special educational program
which the school would not be prepared to offer (for
example, retarded, disturbed, severely physically
handicapped)
.
E^ch Board of Education makes annual budgetary
commitments to the program. Thereafter a lottery
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shall be held to fill the positions offered in the
contributing district. Students already enrolled
have automatic preference for positions offered by
their local board.
SASSI PREP^
In the controversy currently swirling around
"alternative schools" it's forgotten why they started
and vv^hy they have proliferated: to reach out and
pull back into the mainstream of American education
those children shunted aside or left behind, as well
as being laboratories for educational experimentation
in an area of great change.
The most successful ones involve a hard disci-
pline and a tough curriculum, not the let ’ s-pretcnd-
we ’ re-a-school approach of many "free schools" public
attention dwells on. Nor are the best alternative
schools reactions against the public school system or
revolutionary indoctrination centers. Too, they are
not on Vermont hillsides, in suburbia or as outgro\vths
of a new cultural or political movement but where they
are most needed, in the inner cities.
For whatever reasons the children of minority
groups and the poor failed in regular schools, the
^"SASSI Prep—^Academic Recycling," The Common
(Durham, N.H.), February, 1973, p. 6.
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best alternative schools offer dropouts their only
second chance. And they do it against great odds
no mandatory attendance, limited financial resources,
underpaid staffs and volunteers, and entirely depen-
dent on persuasion and innovative teacliing to get
through to and motivate ex-drug addicts, welfare
recipients, gang members, and disillusioned.
One ranking among the best of several hundred
alternative schools throughout the country is tlie
Street Academy System of Springfield, Inc. (SASSI),
so judged by educators vho come in contact with it
and by the results of its two and a half years of
operating out of a Springfield store front. Attract-
ing high school dropouts primarily through word of
mouth, offering difficult remedial and academic skills
as well as such specialties as art, dance, and photo-
graphy, SASSI has enrolled more than 250 students
—
many of them adults—and placed fifty in colleges,
with some going to spectacular success. With a credo
of "Unity with Diversity in Learning," SASSI ' s student
body has averaged 50 per cent Black, 38 per cent ^Vhite,
10 per cent Puerto Rican, and 2 per cent American
Indian at a time wiien some of Springfield's public
high schools have been racked by racial disorders.
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As importantly, SASSI has demonstrated that
at its roots education is a sizeabJe economic resource.
The school not only salvages what would have been
wasted lives but has built around the educational
center a community service corporation that lielps
sustain the operation financially, provides skill
training and places its graduates in specialized
fields that have a shortage of talent. From its
courses in communications and journalism came a new
community nev\rspaper called SALT for. Springfield Area
Life and Times and which focused on inner-city problems
and issues SASSI leaders felt v\^eren' t. being covered
by the standard press. A little more than a year old
SALT 'now has a special Spanish-speaking edition, a
total circulation of 10,000 and approaching profita-
bility.- There followed a closed-circuit television
system created at the low-income Riverview apartments,
with SASSI students and staff producing local interest
programs (e.g., thirty-minute documentaries on available
social services), \\fith that background and experience
SASSI is planning a strong bid for one of the new
cable television channels when the system is organized
in Springfield. In addition SASSI provides a labora-
tory for professionals and educators wlio are given
sabbaticals from their employers to study and aid
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SASSI’s operation.
But the core of SASSI is the preparatory school
and the effort to pull up dropouts by the bootstraps,
theirs and SASSI’s, The lessons from the experience
of the staff, many of them experienced teachers,
provide guidelines for all of education. "We begin
with two premises, that in this country it is necessary
to the over-all process of education to have a diverse
make-up and input, and secondly, to stress the positive
side of education, that each student is a mind loaded
with gems of inestimable value," says William H. Smith,
SASSI’s twenty-six-year-old Headmaster. "We simply
try to give the self-confidence to extract and polish
those gems himself." Emblazoned on the yellow and
red sign across the school front on Pearl Street is
SASSI’s other motto, "Everybody is a Star" (from the
Sly and the Family Stone song’s line, "Everybody is
a star, one big circle moving round and round") that
underlines the school's major emphasis on students.
With a core curriculum of math, science,
English, and wi^iting, SASSI offers sixteen other
courses that include sculpture, morals. Black history,
video production, drug education, \\'omen’s studies,
and a variety of arts. A full-time staff of several
is supplemented by volunteers and a group of
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"Lancastrians,” students with some skill or expertise
who teach under staff direction. There are no grades
given, instead periodic evaluations by the teachers
measuring attitudes and ability
5
nor arc there any
class levels or time limit.
APPENDIXES
1
A P P E N D I X A
DESCRIPTIONS OF A I'EW ALTEimTIVE SCHOOLS:
HIGHLAND PARK, SHANTI, AND SASSI
i
HIGIIIAND PARK^
Highland Park Free School is a community school
in almost every sense of the word. Its present Director,
Charles E. Lawrence^;'- states its purpose this ^^ay; "We
are educating the total community, not just educating
kids."
The school's governance and operation is in
the hands of the parents, from the governing board
to the personnel committee (hiring and firing) to the
community teachers in every classroom. T]ie population
of the school, as of the Highland Park area of Roxbury,
I
is over 80 per cent Black. Over 80 per cent of the
students also come from homes vdiere the income is
under Si, 000 per family member. Every major decision
is made by these parents, and as a result there is a
growing sophistication in the skills of educating
children, administering a school, and working coopera-
tively. Power sharing is not an abstract principle at
Highland Park
.
^Center of Law and Education, M ternative
Schools: A Practical Manual (Cambridge, Mass.: Center
of Law and Education, 1972) , pp. 10-13.
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1^1
1 hG genesis of the school lies in painful
awareness of the inadequacies of public schools. A
year and a half ago, before lie became director of
Highland Park, Charles Lav\rrence wrote an article about
free schools in which he gave a description of this
awareness:
The black community school, more than
any of the other alternatives, is tlie product
of a destructive and unresponsive public
school system. Accounts of the criminal
behavior of public schools "serving” poor
black communities multiply endlessly.
Increasingly, black parents are question-
ing the legitimacy of an absentee school
system which fails to educate their children
then blames the failure on the community,
adding insult to injury in the most literal
fashion. They see the public system’s lack
of success not simply as a job badly done,
but as a deliberate racist attempt to con-
tinue black exclusion from the society.
It is not surprising that parents \\ho
view the public system as promoting educa-
tional genocide should look elsewhere for an
education for their children. Nor is it
surprising that'^the schools that result from
these impulses should strongly assert what
is most strongly denied in the public schools
they are fleeing. It is not surprising that
children in these schools are told that tliey
are beautiful and capable and not that they
are ugly and stupid. It is not surprising
that parents and community people are en-
couraged to help run the school rather than
treated as an unprofessionaT and intrusive
rabble.
The control of the school by parents is only
one of the steps which Highland Park lias taken touard
1'12
educating the community. The curriculum at the school
and its staffing pattern also reflect this philosophy.
In the lower school (K-6) where meet of the children
have not been heavily damaged hy experiences in public
school, classrooms are open—structure and ungraded
with heavy emphasis on relating to the individual
learning styles and interests of students. Every
classroom is different—in response to the students
and teachers vlio inhabit it. In the Director's words:
Highland Park is committed to ex]:)erimen-
tation, not to Summerhill or Montessori or
basic education or Marshall McCluhan. All
are welcome. The teachers decide on what
is best for their particular abilities. In
one classroom you see all the desks arranged
in a hollow square with the teacher in the
‘center leading an old-fashioned session of
rote learning. Next door the children may
be bouncing off every wall in the room,
fingerpainting, \\rriting poems, dancing,
and dipping fall leaves in hot wax. Obvi-
ously, what the school will look like next
year, or even next month, is not clear.
Every classroom has two teachers'—a community
teacher who is in charge and a certified teacher ulio
provides technical assistance and works cooperatively
with the community teacher. There is empliasis on
pride in being Black and on the study of Black history
in America and Africa as well as all the basic skills.
Malcolm X's birthday is a holiday, George Washington's
is not
.
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riie upper scliool is somewhat more structured
since it poses at present a rundamenta] ly different
problem students whose ex])erience in ])ublic schools
has been so long and so destructive that they are
turned off about learning. Here there is even greater
emphasis on the unity of. the school and on the pride
of blackness.
Highland Park has 200 students and has been
in operation for three years. It has 22 full-time
staff members. It is one of three memliers of the
Federation of Boston Community Schools. Its financial
support is drawn from foundation grants, government
contracts and programs, private contributions, bene-
fits, and the hustle of its j)arents and staff. There
is no tuition. It is located in a large grey building
which once housed a Catholic school. The statue of
Jesus in the yard is painted black. On one wall of
the school a child has painted "Happiness is the
Highland Park Free School."
TllE SIIANTI SCHOOL^
As long ago as 1969 the Hartford Board of
Education expressed interest in the development of
an alternate high s'cliool program for the city. A
year earlier, the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Board
of Education had established the now famed "Parkway
Program" which offered community-based secondary in-
struction to students of that school district. Pur-
suant to that, the Boards of Education of Chicago,
Illinois, Cleveland, Ohio, Rochester, New York, and
Berkeley, California, engaged upon programs based
on the Philadelphia model.
In the summer of 1970, a group of parents and
•citizens in Hartford began forming the plans for the
present Capitol Region alternate high school. John
Bremer, Director of the Philadelphia program, came
to Hartford at the invitation of Trinity College to
address educators, business leaders, and interested
citizens. So great was the community response in the
2Gene Mulchay, Director, "Slianti School In-
formation Brochure," Hartford, Connecticut, 1972,
pp. 1-3, 5. (Mimeographed brochure.)
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city that the parcnt/citizcn group requested that the
Capitol Region Education Council adopt the proposed
program in order to involve many school districts in
the Greater Hartford region.
In May of 1971, the Hartford Board of Edu-
cation committed S30,000 .to the project to support
thirty Hartford students. Other Boards soon followed
the commitment, securing twenty more positions in the
school
.
The design for the present program emerged
after extensive consultation v\rith parents, students,
educators. Boards of Education, administrators, and
the teachers and students of existing successful pro-
grams. Area colleges and universities, as well as
region businesses and industries, have been especially
helpful. The program has received local Chamber of
Commerce endorsement; Programs in New Haven and
Middletown were consulted.
The name Shanti \\ras decided upon in a community
meeting in July, 1971, while the school's students and
staff were together at a ten-day summer planning ses-
sion. There were group discussions on several sugges-
tions of a name. Suggestions were then voiced in a
community gathering and the group finally decided
upon Shanti, which is Hindu for "the peace that sur—
passeth all understanding."
APPENDIXB
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN NT:W YORK
UIIB'VN LEAGUE AND MANIIATTANWILLE COLLEGE
Memorandum Made This 7th day of June, 1967,between New York Urban League, 204 West 136th
Street, New York City and Majiliattanville
College, Purcliase, New York
WHERL\S, development of the New York Urban
League’s Education 'hfid Youth Incentive Program has
indicated the need and opportunity for a neighborhood
college preparatory school; and ’
WHEREAS, New York Urban League and Manhattan-
ville College (Sponsors) have determined on the cre-
ation of such a school to be designated "Harlem Prepara
tory School" as a modest, neighborhood preparatory
school; and
I
WHEREAS, Academy of the Sacred Heart, Col-
legiate School, Horace Mann, Riverdale Country Day
School, Trinity School, Columbia Grammar School (Co-
operators) have all indicated their interest in fur-
nishing cooperative services,
NOW, therefore, this memorandum of intent has
been executed by the parties to memorialize the am-
bitions, hopes and agreements of the parties, as
follows:
(l) Application will be made to the Board of
Regents of the University of the State of New York for
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a provisional charter for Harlem Preparatory School
as a college preparatory school for hoys and girls;
(2) Neither of the parties hereto assumes any
liability for the operation, control, finances, etc.,
of said school, except as expressly accepted in this
and in the accompanying statements to be filled with
said application.
(3) Manhattanville College will provide three
persons, one of whom shall be the Administrator, for
whom reasonable salaries, as agreed to by the Board
of Trustees on one hand, and the individuals or Man-
hattanville College on the other, shall be paid by
the Corporation. The selection of additional teachers
shall be solely in the province of the Principal and
the Administrator.
. (4) Administrative responsibility, other than
financial, shall rest \\rith the Principal and the
Administrator and any faculty committee the two of
them shall appoint.
(5) The undersigned endorse the proposed course
of study set out in the statement, so endorsed, also
to be filled with said application, but accept as a
fact that the decisions as to implementation, modifi-
cation, and innovation necessarily must rest in the
first instance with the administration.
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(6) )VliilG con'ti'ibu'tio ns to Harlem Preparatory
School \\rill obviously be welcome from other sources,
the New York Urban League will undertake to obtain
the necessary funds for the budgetary needs of the
school. The Administration and the Board of Trustees
shall annually prepare
_a. budget which will be presented
to the New York Urban League as a request for the
necessary funds.
(7) It is recognized tliat the help of the
street workers employed by The New York Urban League
is necessary to recruit properly motivated students
for this project, as to act as some control upon such
students during their period of instruction and to
secure maximum community acceptance and endorsement
of the program, and their help in these areas will
be cultivated by the Administration. '
New York Urban League
by
Eugene Callander
Manilattanville College
by
Elizabeth J. McCormack,
President
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT, PERIOD ENDING APRIL 30, 1970
LUCAS, TUCKER a CO.
tFRED W TUCKER, CPA (1938 I9s»)
4LMER F. LUCAS. CPA, Ret. (CONSULTANT)
ulVER D. WALCOTT, CPA
IRNELL F DRAYTON, CPA
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
103 EAST I25’H street
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10035
PHONE EN 9-6760
IMES L. TATUM, JR., CPA
(RT N. MITCHELL, CPA
«MVER R. SIMMONS, CPA
To the Board of Trustees
Harlem Preparatory School
We have examined the balance sheet of the Harlem Preparatory School at April
30, 1970, and the related statements of revenues and expenditures, and changes
iti fund balances and transfers for the eight months then ended. The state™
ments were prepared in accordance with the reporting standards of the
National Association of Independent Schools. Our examination was made in
accordance with 'generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included
such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly the
financial position of the Harlem Preparatory School at April 30, 1970, and
the results of its operations for the eight months then ended, based upon the
reporting standards of the National Association of Independent Schools, and
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
DATED: June 30, 1970
acconpanying
notes
are
an
integral
part
of
the
financial
statements.
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HARLEM PREPARATORY SCHOOL
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED APRIL 30, 1970
Revenues ;
Educational and General ;
Gifts and grants (Schedule 2)
Contributions-in kind
Student support services: cafeteria (Note 8)
Expenditures ;
Educational :
Salaries
Materials and supplies
Photography, art and music
Library
Recreation advisor
Student support services:
Travel
Unreimbursed loans
Direct assistance
Medical and sundry
Cafeteria (Note 8)
General And Administrative :
Salaries
Payroll taxes and fringe benefits
Fund raising and promotion
Office expenses
Travel and conferences
Legal and accounting
Mortgage refinancing, interest and bank charges
Insurances
Building Maintenance :
Salaries
Improvements and renovations
Furniture and equipment
Repairs and maintenance
Utilities
Total Expenditures
Excess of Expenditures Over Revenues
$339,980.18
1A,140.00
380.32
$ 354,500.50
$107, CM 10
8,,313. 32
10,,270. 62
648. 74
880. 00
618. 60
757. 00
11 ,454..77
438..26
797..67
$ 82 ,143. 99
15 ,667. 79
40 ,663. 29
10 ,502. 03
3 ,666. 53
15 ,651. 59
7 ,551. 67
4 ,458. 11
$ 2,,124..98
188,,166.,14
18,,172,.36
6
,
,775,.14
3,,657,.85
$ 141,393.08
180,305.00
218,896.47
$ 540,594.55
$(186,094.05)
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO.
certified public accountants
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HARLEM PRJlPARATORY SCHOOL
SCHEDULE OF ACCOUNTS VAVART.f
AS OF APRIL 30^ 1970
Total
Bonded Products $ 112.30
The Camera Mart, Inc. 1,325.60
Eastman Kodak Co. 178.71
Gestetner Corp
.
93.95
Harlem Stationery 364.05
Hercules Seating 1,012.80
Institutional Commodity Services, Inc.. • 39.48
Optic Media 86.20
Sun Dew Corp. 379.87
V.I.P, Color Center 463.42
Peerless 10.80
Xerox Corp. 1,820.19
Bergen Camera Repair 105.00
I.B.M. 740.00
John Price Jones 25,201.82
New York Telephone 535.48
Pitney Bowes 22.50
Richards & Fenniman, Inc. 1,135.00
Data Guide 12.00
Olstens Temporaries 1,120.00
Educational Testing Service 558.35
Heathkit Electronics 29.80
Appleton Century Crofts 49.18
Auers* Van Express 129.00
Bronen's Music Co. 187.00
Dell Publishing 23.40
Doubleday & Co.
,
Inc. 6.87
Educational Publishing Service 1.68
Nedisco Corp. 10.48
Pen Suppliers 15.30
Noble & Noble 23.02
Sargent-Welch Scientific Co. 883.46
West Farms 5.45
Winnell Co. 345.05
R. K, Bomber 9.00
William Erdman 4.14
G. Schirmer, Inc. 65.92
E . G. Box^nnan 791.00
Lucas, Tucker & Co. 9,500.00
Frederick C. Hayes 3,250.00
National Office System, Inc. 141.75
$50,789.02
SCHEDULE 1
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO.
certified puolic accountants
HARLEM PREPARATORY SCHOOL
LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS
FOR THE EIGHT MONTHS ENDED APRTT. 3Q^ 19 yp
Name Amount
Standard Oil of New Jersey
International Business Machines
Anonymous contributor - stock
Sheila Mosler Fund
Union Carbide Company
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Rockefeller Family Fund, Inc.
Field Foundation
Feigen Gallery
New York Urban League
Con Edison
WNEW Radio Station
Industrial Press-
New York Telephone Company
Billy Rose Foundation
Joy Hirshon Parkinson Foundation, Inc.
William Leuchtenburg
Franklin Foundation
American Climax
The Anthony Anastasio Foundation, Inc.
Lee Brown
Bertha Koempel Foundation
James M. and Margaret Foundation
National Lead Fund
Fordham University
Yuletides Inc.
R. Keith Kane
Erits Markus - First National Co.
Orisha Foundation
American Standard
Cornell University
Laurence Ward
All. other (less than $500)
$ 80,547.96
50.000.
00
31,699.61
25.000.
00
23,547.67
20.000.
00
20,000.00
15.000.
00
10,009.00
10.000.
00
10,000.00
9.800.00
6,000.00
5.000.
00
2.500.00
2.500.00
2.000.
00
1.500.00
1.500.00
1.250.00
1
,
000.00
1
,
000.00
1
,
000.00
1
,
000.00
1
,
000.00
1
,
000.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
17,646.26
Total $354,500.50
SCHEDULE 2
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO.
Restricted
$ 5,547.96
19,465.00
10,000.00
$35, 012.96
certified public accountants
HARLEM PREPARATORY SCHOOL
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENT
S
NOTE 1 - Cash In Banks
The cash accounts of the school are held in the following depositories:
Chase Manhattan Bank - 135th Street branch
Franklin National Bank
Freedom National Bank
Chase Manhattan Bank - 79th Street branch
$ 15.61
33,873.57
0
76,196.23
$110,085.41
Total deposits into and disbursements from the Freedom National Bank
account for the period July, 1968 to September, 1969 were $9,555.27.
Our examination revealed that $2,328.00 was transferred into this
account from the Iranklin National account, we coui.d not determine
the source of the remaining deposits. With the exception of the
above-mentioned transfer of funds, none of the activity had been
reflected in the books and records. Inquiry indicated that the funds
were used to make disbursements to students however, we did not find
any supportive documents.. The total of $9,555.27 is reflected in this
report as part of direct assistance, in Exhibit B, under Student
Support Services.
Of the amount on deposit at Chase Manhattan Bank, 79th Street branch,
$75,000.00 was used to purchase two certificates of deposit on May
6, 1970. The first was in the amount of $50,000.00 due July 6, 1970,
the second $25,000.00 due June 5, 1970, both bearing interest at 5 %.
NOTE 2 - Receivables And Exchanges
Anthony Anastasio Foundation pledge
receivable in four installments, $1,250 received $3,750.00
E.G. Bowman, Inc., insurance 1,109.00
Employee loans 949.72
Mortgages
.
352.00
Parents association 650.00
$6,810.72
LUCAS, TUCKER 8c CO.
CtRTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
HARLEM PREPARATORY SCHOOL
NOTES TO FINAKCIAL STATEMENT
S
NOTE 3 - Buiildlng Improvements
The property was extensively renovated to accommodate the school.
George H. Campbell
(Prep Contractors)
Blackwood Construction Co.
Billen Air Conditioning, Inc.
Other
Current
Period Period
$185,937.00
68,845.00
26,583.14
9,056.24
$29^421.38
$ 28,200.00
68,845.00
5,210.24
$102,255.24
$157,737.00
26,583.14
3,846.00
$188,166.14
We were able to compare specific bids, proposals and invoices of the major
contracts to payments made during this period. IIov7ever, we did not see
an overall contract for the total renovations. We have not received any
replie? to our requests for confirmations and therefore, we are unable to
report on the contractors' estimates of the percentage of completion of
the work. The School has not yet obtained a Certificate of Occupancy.
NOTE 4 - Photographic Equipment
>
Video tape equipment valued at $9,800.00 was purchased for $4,800.00
from Kwami Taha. The invoices representing bills of sale were from
Sonocraft Corporation to N.Y.C. Youth Board, Satellite program. Horizon
4.
NOTE 5 - Notes Payable
New York Urban Coalition, non-interest bearing
note due on demand in the amount of $20,000.00
Colonel Store Fixtures, Inc., $2,000 interest
bearing payable in five (5) installments of $335 each,
and one of $325. The present balance outstanding is 995.00
$20,995.00
NOTE 6 - Payroll Taxes Payable
Social security tax $ 8,158.80
Federal withholding tax 13,928.10
State withholding tax 2,843.14
City withholding tax 339.44
State disability insurance 138.00
State unemployment insurance 3,022.91
$28,430.39
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Harlem prepaiutory school
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMElh’S
The payroll tax liability represents the current portion for the firstquarter of 1970, due and payable April 30, 1970, and the liability forthe month of April. The payroll reports for the first quarter were notfiled on time, due to a lack of funds. We instructed the bookkeeper tofile the returns without payment in order to minimize penalty costs.
On May 12, 1970 a notice and demand for unpaid state withholding tax
was received in the amount of $1,055.13 for the year 1968. Thisliability was not recorded in the beginning balances and v/e were
unaware of its existence. A search of the prior period’s transactions
will be necessary to establish the validity of this claim.
^ — . •
I
NOTE 7 - Mortgage Payable
On April 8, 1970, a new indebtedness in the principal sum of $126,543.09
was entered into with the Franklin National Bank. This mortgage and the
unpaid balance of $48,456.91 were consolidated and constitute a first
lien as though they were a first mortgage for $175,000.00, Interest
is payable at 8 1/2 % per annum, the first interest payment of $950.00
was due on May 1, 1970. A coupon book containing monthly coupons of
$2,500.00, represents payments of principal and interest to commence on
June 1, 1970. The mortgage note is payable on demand.
NOTE 8 - Cafeteria
Cafeteria receipts and disbursements have not been entered as part of
the formal books and records of the School. We examined all of the
available bills and documentation pertaining to the cafeteria, total
receipts were $5,815.86 and total expenditures were $5,825.43. The
internal controls regarding cafeteria activity should be strengthened
perhaps the opening of a separate bank account and a formal set of
books would accomplish this end.
General
The by-laws of the School indicate a fiscal year of July 1 to June 30.
The law firm of Muldoon and Horgan obtained an extension of the School
Charter for three years from June 26, 19 70 from the State Education
• Department. Attorney Harvey M. Spear obtained a determination letter
from the Internal Revenue Service, dated March 21, 1968. This letter
exempts the School from the requirement to file federal income tax
under section 501(e)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. However, form
990A, annual information return must be filed. The determination
letter also states that contributions made to the School are deductible
by donors, as provided in section 170 of the code.
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO.
certified public accountants
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To Tlie Board of Directors
Harlem Preparatory School
The accompanying comparative balance sheet of the Harlem Preparatory
School, as of February 28, 1970 and the related statements of revenues,
expenditures and changes in fund balances for the period then ended
were not audited by us, and accordingly, we do not express an opinion
on them. •
The statements are submitted in the following order:
Exhibit A Balance sheet- at February 28
1970 and at August 31, 1969.
Exhibit B Statement of Revenue.
Schedule 1 Gifts and grants
Exhibit C Statement of Expenditures
Exhibit D Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
DATED : April 6, 197^
ExhlbU A
» HAR7.F.M PREPARATORY SCHOOL
COMPAIUTIVE BA1>ANCE SUEE-F
' U N A U D TTED
issets
I
Current fund :
if Cash on hand and in banks
\
Prepaid insurance
i
Receivables and exchanges
Total Current Fund
Liabilities And Fund Balance
' Current fund ;
: Payroll taxes payable
j
Accounts payable (Note 3)
Loans and notes .payable (Note A)
^
i| Accumulated fund balance - per Exhibit D
Total Current Fund
Assets
: Plant And Property Fund_;
Land
Building /in
Building improvements (Note 1;
Improvements other than building
Office equipment (Note 1)
Library' - books -
Furniture and fixtures (Note 1;
Photography CNote 1)
Video equipment (.Note J.) .
-Property contributed in current
year (Note 2)
ii-
Total Plant And Property Fund
:.iabilities And Fund Balance
Plant And Property Fun^:
Mortgage payable
Reduction in value of fixed assets
Accumulated fund bal.ance, per
Exhibit D
Total Plant And Property
Fund
Six Months
February 28,
1970
$ 5,909.56
2,103.27
689.50
receivable 1.200.75
9.903.08
$ 10,A73.AA
3,6A8,58
29,940.00
(34.158.94)
^
9.903.08
$
?50,000.00
257,771.40
8.117.58
5,350.69
30,853.84
8.526.59
1,165.43
43.359.00
S605.144.53
• $ 53,353.94
10,505.64
541.284.95
'
^605. 144.53,
^
Opc.ycarai
-ScptembcT"30
,
1969
$ 63,241.54
2,303.27
1,046.50
• 1.692.30
$ 68^083.61
$ 2,574.46
1,081.87
64.427.28
$ 68.083.61
$ ^
250,000.00
102,255.24
7,446.96
5,350.69
28,363.16
7,672.09
540?. .088'. 14
$ 63,703.94
10,505.64
326.878.56
5401.0BS'.3 4
The accom;anying notes are
an integral part of the
financial statements,
Exhibit B
,
HARLEM PRI:PARAT0RY SCHOOL
...
• STATEMENT OF REVEN’UES
• TOR 'THE SIX MONTHS EMT.D FEBRUARY 28, 1970
•
-u NAUDITED
lurrent Fund • '
•
, Current Previous
"Six Months Year
ducational And General
Student fees $ $
Govornwcnt appropriations
Endo\^^[nent income
Gifts and grants (Schedule 1) 217,197.77 471,859.58
uxilary Enterprises
Cafeteria
Stocks
329.23
31,708.61
itudent Aid
*
Scholarship
"Total Current Revenues
500.00
$2A9,735.61 $A71,859.58
lant And Property Fund
Science Lab $ 19,A65.00 $ '
Contribution in kind - Con Edison 10,000.00
Contribution in kind - Union Carbide 20,500.00
Total Plant And Property Revenues $ A9, 965. 00 $ - 0 - .
.Total Revenues ^ $299,700.61 $A71.659.58
SCHEDULE or GIFTS AND GRANTS
UNAUDITED
ummer school $ 550. A7
Jlaims 510.00
Jtbek dividends . . 10.50
4rt show 7,000.00
lelephone cononissions 6.57
(Ocial club . 1,100.00
;gencies 41,257.67
:tandard Oil 80,547.96
Incent Aster fund 500.00
!ther foundation 50,760.00
individuals 3A.95A.60
$217,197.77
. Schedule 1
ihe.accompanyirs notes are an integral part of the financial
stateraents.
iiirA*^ TiirkTo A rn
* Exhlhl t C
% K *• •. •.
.
l^ELKM PREPARATORY SCHOOL
STATLTIENT OF EXPl-^.'DITinU’
S
FOR TOE SIX MONTHS ENDED Fy-:BR11ARY 28, 1970
UNA IT BITER
rrent Fund ' .
icational And General
VdTP.inlstrative
Salaries
Telephone
;ient armory
Sookkeeping and accounting
i*ostage
)ffice expenses
Promotion
Graduation
Food
Payroll tax expense
Mortgage interest
Interest expense
Other expenses
Conference
Rental of equipment
Travel
Insurance
Miscellaneous
jilSpecial studies: Johp Price Jones
i^Consultant
4L0SS on sale of donated stock
C Total Administrative-
Current Previous
Six Months Year
$ 62,388,19 $ 76,456.36
811.53 3,147.50
60.80
501.59 2,007.75
121.00 887.74
125.25 4,585.55
574.82 15,173.75
75.00
339.82
‘
2,267.69 3,401.86
2,150.00 5,475.29
. 877.90 120.56
3,832.95 2,926.27
432.86 280.00
249.50 555.00
• 2,619.77 1,465.32
2,885.41 2,672.14
2,098.20
5,547.96 5,000.00
1,100.00
1,079.32
$ 87,899.44 $126,395.21
Educational
^Salaries
^.Payroll tax expense
liMaterial and supplies
^Summer school
^Fringe benefits
C Graduation expenses
C Other
'
Total Educational
I
•$ 80,261.15
10,242.51
2,431.30
938.76
$102,132.69
4,454.53
4,621.03
4,029.00
6,313.74
548.00
1.449.52
873.72 $ 123.548.51
itudcnt Aid
i; Travel
J Loan unreimbursed
i Direct assistance
^
Medical
i Scholarship
I
Total Student Aid
$ 468.60
206.00
1,113.00
12.50
640.00
698.00
9,265.04
72.25
1.375.00
$ 12.035.69
,he accompanying notes are an
integral part of the financial
statements.
Exhibit f!
(Cont'd.)
J - .
* * * ^ .
PREPARATORY SCHOOL
STATEMI-NT OF KXPF.rJDTTUIU-
S
ZQH .THE six months ended FEBRUARY 28, 1970
1
V '
^
liilding Maintenance Current
Six Months
Previous
1- Year
-Repairs and maintenance
Salaries • '
.
Protection ' .
• $ 2, 710. AO
817.30
$ 4,149.13
LiUtilities
2,170.39
9,800.00
Outside services 4,009.82
jCleaning including supplies 880,00689.09 3,087.22
Total Building Maintenance $ 7.267.18 $ 21,046.17
Total Current Fund Expenditures $191,560.44 $283,025.58
1
i
'\
|
i
•
.
.
’
ii
’
• *
.
['
'
* *
*
accoinpanyirg notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
IHARmi PRKP.MIATORY SCHOOL
STATEMEl'IT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
UNAUDITED
Current
Fund
nues'i per Exhibit B
snditures per Exhibit C
2SS of Revenue Over Expenditures $ 58,175.17
$249*735.61
191. 560. AA
: fund balances at September 1,
9 per audit report (Note 5) 6A, A 27. 28
Irection for unpaid checks (Note 5)
(
itions to Plant and Property
d out of current fund incoTne
7,680.00
if
(16A.AA1.39)
ind Balances At February 28, 1970
C 2 accompanying notes are an
Plant And
Property
Fund
$ A9,965.00
$ A9,965.00
326,878.56.
16A.AA1.39
$5A1,28A.95
Exhibit D
Total
$299,700.61
191. 560. A4
$108,1A0.17
391, 305. 8A
7,680.00
$507.126.01
integral part of the financial statements,
/
I!
t!
!
Is
I :
00
16
' ^^arlkm ?ri:?ar;\tory school
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATIuMENTS
NOTE 1 Bui Id in p; Improvements :
George Campbell;
Construction in basement per contract
dated 7/28/69
.
• $ 8,500.00
Additional work on basement
contract dated 9/ 12/69
per
7,607.00
Additional work ^ibrary and
basement 25,475.00
(Accepted bid) "reparation"
cooling on first floor
of
10,200.00
Undentified item ( 370.00)
Accepted bids for paneling
first floor
/'Checks paid to George Campbellvhich cannot be identified withany particular contract
Total George Campbell
16,300.00
6A.105.00
Billins Air Conditioning :
Installing air conditioning in
basement and repair main floor
unit, balance on original
contract
Additional work 11/12/69
$ 16,920.00
7A0.00
Checks paid to Billins Air Con-
ditioning and cannot be identified
with any particular contract
Total Billins Air Conditioning
$131,817.
$ 20,943,
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO.
IHOTETrolIiliCiik^IA^
KOTE 2
l^OTE 3
KOTE A
KOTE 5
nr.>^EEAE_:
oQ 1Q70 Sciet^ce
I>urins the six f aided. The Science
Laboratory and Krtehen q 000
Laboratory was donated y ^ donation ol Si^.O. ...
^
20
,
500 . Conaolidatod ^
.LC boohs. She..
^
f L^UabUUV o“s25!566.«.
"L^o'in^icei fro. dohn
Price dones da«d Be^^. ^
^^uary 31 shows ,ai for
air
Tnese ^°q! were not entered in
coadi tionxag 9 > , •,. y,-pc as pat ExViibi^- rMi-nrr;
rnrrftited'byTproxi-rely $
22,000 since the
ace
payable were not
entered.
rLe
A
—^^30 Torha: reef:"tred‘ “and is nnpaid
at
ainouv^t Ox.
, 3L 1969 were
not examined by
The fund jf etfeurporis to
represent
, „3 . The
-^J/;,,fd’checics. Ve were
not able
cellation ot voxauu connectxoa vxtn tut. ^
the original f =“”^"/",,",tement of changes
in^rund^
^
of this that during ^“„3rlem Preparatorybalances indi tevenues of the H property,
major in improveraents P x abov
school was listed
e.
b nouj- -
The items of maio
, '„f engagement
and a proP°==‘^^
x,e will submit “arlem or" revision
l?ditionTe''will Pr^ ;roeelures to improve the
:;sfe:.:rrtrrn:i Control.
APPENDIXE
SUMM/\RY OF 33 PROPOSALS SUBMITTED TO lI.E.W
IIARI»I PREPAl^TORY SCHOOL-EDUCATIONAL
AND TMINING PROPOSALS
1
.
2
.
3.
6
.
7.
8 .
Proposal
Adult Evening School,—to prejiaro
adults to jiass High School Equivalency
Test, receive academic diploma, and
gain new skill
Students Tutor Program—300 students
—tutors to be assigned to elemen-
tary, junior high schools, Harlem
Prep, churclies and social agencies
Dra.fting Program—to help students
\\ho plan to pursue their education
in engineering, architecture, and
designing, upon their entry to col-
lege
Renovation—to enable use of attic
space for library and media center
Art Workshop-
develop their
to enable students to
visual aesthetic and
Total Amount
of Proposal
02,798
$250,875
33,100
$326,000
perceptual awareness; to discover
the relationship of man and his uni-
verse; to develop a stronger feeling
for beauty
College Course—to develop specific
skills necessary for success in col-
lege
Technology Center Program—to build
math, science, and computer technology
for problem-solving
Math-Science lab
—
part of the above
proposal
$ 36,050
$ 20,700
$ 52,800
$ 10,500
178
1799.
McJ 'tliGnici't i cs DcpaF'Cnicn't—"to upp^rodc
and integrate more scientifically
minded students into the pluralistic-
technological world of industry S 8,592
10. Reading Lab—to develop reading and
basic study skills
11. Drama Workshop—to ])repare students
for public speaking and theater
arts
.
•
S 17,000
S 8,991
12.
English-Social Stud j cs-Filmmaking
to establish facilities to provide
direct experiences exploring his-
torical sites and to record iin])res —
sions on film and in wi^itten reports,
historical reporting, and social
studies research S 17 000
13.
Touch-typing Classes—to develop
typewriting skills for students of
Harlem Prep and the Adult Evening
School $ 38,476
14. Boricuas-American Integrative Skill
Development Program—to enable Spanish-
speaking people to learn English,
mathematics, and vocational informa-
tion S 60,375
15. Dental Program—to provide dental
care to Harlem school-age children
using Harlem Prep as a core center S 24,375
16. Reproduction Center—to facilitate
rapid production of original curricula
materials, for use hy Harlem Prep
and other educational institutions S 12,600
17. Student Tutorial Program—to use
Harlem Prej) students in good stand-
ing as reading and mathematics tutors Sl40,070
18. School band—to teach students to
play musical instruments and develop
a school band, orchestra, and chorus S 50,075
180
19.
20
.
21
.
22
.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
Science Department
—to expand the
present science laboratories to
include the study of organic and
biological chemistry, oceanography,
and pollution control
Media Center—to set up a center
for all facets of visual and sound
media for use by students and the
community
College Follo\\^up Program—to pro-
vide continued contact between Harlem
Prep and graduates until graduation
from college $ 49,925
Summer Teen Tutorial Program—to
provide remedial reading instruc-
tion to needy junior high sehool
children $ 41,536
Ecology and Conservation—an inter-
disciplinary approach to familiarize
Harlem Prep students and the community
to the problems of conservation and
ecology S 63,085
Hospital Services—to expand an
already existing program at Harlem
Prep and Harlem Hospital to teach
interested students health delivery
service skills and enable them to
attain a bachelor's degree Sl03,950
S325,000
Included in
Proposal 4
Technical and Trade Skills Center
—
to provide students who do not de-
sire a college education with means
of entry into skill trades
.
Sl58,537
Machine Shop Trades $ 55,165
Television and Radio and Repair
Shop S 52,893
Automotive Trades S 88,407
Tailoring and Clothing Design S 79,283
Computer Technology S 66,550
181
31. Para-Professional Training to pro-
vide community residents and parents
vvrith employment skills Sl63,185
32. High School Equivalency—to provide
community residents \\dth a high
school diploma Sl^6,570
33. Women’s Studies—to familiarize
students with contributions mad’e
by women and to develop a curriculum
vv^hich may be utilized by other in- •
stitutions $ 35,100
S2,G02,963GRAND TOTAL
LETTER:
APPENDIX F
DR. SIDNEY MARIAND, COMMISSIONER
OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OP'KICE OF LDUCA1 ION
WASHINGTON. D C 20202
1 8 ^72
Mr, Edward F. Carpenter
Headmaster
Harlem Preparatory School
2535 Eighth Avenue
New York, New York 10030
_
.
Dear Ed:
Thank you for the kind remarks in your letter of December 3 and
for the opportunity to be of some service to you in locating
resources that might assist Harlem Preparatory School. I have
asked the appropriate bureaus in the Office of Education to
review your proposals and identify potential funding sources.
Enclosed is a guide to Office of Education programs outlining
potential funding sources in OE for Fiscal Year 1972.
Proposals such as 3, 7, 13, 26, 28, 29, and 30, include drafting,
typing, computer technology, machine shop, automotive trades,
tailoring, and clothing design, v/hich are vocational- technical
programs under the Bureau of Adult, Vocational, and Technical
Education. Federal funds are allotted to the States for the
support of these programs, xdiich are administered by the State
board for vocational education. Each Federal vocational education
dollar must be matched by the State or local community, i.e.,
dollar for dollar. For national projects, Federal monies are
overmatched 5 to 1.
To discuss specific funding considerations for the support of
your vocational- technical education proposals that may be available
to you under the Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended,
you should contact Mr. Robert S. Seckendorf, State Director of
Vocational Education (State Department of .Education
,
Albany,
New York 12224),
Under Part D of the Act "Exemplary Programs and Projects" (page
17) of the enclosed Vocational Education Amendments of 1968, half
of the funds appropriated are administered by my staff. These
funds are available "to create a bridge between school and
earning a living for young people, who are still in school, who
have left school either by graduation or by dropping out, or who
are in postsecondary programs of vocational preparation." State
boards or local educational agencies and non-profit private agencies,
organizations, or institutions are eligible for grants or contracts
Page 2 - Mr. Edward F. Carpenter
to carry out the purposes of this part of the Act. when the erantor contract provided will make an especially significant contributionto attaining the objectives of this part. The State board may usee remaining half of the appropriation to make grants or contractsto local educational agencies or other public or non-profit privateagencies, organizations, or institutions including business andindustrial concerns, consistent with the provisions of this partana with itsStateplan.
.
^
Instruction for applying- for these funds will bp available sometimebefore the beginning of Fiscal Year 1973 (July 1, 1972) and willbe forwarded to the Director of Vocational Education and the StateBoard. We shall add your name to the list so that you will receivethe announcement at the same time.
There are no authorities under the Bureau of Elementary and
Secondary Education that can provide the direct subsidies vjhich
you seek. The limited discretionary funds available under the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-10), Title III(Innovative and Exemplary Programs), Title VII (Bilingual Education)
and Title VIII (Dropout Prevention) have already been allocated.
Harlem Preparatory School may be eligible for a loan covering
equipment to be used in mathematics and science (in proposals numbered
8 and 9) under Title III of the National Defense Education Act.
Attached is a fact sheet on eligibility requirements and guidelines
for applying, along with an application form.
Certain educational opportunities may be available to educationally
disadvantaged students of Harlem Preparatory School through the
public school program in "the neighborhood operating under Title I,
ESEA. There is also the possibility of obtaining a loan of library
materials under Title II, ESEA. Another possible source of
assistance may be a tie-in with a local Title III, ESEA, project
stressing innovative and exemplary educational procedures, under
the State-administered phase of this title. All three of these
sources of assistance should be explored with the Superintendent
and staff of the District of the New York City Board of Education
in which Harlem Preparatory School is located.
The Nutrition and Health Services staff has determined that proposal
16 for dental care does not meet the basic criteria for the projects
we are supporting under authority of Title VlHSection 808, ESEA
as amended. Dr. Thomas Louden, Division of Dental Health Service,
reports that of all the areas of health care, funds for dental
Page 3 - Mr. Edward F. Carpentcr
services are among the most difficult to come by. for advice on
resources v;hich may be available (e.g., Harlem Model Cities, Harlem
Hospital) you could contact;
Dr. Ernest Deatherwood
Regional Dental Program Director
Division of Dental Health
DILEW Region II
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 12224
Our educational technology staff have raised some questions about
the technical aspects of three proposals.
In proposal 7, given the hierarchy of needs and objectives in the
Harlem Preparatory School Program, is the need documented for
acquainting students with computers important enough to justify
devoting the funds, resources and time which tliis proposal would
require? Can students and faculty devise actual computer assisted
instruction packets for use in various Harlem Preparatory School
academic programs, since some highly specific and sopliisticatcd
skills are required for \<nriting computer assisted instruction
programs?
It is not clear why proposal 12 is listed separately, since it
would, seem to be subsumed under No. 20. More detail is needed,
especially on the degree of cinematographic capability envisioned.
With that specified, one can then work backv/ard to judge equipment
(and. also staffing) needs. In proposal 20, what would be gained
by giving adolescents such hands-on training in media production,
especially when those interested in the area can select one of tlie
150 to 200 colleges offering undergraduate majors in broadcasting,
film, etc.?
The technology staff thought the devices in proposal 10 would be
justified to accomplish the program goals.
The Right to Read program staff have indicated tliat the reading
lab (proposal 10) is not clearly described and appears to be
conventional in its conception. However, the location of a lab
at Harlem Preparatory School offers fhc potential for innovation
and national impact which a more detailed proposal could emphasize.
Page 4
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Th 0 proposal which relates to other OE programs such as Adult Basich ucation (BAViE) and the Division o£ Student Special Serviceseau of Higher Education) and to other agencies in HEW such asthe Bureau of Health and Manpower (Kill) has been sent to the
respective offices with the request they reply dlrectlv to youconcerning their resources. I shall urge them to contact you promptly,
I hope this Information is useful in launching your program. Pleasekeep me informed of your progress.
Sincerely,
S. y. Marland, Jr,
U.S. Commissioner
of Education
3 Enclosures
LETTER:
APPENDIX G
ISAIAH E. ROBINSON, ME^®ER OF THE
NE\\^ YORK BOARD OF EDUCiVTION
‘T 1 V city of new
«-»’
21A972
,
£ <•ISAIAH E. ROBINSON, Prcsidcnt \BEYMOUR P. LACHMAN, VICE PrCSIOCNT
[iURRY BERGTRAUM
jiARY E. MEADE HO 'JOSEPH ^NSERRAT
MARVEY B. SCRIBNER, Ch*ncello<^ ^
WAROLD SIEGEL, Secret*rt
education
YORK
no LIVINGSTON STREET
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11301
November 20, 1972
t
Honorable Robert J. Mangum
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Harlem Preparatory School
270 Broadway
New York, N. Y. 10007 •’
Dear Bob,
Your letter to President Monserrat with respect
to the continuance of Harlem Preparatory School presented me
with quite a problem during my term as President of the City Board.
I had the occasion to speak with Ed Carpenter about
it, concerning possible solution involving the City Board, which,
Tny opinion, is no real solution. The problem I faced was a
simple one of jurisdiction.
I felt then, as well as now, that it is possible for the
City Board to assume responsibility for Harlem Prep, by adding
such enrollment to our current High School enrollment and seek budget
modifications for State aid. Tax Levy and Federal funds. But, by
doing so, the nature and character of Harlem Prep, would change
in these ways:
Firsts we would have to replace most of the staff with
licensed teachers and supervisors from the Board of Examiners'
lists, in rank order, thereby negating the dedication presently
exemplified by the current staff.
Second, the school would have to be placed under the
jurisdiction of the High School Division, as an alternative school. The
high school division would be charged with the responsibility of zoning
for attendance, program, and curriculum, etc.
Third, the Board of Trustees would become advisory only,
thereby losing its control as the policy making body for the school.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
5AIAH E. ROBINSON, Presiocnt UO LIVINGSTON STREETlEYMOUR P. LACHMAn, Vice President BROOKLYN N Y 11201lURRY BERGTRAUM ’
lARY E. MEADE
OSEPH MONSERRAT
ARVEY B. SCRIBNER, Chancellor
lAROLD SIEGEL, StCRETAPy
_
November 20, 1972
Honorable Robert J. Mangum
Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Harlem Preparatory School
Page 2.
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These and other legal impediments that must be
exercised by the City Board would do violence to the commitments,
dedications and achievements of Harlem Prep., unless we can find
other ways of accomplishing both the current private structure with
the philosophy of public financial support.
Perhaps you could research the legal ramifications
for us and make some recommendations.
With fondest regards, I am
Fraternally yours,
ISAIAH E. ROBINSON
IER:GH
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APPENDIX II
PAKTIAL STATISTICAL INl'OJ{>l\TION ON llAKLEM
PREP GRADUATES
FOLLOW-UP INFOIM/VTION ON THE 35 ILVRLEM
PREP GRADUATES OF 1968 (FIRST
GRADUATING CUSS)
Total N = 35 gradua'tes ‘
16 graduated from college in June 1972
1 needs 2 credits for college graduation
3 arc still in college (2 took a leave of absence)
6 attended college for 2 years and then dropped out
8 attended college, but no further information is
available
1 attended college but is now deceased
This first graduating class contained 30 male and
5 female students. The follow-up information is very
impressive; all 35 graduates entered college, and
about half of them completed college within 4 years.
The majority attended college in New York City or
elsewhere in New York State. Five of the college
graduates are now teaching at Harlem Prep. One gradu-
ate is in medical school, and one is working in special
educational programs at the university he attended.
SAT Verbal and Math scores were available for 32 of
the 35 graduates. The majority of scores on both
tests were in the 300' s. Of the 16 who have graduated
from college, 7 had both Verbal and Math scores below
400; for one of these, both scores below 300.
Five other students had cither a Verbal or Math score
below 300; of these 5 students, 2 graduated from college
and 1 is still in college after a leave of absence.
Many students had SAT scores considerably below the
means for the college they were attending. Only 3
Verbal scores and only 2 ^lath scores were above 500;
of the 3 students represented by these scores, 1 is
in medical school, 1 graduated from college, and 1
is still in college.
In summary, inspection of SAT scores in relation to
college outcomes after four years indicates that Harlem
I9I
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Prep graduates with relatively higli scores are
college; but they also indicatebAl scores are not necessarily i)redictive ofin college.
1 ikely
tha t 1 ow
fai 1 ure
NUMBER OF GliADUATES
(1969-1971)
WITH SOME INFORMATION AVAIIJIBI.E
1969 1970 1971
N=77 •• N=80 N=123
Information on some items shouTi in the tables thatfollow was not available for some students. Unless
otherwise jioted, the percentages showi are based on
students whose scores were available; this N is sho\m
under each column of percentages as "N with data."
Ihe "N with no data" is also sho\vn where it apj)lies.
SEX
‘
Ma 1 e
Female
' 73%
27
64%
36
63%
37
100% 100% 100%
N with data 77 80 123
In all these graduating classes, there were many more
male than female students. In 1969, the ratio \\'as
about 3 to 1 ; in 1970 and 1971, the ratio uns somewhat
more equal—about 2 to 1.
MARITAL STATUS MULE AT HARLEM PREP
Single or
probably single
Married
Separated
86% 96% 94%
12 3 5
2 11
N with data
100% 100% 100%
77 80 123
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Most of the students in these groups were singleVery few of them had any children; 7 in the 19G9* group,3 in the 1970 group, and 5 in the 1971 group had
^
children. The number of children ranged from 1 to
o •
borough or PIACE of residence W[1ILE at HARLEM PREP
1960 1970 1971
Manhattan • 48% 40% 37%
Bronx 27 23 25
Brooklyn 11 21 20Queens 14 32 15
New York suburban 0 3 1
New Jersey 0 1 2
100% 100% 100%
N with data 77 77 118
N vdth no data 0 3 5
These students most commonly lived in Manhattan while
attending Harlem Prep. Many of them also lived in
the Bronx, Brooklyn, or Queens. What these figures
do not show is the amount of mobility in the students'
backgrounds. Many of them, for example, have moved
from one borough to another, or from the South or
Puerto Rico to New York City. One student came from
Detroit to attend Harlem Prep, and went back to Detroit
after graduation and' entered college there.
AGE AT GRADUATION FROM MREEM PREP
1969 1970 197]
17-18 8% 15% 22%
19-20 61 43 36
21-22 • 18 29 21
23-25 10 8 18
Over 25 3 5 3
100% 100% 100%
N with data 77 79 121
N with no data 0 1 2
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'ilioso students were most commonly 10 or 20 years old
wlien they graduated J'rom Harlem Prep. Tlie next most
common age at graduation was 21 or 22.
IJVST RICOUMR HIGH SCHOOL ATTl’A'DllD PRIOR TO
ENTERING HARf.EM PRLP (TOCATION AND TYPl'O
1969 1970 1971
New York City:
Public • R8% 90% 84%
Cathoi ic 1 1 3
Nev\^rk Prep 1 4 ' 1
Otlier New York State and
New Jersey 1 3 5‘
Other non-Southern United
States 1 0 4
Southern United States .3 1 1
Puerto Rico, Jamaica,
Trinidad 4 0 2
Southwest Africa, Upper
Volta 1 . 1 0
100% 100% 100%
N with data 77 78 121
N with no data 0 2. 2
The outstanding feature of tlie tabulations above is
tlie very large number of students wlio attended a large
public New York City high school.. In their autobio-
graphical sketches, it was common for students to
report that they liked school aid did well until the
ninth grade, wliich they may have attended in a junior
high school. For many of them, problem began in the
tenth grade, when they went to a huge public senior
high school.
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GRIDE COMin.ETED IN MST REGUIJVR IIIQI SCHOOL
ATTENDED Bl’^rpRE ENTERING 1L\RLEM PREP
(This information involved many approximations.)
1969 1970 1971
10th grade (part or all) 12% 6% 26%
11th grade (part or all) 13 12 32
12th grade. (part or all) 75 82 42
100% 100% J 00%
N with data 61 17 31
N with no data 16 63 92
Precise information concerning the student’s schooling
prior to entering Harlem Prep was very incomplete. For
the 1970 and 1971 groups, if the student had graduated
from his regular high school, that fact uas recorded;
but if he had not, then it uas difficuJt to determine
how much schooling he had completed.
.
High SchooJ.
transcripts were often too blurred or faint to read;
or the information on them vv^s inconsistent with other
definite information that was not available.
I
More information was available for the 1969 group; this
v'as taken largely from the student's autobiographical
sketch. The 1970 and 1971 groups seldom had such a
sketch in their folders. The large majority of the
1969 class had completed i^art or all of the 12th grade,
and all of them had at least started the iOth grade.
The students' autobiographical sketches revealed a
wealth of other information, not apparent in the
figures above, about the students' efforts to continue
their education after leaving high school. Some went
to evening school after leaving high school; some took
High School Equivalency exams while in the Armed Forces
or elsewhere; a few were accepted by a college or even
attended a college for a short time before failing and
then entering Harlem Prep.
It uas also difficult to determine \diat kind of course
the student \\'as taking in his regular high school.
This information was available for only 33 of the 77
students who graduated from Harlem Prep in 1969. Their
courses were evenly divided among academic, general,
and vocational. Many of these students, however.
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shifted from one kind of course to another while Ihevwere in high school. They might start in an acculcmiccourse, do poorly, and then shift to general. Or thcvmight complete a general or vocational course, but
^
then realize in their senior year that they lacked
necessary for college entrance.courses
RIDDING SCORES AT ENTRY
Different reading tests were given to the 1969 class
and the other class'dS, so the scores will be presented
separately.
1969 Reading Grade Equivalent Scores (Gates-McGinitie
Form 2)
8.0 - 8.9 6%
9.0 - 9.9 24
10.0 - 10.9 18
11.0 - 11.9 37
12.0 - 12.9 15
100%
N with data 33
N with no data 44
The range of grade equivalent scores was from 8.7 to
12.5. Of the students for v\rhom scores were available,
almost all scored at least at the 9th grade level or
better, and a little over half of them scored at or
above the 11th grade level.
1970 and 1971 Reading Scores
(STEP Test 2A—Sequential Tests of Educational Progress)
1970 1971
231 - 250 2% 0%
251 - 270 5 23
271 - 290 35 27
291 - 310 47 50
311 - 330 11 0
100% 100%
62 22
18 101
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QOQ^r national norm for the 11th g,rade is289.0, and for the 12th grade, 293.7. For the HarlemPrep graduates, the large majority of scores fellbetween 271 and 310; tliat is, tlie scores centered
around the national norms. (Note tliat percentages for1971 are based on only 22 scores.)
NUMBER OF SEMESTERS SPENT AT HARLEM PHEP
(In these figures, a summer session has been counted
as a semester.) •
1
2
3
4
5
N
N
1969 1970 3971
semester 17% 9% 2%
semesters 69 62 67
semesters 8 22 8
semesters 5 6 .18
or 6 semesters 1 1 5
100% oo 100%
with data 77 79 121
with no data 0 1 2
The usual pattern for these students was to spend two
semesters at Harlem Prep, entering in the Fall semester
and graduating at the end of the Spring semester.
There appears to be a shift toward a slightly longer
stay for the 1970 and 1971 groups than for the 1969
group. No one stayed longer than 6 semesters; a stay
of more than 3 semesters was very rare.
A semester's work in the Fall or Spring term usually
consisted of 5 or 6 courses, although there was some
variation in the number of courses .taken per semester.
GRADES MULE AT HARLEM PREP
Students stayed at Harlem Prep for differing lengths
of time, and the total number of courses tliey took
varied. Grades were therefore examined in relation
to the tota] number of courses taken. Included in
the total count were summar and six-w^eek courses, but
not audited courses or ones from which the student
withdrew. ,
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There were slight changes in the grading svstem from
one year to the next. Grades of 1 or 2 (or A or B)
are considered lionor grades. Grades of d or 5 (or D)
receive no credit. A grade of "Pass" was treated as
a 3 (or C). Tabulations are presented separately forhonor grades and for no~credit grades.
In interpreting the figures beJow, remember tliat they
are for students wlio graduated from Harlem Prep and w^ere
accepted for college entrance.
PERCENTAGE OF ALL COURSES TAKEN AT HARLEM Piy^P
IN \\IIICI1 THE GMDUATE RECEIVED HOin^OR GllVDES
1969 1970 1971
81 - 100% 26% 22% 29%
61 - 80% 24 30 19
41 - 60% 26 23 28
21 - 40% 12 20 19
0 - 20% 12 5 5
100% 100% 100%
* N with data 76 79 120
N with no data 1 1 3
PERCENTAGE OF ALL COURSES TAKEN AT IIVRLEM PREP IN
WHICH THE GMDUATE RECEIVED NO-CRICDIT Gl^ADES
0 - 20% 00 92% 78%
21 - 40% 7 4 19
Over 40% 6 4 3
100% 100% 100%
N with data 76 79 120
N with no data 1 1 3
ITie majority of graduates received honor grades in more
than half their courses. Many graduates had n£ no-
credit grades. There were, hov\rever, more no-credit
grades in the 1971 group than in the 1969 and 1970
groups. It was relatively rare for graduates to
receive no-credit grades in more than one-fifth of
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all the courses they took at Harlem Prep. Mien thishappened, there seemed to be a consistent pattern lor
tliese graduates, namely, performing very poorly (all
4*s or D's) in an early semester, and then improving
considerably or greatly by the final semester at Harlem
Prep
.
PSAT SCOPES
In 1969, only 2 students had PSAT scores recorded,
so no distribution 'can be presented.
1970 and 1971 Scores
1970
Verbal Math
1971
Verlxil Math
20 - 29 17% 30% 33% 24%
30 - 39 49 43 43 63
40 - 49
.
21 23 19 X 11
50 - 59 9 2 5 2
60-69 4 2 0 0
100% 100% 100% 100%
N \\dth data 53 53 54 54
N with no
data 27 27 69 69
Students usually took these exams in October preceding
their graduation. The range of Verbal scores \%as
from 20 to 67, and the range of Math scores utis from
21 to 67. No scores were available for about one-
third of the 1970 students and more than half the
1971 students; this probably means .that they did not
take the PSAT. For those students who did take this
test, the commonest score was in the 30 ’s and the large
majority of scores fell between 20 and 50. The Verbal
scores were, in general, slightly higher than the Math
scores.
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SAT SCORES
1009 1970 1971
Verbal Math Verbal Math Verbal Math
- 200 - 299 24% 15% too 16% 16% 13%
300 - 399 35 59 45 55 46 55
400 - 499 29 22 24 .19 22 26
500 - 599 11 4 8 10 12 6
600 - 699 1 .0 3 0 4 0
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%o 100%
N with data
N with no
72 72 62 62 69 69
data 5 5 18 18 54 54
Most students took the SAT just once
,
in the spring of
the year in which they graduated from Harlem Prep.
Most scores fell between 200 and 500; scores above
500 vv'ere relatively rare. For nearly, one-fourth of
the 1970 group and nearly half the 1971 group, no
SAT scores were available in the student’s folder.
If we multiply the PSAT scores by 10, we see that both
the PSAT and SAT scores fell in the same range, from
200 to 500. Also, as with the PSAT, Verbal scores
were generally slightly higher than the Math scores.
LOCATION OF ACCEPTING COLLEGES (1969-1971 )
N
New York City 32
Other New York State 32
New England, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey 28
Midwest 12
South 13
West 5
Other Countries 3
125
About half the students were accepted by colleges
in New York City and New York State . About one-fourth
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were accepted by colleges not very far from New York
State
,
The number of colleges accepting Harlem Prep graduates
increased each year. These colleges represent a very
great variety^public and private, small and large,
highly prestigious and not-so-prestigious
,
two-year
and four-year, technical, and more general.
STUDENT ATTENDANCE
The average daily attendance presented below is for the
months of September, October, and November. Figures
are approximate; they were obtained from checking
attendance as listed on report cards and in teachers'
roll books.
Year
Total
Resi ster
.
Average Daily
Attendance
1968-69 183 151
1969-70 283 215
1970-71 400 293
1971-72 485 368
It should be noted that the attendance recording pro-
cedures at Harlem Prep are much more stringent than
those in New York City public high schools. To be
considered "present" on any given day, a student must
attend all classes for wliich he is scheduled on that
day.
APPENDIX I
TABLE OF ORGANIZATION
Table o f Orfiani zati on
Ihc table of organization acts as a g'liide.
It may often be impossible to pul] together enough
Vvrorkers to fulfill all of the committees and columns
that arc blocked out for them. However, the table
does serve to spell out the functions and responsi-
bilities that must be met and carried out successfully
if the program is to succeed. We will discuss here in
detail each of the columns on the chai’t, suggest the
number of members for each committee, the kind of
leadership each committee should have, and some of
the committee's responsibilities.
The primary and final responsibility for the
program for Harlem Prep, as for anytliing that is done
at the school, depends on the Board of Trustees, the
Headmaster, and his administration. In the case of a
financial program like this, rather than in otlicr in-
ternal operations, perhaps more of the responsibility
depends on the Board itself as opposed to the adminis-
trati on
.
At this point it is appropriate to make the
following suggestions to improve the Board;
1. The role of the Board of Trustees should
be more clearly defined.
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2. The cominiU.ee structui'c
be more effective.
of Die niv\rd sliould
o. More active interest amonp; the Hoard
members should he generated. Presently, their in-
terest ap])ears to vary widely, and thcii- attendance
at Hoard meetings is_ not • rcgulai'. The absentee land-
lord type of trustees is of little practical value.
4. Tlie Hoard of Trustees sliould be sti'eng-
thened by establishing cpial ificat ions and categories
of membership. Effort should be made to bring the
membership to twenty-five, which is allowed by the
school ' s by-laws
.
5. Ihe term of office for the trustees should
be increased to two years. There should be no limi-
tation on the number of terms the trustees can serve.
Interest in Harlem Prep sliould be a prime cons idei’at ion
in the nomination of 'a trustee. We need trustees who
are young in sjiirit, vigorous, and dedicated to our
cause.
G. At least thi*ee giants of business, a few
of the early donors, a national govei'nmental personality,
and one or two television celebrities should be added
to the Hoard.
7. A Trustee Committee on dcvcl ojiinent should
bo established. I'he Board's desires and influences
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could be funneled to the rest of the organization
through this committee. This should be a standing
committee of the Board, with about eight of the strongest
members on it, and should be activated immediately
with at least four members to start. Only then can
the rest of the program proceed.
A Finance Committee to concentrate in the
areas of budgeting and financing should be immediately
established by the Board.
HARLEM
PREP
ORGANIZATION
CHART
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At the top of the chart are two groups directly
influencing the Board. On the one hand, the conglom-
erate el feet of the Urban Coalition and on the other
the good will and support of EXXON are definitely
needed.
The Educational Advisory Board, also shown
^ — . .
as an indirect connection with the administration,
may not liave a direct involvement in the development
program as such at this time, but is shown here to
give a fuller representation to the kind of outside
volunteers and committees tMt could make a commitment
to the school.
Harlem Prep National Committee
This committee of forty members will be the
cohesive center of the entire program. Included on
it will be representatives of the various friends
and volunteers \^ho have been associated with Harlem
Prep. It will be an operating committee in a larger
sense, since the Campaign Committee and the Executive
Committee, as well as special committees such as Business
and Industry, will be sitting on it. There will be
representatives of the National Advisory Board, the
community, public relations, and so on. It would
meet perliaps three times a year as a group, but would
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essentially function through its various committees
and divisions. Because of the representative nature
of the membership, it v^rill run the gamut from the
most important persons in the United States to perhaps
a very young and unlcnown student. Its chairman must
be a national figure of. the highest order, one whose
name or whose affiliation can open any door anywhere.
This could be a former Senator, the head of a major
corporation, a national hero, or someone of like
stature. The Committee should be well balanced beUeen
Black and \\Tiite
. The National Committee will get its
authority directly from the Board of Trustees and will
recommend action in those cases where it finds it
necessary. Their recommendations will go directly
to the Campaign Committee, which will have the central
control in the entire program, '
Campaign Committee
This Committee will consist of sixteen members,
and v\rill be the active, controlling, and operating
group, where all the decisions will be made and where
the action really \\dll take place. All sixteen members
of this committee should have the ability to lead,
as well as to solicit, and in some cases, hopefully,
to give. One-third of the members should be members
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of the Board of Trustees; its Executive Committee
and Chairman and tv\^o Vice Chairmen could be members
of the Board. The Committee should meet six times a
year during the program. Chairmen of the individual
operating committees should be members of the Campaign
Committee.
Executive Committee
This Committee will consist of five members,
all on the Campaign Committee and include the Chairman,
two Vice Chairmen, and two members at large. The
Executive Committee should meet regularly, at least
once a month, and be prepared to meet weekly if neces-
sary, It should be in constant and close touch \dth
the Cliairmen of the Board, the Headmaster, the campaign
director, and other key staff and volunteer personnel.
Chairmen and Two Vice
Chairmen
The Chairman' of the Program who is also the
Chairman of the National Committee, of the Campaign
Committee, and of the Executive Committee, should be
of top national stature, as discussed above. He will
be expected to be the official spokesman for the program,
to approve all special actions and budgets, to be
available to make speeches at top events, and to
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solicit personally the very top givers and leaders.
He should be the sort of individual who could assign
staff associates to work with the Harlem Prep Program
so that he could be released from his o\vii direct in-
volvement at certain times. In all, he may be expected
to devote up to five working days in each month to
the program during its most active phases.
The two Vice Chairmen sliould liave a stature
equal to, or as close to the Chairman’s as possible.
Not only w^ill this add executive volunteer authority
to a larger area of activity, but will enable the
Chairman to divide his responsibilities at such times
\^hen he is pressed for other duties. Ideally, with
tlie Chairman to take over-all responsibility, it
would be effective for one Vice Chairman to be largely
responsible for internal operations, organization,
leadership enlistment, and, generally, all that is
needed to keep a program together. The other Vice
Chairman might well be a salesman for the program.
As such, he should devote a large share of his time
specifically to seeking volunteers and to soliciting
funds
.
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National Advisory Board
Over one hundred members vcould serve in a
number of special committees. The National Advisory
Board is a catch-all for identifying leadership and
involving a number of important people, both in dif-
ferent fields of endeavor and in different areas of
the country. It should have a chairman of great
stature to add additional endorsement to the program,
and perhaps even an honorary chairman, uho might well
be someone like Governor Rockefeller, who lias shown
a great deal of interest in Harlem Prep. The Board
would be composed of a number of specialized committees,
each committee to conduct its business interests in
its o\m v\’ay. For example, a Committee of College
Admission Directors might actively work vdth and
advise the Harlem Prep National Committee. Likewise,
there might be a Committee on Urban Problems of Secondary
Schools that might be primarily a study committee of
educators and sociologists, and possibly even legis-
lators. Further, there might be a committee of con-
cerned businessmen whose only "duty" should be to add
their names to a list and possibly issue a report.
The key point to remember here is that each of these
groups and committees should begin with one man or
woman to head them, and out of that—within the context
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of their own activity as part of the larger National
Advisory Board—become a group tliat adds sponsorship
and, hopefully, participation, and leadership training
for Harlem Prep's top personnel needs. The Advisory
Board is Just that, advisory, and docs not have a
line responsibility within the table of organization.
The Community Council
This Committee will consist of a hundred mem-
bers, At the present time, some Harlem Prep adminis-
trators and faculty members are involved in a few of
the community organizations, serving as their board
members or officials. They include the New York Urban
League, Harlem Team for Self-Help, Harlem Advisory
Committee, and the Harlem Neighborhood Association.
The Community Council should eventually consist
of members from the entire city and state. However,
at this time, it is important that the council deal
with the people in whose midst Harlem Prep lias been
placed, Muslims, integrationists, nationalists,
Puerto Ricans, shopkeepers, union leaders. Black Pan-
thers, Garveyites, and policemen should be invited
to serve on this committee. Its chairman should be
responsible, but not necessarily well-known outside
of the community. His or her strength must be inside
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the community, and he or she must be responsible
from the point of view of trying to build Harlem Prep
in direct cooperation, not cornpetitiai with the Board,
the Administration, and the program leadership. As
with the National Advisory Board, the Community Council
will not be a line committee and will serve in a
purely advisory capacity. It could assist the Parents
Association to do the following activities: utilizing
the school building as a community center for various
cultural activities, establishing a summer program
for children who cannot afford to go to camp, estab-
lishing adult education! classes. Most of these programs
could receive grants from state and federal govern-
ments. The Act of 1964 (PL-88-210) and Rasic Adult
Education Act of 1970 (PL-91-230) arc two examples.
The Council should work closely \d.th such organiza-
tions as YMCA
,
WCA,'Red Cross, Chamber of Commerce,
Council of Social Agencies, and Boy Scouts. If most
of these organizations did not support the school fi-
nancially, they could provide in-kind services.
Public Relations Committee
This Committee will consist of ten members
and vxdll become extremely important for Harlem Prep
throughout the development program. It is advisable
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that EXXON, which has been so closely involved with
the school, pull together at first opportunity a num-
ber of communications practitioners in the city com-
posed of publicity people, journalists, and radio/
television personnel, some of botli White- and Black-
oriented media, to begin working with the Executive
Committee and the Headmaster in developing a public
relations point of view and then, from a serx'i.ce out-
look, educate the public as to what Harlem Prep is
about. The Public Relations Committee uall not be
a line committee nor an advisory group, but vlll fall
somewhere in between as a special sub-committee of
the over-all Campaign Committee.
Resource Committee
This Committee will consist of six members
and will j>erhaps be the most important one of all,
both general staff and front line. Its responsibility
will be to consider all the information that every
one else gathers—of course, it will take staff work
—and then to evaluate this information. Evaluation
will consist of taking the infoniiation, digesting it,
deciding what it means for Harlem Prep, and then as-
signing to different action committees, and in some
cases to specific individuals, the job of cultivating
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and soliciting particular donors. Furtlier, this
committee's responsibility will be to see that cither
it or others evaluate the donor from tlie point of view
of potential and interest. The Committee should con-
sist of at least one or two bankers, at least one busi-
ness man, at least one head of a major urban program,
and also should include representatives from the in-
vestment field, insurance^ government and public service,
law, and possibly the society pages. Members of the
Board, administration, staff, other committee cliairmen
and members, friends of members, the Campaign Chairman
and others, should, wlienever possible, be invited to
the Resources Committee meetings.
Foundations Committee
This Committee v%rill consist of six members,
including a chairman and other volunteers who logically
will liave a knowledge of and will be able to deal with
heads of and boards of the key foundations. In addi-
tion, there would then be a pipe line to foundation
information, not just for solicitation and cultivation.
This and the follo\\dng committees will be in a large
sense action committees, devoting a good part of their
time to solicitation. On more than one occasion, the
Foundations Committee would sit as a whole with the
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Resoui CGS 001110111.100, qs would olhcr comniillccs on
Ihe fronl line.
Govcrnnicnl Liaison Commillcc
This Conimillee inIH consisl of Ihree members
—one of our "friends” in Washinglon* or Albany, a
lawyer, and possibly an urban service organizalion
execulive. The abilily lo inlerprel and ulilize
governmenl decisions and in some vays acl as a Iwo-
way funnel belvaen Harlem Prep and Ihe various govern-
menls—local, slale, and federal—are of vilal imporlance
for Ihe school.
Organizalion Conimillee
This Conimillee will consisl of Ihree members.
Unions, fralernal groups, honorary socielies, pro-
fessional associalions
,
and oilier organizalions offer
a v\ride field for polenlial supporl for Harlem Prep.
A1 Ihis poinl, Ihree represcnlalives from Ihe above
groups should sil on such a commillee specifically lo
help begin idenlifying Ihe kind of involvemenl and
supporl any organizalion can give^ lo Harlem Prefi.
Religious organizalions are a vilal and key pari of
Ihis and mighl well have Iheir own special rcpresenla-
tive on Ihis commillee; how Ihe involvemenl of a
religious orgtinizalion is inlerjireled will depend on
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policy decisions bui involvciiioni by religious groii])s
is both an actuality and a long-term potential benefit
for Harlem Prep.
Business and Industry
Committee
This Committee vdL 11 consist of fifteen members.
Despite the fact that tlie school is counting on a large
number of businessmen to be responsible for a large
share of the needs for the over-all program, a special
business and industry committee is necessary nonethe-
less. This Committee, plus additional volunteer and
staff help, \vdll have the responsihility of investi-
gating, organizing, cultivating, and soliciting the
rank and file of New York City business. The Committee
should be well representative of the kinds of businesses
and industries in New York City and should be headed
by a top corporate officer of the highest leadership
status. The committee might divide up into different
service groups, for example, manufacturing and re-
tailing, but should treat the entire concept of New
York business support for Harlem Prep as an entity.
Teacher Organization
This Committee will consist of five members.
In our experience, it has been demonstrated that faculty
members who have no sliare in policy-making are not
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much moved by the announced plans of trustees and
administration for promotion and fund raising. Develop-
ment plans are educational ly more promising and pro-
motionally more salable if they are drawrn from the
give and take of faculty and other volunteer discus-
sions. This Committee .could study, propose, and
arrange agreements with schools of education and
research institutes which have sho\m interests in
studying and evaluating Harlem Prep’s programs and
curriculum. They could prepare a journal which would
reflect students' work, faculty \\rriting, community
news, and other interesting items. The journal would
not only be a good public relations vehicle, but it
could be sold at public places. The journal would
take advertising from community merchants. Harlem
Prep has arranged with a few univ^ersities to have
their interns spend one or two terms at school. This
program could be expanded to the rest of the colleges
in New York City. Preparing progress bulletins, aca-
demic bulletins, instituting long-range projections,
inviting outstanding lecturers, organizing concerts
and exhibits are just a few areas in wiiich this or-
ganization could be helpful.
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Parents Associations
This Committee will consist of twenty members
and will work closely with the Community Council.
They could arrange for the following: hold bazaars,
white elephant sales, raffles, bingo, carnivals,
theater parties, movies ,. luncheons
,
open houses,
cocktail parties, obtain a proclamation from the
mayor or the governor, make honorary awards, monitor
accountability, issue a community press release,
wi-ite letters, rallies, demonstrate,
Harlem Prep enjoys wide support from its
parents associations and should continue to receive
their services.
i
Students Council
This Committee \d.ll consist of seven members.
Students of Harlem Prep have come from a variety of
backgrounds, with a variety of stories, but there is
a central theme in all their past, the theme of the
failure of schools to meet their needs, to provide any
relevance to their situation. Therefore, their con-
cern for Harlem Prep is real and it manifests itself
in a short essay tliat one of them \\rrote recently,
called "If We Should Die":
I cringe to thinl< what would happen if we
should die. If for one moment the liart of
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Harlem Prep should stop beating, lor me the
sun would never rise again. If we should
die, a beautiful famiJ.y would no longer
^xist, and our hopes to help our country
and world would cease.
We, at the Prep, have never thought of
dying because a family that has loved to-
gether and cried together could never thinl<
of death. We have experienced inside the
u'alls of Harlem Prep all the emotions and
moods which characterize the love relation-
ship of a famid.y. We have gathered here as
a family for weddings and for funerals.
It began one morning in 1967 when Harlem
was invaded by the light and varmth of
learning. It is here tliat Harlem Prep began
the Journey to teach young people who had
terminated their public school education
in frustration. We had virtually nothing
to v^rork with. Despite that, we succeeded
with our dream.
So impressed v\rere w^e with our newly found
success that a school motto v\as formed by
a graduate who wTote, "We have done so much
with so little for so long that now we can
do anything with nothing at all."
These are fine words, but as Harlem Prep
has grown, we find tliat we have not been
able to make it alone. Throughout the years
we have had to call on you, the public, to
come to our assistance. Your response to
our pleas had been gratifying. Some of
you may feel we have treated. your offers
coldly or given you rude dismissals. We
apologize deeply. But understand tliat as
an institution, we are still undergoing
growth pains. We have been handicapped
by shortages of experience, time, and, of
course, money.
We are nov\'^ in the midst of our most severe
crisis in a short life filled \\dth crises.
If Harlem Prep should die, one more dream
will be broken in a community that can’t
stand any more broken dreams. If we should
die, it will mean a loss for my child, your
child, and the children of the world. Most
of all, if we should die, it would mean the
loss of leaders and positive contributions
to our nation, indeed, to our world. Help
us live and grow.
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This kind of talent could offer the best
source of support that Harlem Prep needs. The student
body has done so much so far, and should continue
their services.
APPENDIX J
COMMENTS ON HARLEM PREP
COMMENTS ON ILM^EM PREP
Neil Postman, in his book The Soft Revolution
while praising Harlem Prep, uTote:
The faculty of Harlem Prep lias included nuns
and atheists, liard revolutionaries and soft,
black and white, and several other intriguing
combinations. As of this ua^iting, close to
two hundred kids who would otherwise have
found themselves on the streets, probably
permanently, have been accepted to colleges.
Kids learn at Harlem Prep. Maybe because at
the PreiD they are given a second chance.
Maybe because they love Harlem Prep and the
carpenters. Maybe because they play a de-
cisive role in how the school is run. No
one is quite sure. Bat they do learn ....
Charles Silberman, in his celebrated book Crisis in
the Classroom
^ \\U"ote extensively on Harlem Prep:
Housed in a remodeled supermarket. New York's
Harlem Prep has also had striking success
in demonstrating the untapped reservoir of
talent that exists in the black ghetto. . . .
The school is ungraded, with students moving
at their own pace; teachers are free to
develop their o\m curriculum. The accent is
on informality, "relevance," and black pride.
. . .
The school is demonstrating that in-
formality, rele\ance, and black pride fully
compatible \\dth academic rigor; Plato's Crito
^Neil Postman, The Soft Revolution (New York
Dell Publishing Co., 1971), p. 180.
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and Sophocles’s Oedipus Rex are read, alone;
with Eldridge Cleaver's essays and the Auto-biography of Malcolm X.2
Otto F. ICraushaar
,
in his lengthy study on American
Nonnublic School
,
wrote;
The atmosphere of Harlem Prep is relaxed
and informal, 'with the head and faculty as
deeply concerned with the personal problems
and w'^elfare of each student as with his
academic progress. The program is extra-
ordinarily flexible and in many w’ays defies
the conventional concept of the prep school.
In the groups that assemble in one corner
or another with an instructor, the emphasis
is not on the coverage of subjects or ac-
quaintance with facts, but on the practice
of conceptualization and logical thinking
with reference to the discussion of brief
position papers on a variety of topics. The
curriculum is divided chiefly into English,
math and science.
. . . The aim is to try
to place students in college after tv;o years
at Harlem Prep, and so time is of the essence.^
Dale E. Bussis, Vice President of Institute of Edu-
cational Development", expressed a sense of frustration,
when he wrote:
It is difficult to measure the "humanistic
climate," and convey to outsiders in words
2Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Class-
room: The Remaking of American Education (New York
:
Random House, 1970), p. 97.
7
Otto F. Kraushaar, American Nonpublic Schools ,
Patterns of Diversity (Eialtimore; The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1972), p. 86.
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all the positive benefits the school pro-
vides.
. . . After six years of oi^eration,
tlie scliool has demonstrated 1 hat it can
take higli scliool students who have been
low^ achievers or potential trouble-makers,
and educate them so that many of them can’
"climb the ladder" in our social structure,
graduating from college and becoming produc-
tive members of society who liav'c personal
satisfaction in the contributions they arc
making.
4
Jonathan Kozol, in his recent book Free Schoo ls,
wrote
:
The Free School press and Free Scliool writers
speak more often of Bill Ayers' Free School,
up in Ann Arbor, w'hich did not work out,
than they do of Edward Carpenter's remarkable
and long-sustained success at Harlem Prep.
... I believe we can and ought to honor
people like Bill Ayers. In the same way,
many of us love and revere the name of Che
• Guevara. Tlicre is also Fidel, however,
w'lio was not afraid to sit within the Victor's
chair, and there are also strong and stable
people like Ed. Carpenter. It w^ould not
hurt us to have upon the walls or in tlie
stairways of our little schools not 01115^
photographs of those wlio do not fear to die
for their beliefs, but also photographs
of those who do not fear to vmi.^
Joshua L. Smith, Program Officer, from The Ford Foun-
dation, wrrote:
^Institute for Educational Development, An
Assessment of the Alternative Educational Program
at Harlem Pi*epaiaioi^v Schoo l, 1973, p. 11.
'^Jonathan Kozol, Free School (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1972), p. 62.
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Moving about with the Headmaster, Eduard
Carpenter, from class to class, one is
constantly a\Narc of a tremendous Esprit
de Corps that is buttressed by all teachers
and that serves to provide students \vdth
a psychological atmosphere that ])ermeates
the institution and tliat seems to convince
one tliat everyone will succeed. To listen
to or read wliat students produce in their
communication classes causes feelings of
sadness, joy, and ,rage. Sadness because
of the depth o'F feeling wliich students
express about their environment, joy because
of the ability of students to use words
or film creatively, and rage because one
realizes tliat all of these students are
dropouts from the public system.^
And finally, Governor Rockefeller, wiiile declaring
Sunday May 21, 1972, as Harlem Prep Day, wrote:
The beneficial effects of this school do not
end with the number of students graduating,
' but I believe Harlem Prep serves as an ex-
ample of what can be accomplished education-
ally with inner city young people, and
further it functions as a social beacon in
the communities of New York City wliere it
is so important that there be encouragement
and hope
.
^Joshua L. Smith, "Free Schools: Pandora's
Box?" Educational Leadership, February, 1971, p. 466
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